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ABSTRACT
The maze task is a psycholinguistic tool that is used in experimentally measuring
online sentence processing time (Forster et al., 2009). It asks subjects to "weave" their
way through sentences, choosing the correct grammatical alternative from two choices.
This task can also offer insight into the processing strategies of L2 learners.
Thus, whether or not this task can be used as an effective training program for beginning
L2 learners is the topic of this current investigation. The maze task is therefore
transformed into the “story maze”, which contextualizes sentences for learners. Because
the task provides immediate feedback regarding the precise location of an error, learners
can efficiently tune their L2 processing strategies, which echoes VanPatten (2004) and
his objective with processing instruction. In effect, connections made in the classroom
through explicit instruction can be reinforced and strengthened through implicit maze
task training.
Using L2 Spanish learners, the efficacy of training types is tested in order to
investigate whether the maze task can assist learners in altering their processing strategies
of complex, L2 structures that are not found in the L1. Furthermore, the task's
generalizing capability with respect to building the implicit and explicit knowledge bases
is examined. Lastly, because the task speaks to students' identity as learners in a
technologically advanced world, the likability of this task is evaluated through qualitative
data, and pedagogical implications are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

“It is one thing to try to characterize the mode of thought
of a people and quite another to attempt to determine
just how any one individual thinks” (Olson, 1994, p. 33).

1.1 Context of the Problem: What is the Maze Task?
In the foreign language classroom, learners are acquiring much more than simply
grammar rules and novel lexical items. They are attempting to learn an entirely new
mode of communication. In order to realize this goal, computer assisted language
learning (CALL) presents a plethora of original and innovative communicative activities
for language students (Warschauer & Kern, 2000). Although many CALL programs have
focused on creating interactive environments for learners, more appropriate activities for
beginners may need to incorporate controlled structure (VanPatten, 2004). This
dissertation therefore attempts to bridge the gap between presently available CALL
programs and ones that are suitable for beginning foreign language learners.
Computerized psycholinguistic techniques used for experimental testing are
designed to record millisecond reaction times to a specific language stimulus (Felser,
2005). This data offers indispensible insight into the processing times of various sets of
stimuli, and can be especially valuable when investigating L2 learning. However, it could
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also be possible that this method of experimentation may assist in second language
learning itself due to its ability to precisely isolate processing time.
The maze task is such a computerized psycholinguistic task, and asks subjects to
“weave” their way through sentences word by word by choosing the correct grammatical
alternative from two choices (Forster et al., 2009). Subjects are asked to complete the
maze task as quickly and as accurately as possible. Participant reaction times to each
word of each sentence are recorded, and subjects are able to see precisely where they
made an error in the sentence. This instantaneous feedback is a valuable feature that this
program can offer L2 learners, and specifically, beginners. Succinctly stated, the use of
such a task has the benefits of tuning L2 processing strategies during the early stages of
acquisition by asking students to complete sentences incrementally, word by word. In this
way, the connections established through explicit, classroom instruction are reinforced
and strengthened through this type of implicit training program.
1.2 Purpose of Dissertation
The purpose of this dissertation is two-fold, and intends to address
psycholinguistic processes as well as pedagogy. First, the maze task is used in examining
how beginning L2 learners process both complex and less complex sentences. By
developing a training program using this task, the effect of two training types is
investigated. One training type involves sentence types that are similar to students’ L1
(English), and the other contains sentences that have constructs that are L2 (Spanish)
specific. From a sociocultural viewpoint, less complex (“easy”) constructions can be
thought of as ones that resemble L1 structure, and are the structures upon which students
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frame the L2 during the beginning stages of learning (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). If maze
training can help alter processing strategies, then results should support benefits from the
more complex training.
Past research with training paradigms can help shed light on the expected results.
In aphasia research, training on syntactically more complex (harder) sentence
constructions has been shown to generalize to performance on syntactically more simple
(easier) structures, but not the reverse (Thompson, Shapiro, & Sobecks, 2003). In fact,
from a psycholinguistic perspective, event-related potential (ERP) data has shown that L2
learners may be insensitive to L2 sentences that do not pattern like L1 syntax (that is,
when they are mismatched) (Tokowicz & MacWhinney, 2005). Thus, a successful
training program must consider L1 parameters and should work to assist in altering these
settings when necessary.
The second purpose of this dissertation is to investigate more fully how the maze
task can be realized as a language training program within foreign language curricula. By
developing the maze task into a more complete training program, graphics are used and
story contexts are created. To keep pace with communicative goals in the classroom, this
“story maze” task offers a novel way in which to develop second language literacy skills.
It is therefore the hope that this dissertation will offer a preliminary set of data for
advancing foreign language pedagogy. By using both quantitative and qualitative data,
the evaluation of the maze task as a potential CALL program will be thoroughly studied.
Importantly, the areas of both psycholinguistics and applied linguistics will join together
in advancing and constructing such a program.
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1.3 Statement of the Problem and Objective
How does the maze task fare as a training program for beginning language
learners, and is it effective in tuning the learner’s processing strategies to input that
contains structures unlike the L1? Furthermore, can the maze task be used as a
contextualized and engaging tool for second language learning while also effectively
training L2 structures? Lastly, is there any direct benefit from using such a task in the
foreign language classroom?
Through a series of four experiments, this dissertation methodically investigates
how training with two different sentence types (hard and easy) aids late L2 learners to
better their foreign language performance, and to what capacity each training type is able
to yield learning outcomes. Moreover, post-tests measuring both explicit and implicit
knowledge are developed so as to test the maze’s efficacy in building these linguistic
knowledge bases. Importantly, how such a task could be seen as enjoyable to students in
terms of motivation and personal investment is considered (Moll et al., 2005; NortonPierce, 1995; Thorne & Reinhardt, 2008). To further test the potential of the maze task as
an addition to a foreign language curriculum, the last experiment in the sequence
examines its effectiveness in a more contextualized environment. The most optimal
training type, or most favorable mix of methods for a teaching program, will be explored.
The generalizing effects from the maze task will assist in outlining a new pedagogical
instrument within a psycholinguistic framework.
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1.4 Theoretical Considerations
The following sections serve as a review of both psycholinguistic and
sociocultural literature, which help to situate the maze task within current research and
theoretical issues. From a psycholinguistic perspective, the implicit and explicit learning
dichotomy is of primary importance when considering how the maze task could benefit a
foreign language curriculum. Form focused instruction as well as input and output-based
approaches to language become interesting areas to review in light of optimal
pedagogical approaches. Furthermore, from a sociocultural viewpoint, the role of the L1
with respect to mediation in the second language classroom is discussed. In particular,
this literature holds much relevance to the present study due to the maze task’s
interrelatedness to students’ “L1 identity”.
1.4.1 Implicit and Explicit Learning
The difference between implicit and explicit learning becomes very important
when pedagogy is considered from a psycholinguistic standpoint. Explicit and implicit
learning are two dichotomous methods, which are utilized in acquiring knowledge. For
instance, learning unintentionally, such as learning how to walk, is an example of implicit
learning. Conversely, learning intentionally, such as learning subtraction, is an example
of explicit learning. In more broad terminology, explicit learning is associated with
selectivity, which presupposes a deductive, concept-driven mode of learning; on the other
hand, implicit learning is associated with unselectivity and assumes an inductive, datadriven mode of learning. In other words, explicit learning involves the formulating and
testing of hypotheses in search for structure while implicit learning is the acquisition of
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knowledge of an underlying, rule-governed structure within a complex stimulus
environment (Gasparini, 2004; N. Ellis, 1994). Another way to look at the picture is that
explicit learning requires cognitive resources such as attention and consciousness
whereas implicit learning takes places naturally and without conscious operations.
One of the main questions in second language learning is what type of instruction
is best for L2 acquisition. Implicit learning explains that one retrieves and uses memories
that he/she has formed without conscious awareness. Explicit learning illustrates that one
uses grammatical rules and guided instruction in learning an L2. Within the constructs of
both connectionist and generative accounts of linguistic competence, there is general
agreement that linguistic knowledge is primarily comprised of intuitive and tacit
knowledge (N. Ellis, 2005; R. Ellis, 1993). That is, these theories contend that a learner’s
ultimate success in L2 acquisition depends on implicit knowledge.
Cognitive research has suggested that the implicit knowledge base is extremely
important for L2 learning, but does rely on explicit learning as well. Explicit learning,
which yields explicit memories, would remain a mix of loosely connected features
without the active role of the hippocampus. By binding disparate accounts into a unitary
representation, the neural systems in the hippocampus allow for the consolidation of
these explicit memories, which are then integrated into the implicit knowledge base
(Squire, 1992). In this way, the implicit knowledge base is responsible for forming
pattern-recognition units from explicitly taught material, and therefore aids in the longterm acquisition of an L2. Through the use of retrieval cues, the L2 learner can recall the
unitary picture that has been constructed at a later point in time.
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In a foreign language classroom, however, learners are not exposed to a sufficient
amount of input in order to construct the implicit knowledge base effectively from that
alone. Without any help from explicit knowledge development, it becomes difficult for
students to extend their understanding of language outside of the L1 parameters
(DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005). Indeed, explicit learning may assist learners insofar as
awareness-raising about the L2. However, the interaction of implicit and explicit learning
with regard to knowledge base construction is still a matter of some debate (Gasparini,
2004; N. Ellis, 2005). Due to classroom constraints such as time, resources, and
materials, this interaction becomes important when considering the best methodologies to
use in a foreign language classroom setting.
Although explicit knowledge cannot become implicit knowledge, there is no
consensus as to whether explicit knowledge can facilitate the acquisition of implicit
knowledge (Gasparini, 2004; N. Ellis, 2005; Hulstijn & DeGraaf, 1994). Some
researchers believe that there is no interaction between implicit knowledge and explicit
knowledge whereas others believe that there is a strong or weak interaction (Krashen,
1994; N. Ellis, 2005; R. Ellis, 1993). As a result, it is theorized that using grammatical
consciousness-raising exercises can help in facilitating implicit knowledge. This
construct of intake facilitation could aid learners in paying attention to formal features of
comprehensible input (Schmidt, 1990; Schmidt & Frota, 1986). Learners can then “…
notice the gap between these features and those of their interlanguage” (Schmidt, 1994, p.
11). In this way, the salience of formal language features can be underscored, and more
readily noticed by learners.
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1.4.2 Form-Focused Instruction
It would then seem that one of the best ways to approach the issue of combining
both the implicit and explicit learning pathways is to create a learning instrument that can
strengthen procedural representations of explicitly learned information. This type of
learning echoes VanPatten (2004) and his work with input processing and processing
instruction. Processing instruction (PI) consists of two stages— explicitly teaching a
grammatical construct, and then exposing students to structured input type activities
where they are encouraged to utilize the new grammatical construct. Thus, PI subscribes
to an input-based notion of instruction, and illustrates that it is comprehensible, and
importantly, structured input that assists in forming the implicit knowledge base of a
learner. This form focused type of instruction (FFI) has the merits of combining
conscious-raising explicit instruction (formal presentations in class of grammatical
concepts) with structured input activities. The activities strive to create procedural
representations, which act to construct the implicit knowledge base.
Quite similarly, the maze task exposes learners to comprehensible input.
Although it is an implicit learning program, it aims to solidify formally, explicitly taught
concepts learned in the classroom while asking students to “build” sentences. By
isolating a sentence word by word, awareness is raised regarding each incoming item that
the processing system must handle. Although the task falls in the comprehension domain
by nature, it could also assist in production as well. It could be speculated that if one is
asked to “build” a sentence by choosing one of two alternatives, it may assist students to
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articulate each word they choose in order to ensure correct sentence completion. If this is
the case, production skills may also display some benefit from the maze task training
program. Indeed, this dissertation demonstrates that student accounts do suggest that
articulation may be a key aspect of completing maze sentences.
1.4.3 Input and Output-based Instruction
Input-based and output-based instruction has long been a topic of much debate in
second language acquisition literature with respect to the role of each in learning. (Erlam,
Loewen, & Philp, 2009). It is clear that input is necessarily involved in the acquisition
process, but the matter is up for debate regarding what the role of output is, and its extent
(VanPatten & Sanz, 1995; VanPatten & Wong, 2004; Swain & Lapkin, 1995) In fact,
Morgan-Short & Bowden (2006) found that linguistic development was equal among
students who were exposed to only input-based instruction as compared to those who
were exposed to both input and output-based methods. Nevertheless, some studies do
show that learners exposed to output-based instruction yielded greater benefits on
production based tasks as compared to students working with input-based instruction
(Allen, 2000; Farley, 2004; Salaberry, 1997). Suffice it to say, there is much debate
regarding the comprehension vs. production dichotomy in language instruction.
As stated previously, although the maze task is mainly a comprehension based
activity, it could be possible that students articulate the sentence word by word in order to
help them complete the task. Thus, this dissertation explores whether or not the maze
task, an input-based activity, can effectively generalize to building both the
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comprehension and production skill sets. The potential help that the maze task can
provide for both skills is a worthy query, and could maximize language learning time and
effort.
1.4.4 Sociocultural Theory and L1 Mediation
Another issue from a pedagogical standpoint is the role of the L1 with respect to
Vygotsky (1978) and his notion of mediation. Vygotsky’s notion of mediation is a central
concept within sociocultural theory (SCT) and holds many implications for L2 learning,
especially with respect to L1 mediation. When the training methods were developed for
the maze task project, the role of the L1 was an important issue to consider due to its
implications in any type of language learning, implicit or explicit. That is, whether it is
implicit or explicit learning, studies have shown that overcoming L1 parameters may be a
difficult issue (Leow, 2007; N. Ellis, 2005; Nitschke, Kidd, & Serratrice, 2009;
Robinson, 1997; Rosa & O’Neil, 1999).
Vygotsky (1978) believed that human psychological processes are mediated by
the social environment, and one of the manners in which people orient their thinking is
through the use of culture specific “artifacts” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). While artifacts
include facets of human life such as the utilization of physical tools, books, and eating
utensils, this grouping also includes the use of symbolic tools such as language, and in
particular, the language used in one’s social and cultural environment. In this way, using
language helps people make sense of, or mediate, the world and environment around
them.
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In sociocultural theory, cultural factors such as those included in artifacts
“…mediate the relationships between people, between people and the physical world, and
between people and their inner mental worlds” (Lantolf, 2006, p. 69). In other words, it is
the social environment that assists individuals in interpreting their thinking. To this end,
language, a symbolic tool, is used as a way in which to operate both interpersonally as
well as intrapersonally. Specifically, one’s native language is deployed when framing,
orienting, and regulating one’s actions. Consequently, semiotic mediation as applied to
the foreign language classroom must take into consideration the role of the L1. Albeit
learning an L2 necessitates L2 use, since language is culturally coded, the L2 learner uses
and has always used the L1 to mediate the social world around them. Thus, the L1 can be
considered an essential tool by which individuals can regulate their thinking process.
Adult, or late acquiring, learners may need to draw from and use their L1 as a
tool in mediating their L2 learning process. This type of mediation can be realized in both
“other- regulation” and “self-regulation”, or by means of “social speech” and “private
speech”, respectively (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). While other-regulation is characterized
by externalized speech in a group setting, self-regulation is typically seen through audible
speech to oneself. Through both manners of communicating, learners are regulating their
mental activity through the L2 learning process by means of deploying the L1. Gradually,
as proficiency increases, the L1 and L2 are combined in these types of mediation, and as
the learner identifies more with the new language, their mediation includes using the L2
(Antón & Dicamilla, 1999; De Guerrero & Villamil, 1994; Gánem-Gutiérrez, 2009;
Lantolf & Yañez, 2003; Swain & Lapkin, 2000). After all, code-switching itself “…is a
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characteristic feature of bilinguals’ speech rather than a sign of deficiency in one
language or the other” (Liebscher & O’Cain, 2005, p. 235). Thus, it is important to allow
for this transition to take place by allowing learners to gradually move from L1 to L2
speech.
It is also important to note that self-regulation through the use of a second
language is an attribute of a learner who has already internalized that L2. This means that
the new language has now become implicit knowledge, and is easily and automatically
accessible (R. Ellis, 2009). To allow for this to occur, considerations as to how much of
L1 use is preferable in the L2 beginner classroom is an important issue at hand.
Specifically with respect to the maze task, the possibility of overcoming L1 preference
settings is tested by introducing an L2 training type that has learners practice grammatical
and semantic structures that are unique and in contradiction to the L1.
Although the L1 is quite important for L2 acquisition with respect to orienting
oneself through the learning process, it may be the case that learners will be able to see
the difference between “L1-like” and “L2-specific” structures if presented in a paradigm
similar to that of a structured activity (VanPatten, 2004). In this way, they may be able to
overcome their L1 preference settings. Moreover, by training learners in a very implicittype of program, explicitly learned information from the classroom can become solidified
in the implicit knowledge base. As stated earlier, declarative knowledge being converted
into procedural representations is what sets the maze task apart from other language
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learning programs. Its aim is to be a supplemental, implicit activity that assists students
with explicitly taught information learned during class time.
1.4.5 Sociocultural Theory and “L1 Social Identity”
Following the pedagogical issue regarding the role of one’s L1, more specifically,
this dissertation focuses on examining the maze task’s fit in learners’ social
environments. When it comes to L2 learning, and in particular L2 literacy development,
using the L1 as a supportive frame not only includes the actual language, but also the “L1
social environment”. In terms of sociocultural theory, the L1 can be used as both a “tool”
and a “sign” in second language acquisition, whereas a tool functions as an external aid
while the sign represents an internal purpose (Kramsch, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978). In other
words, the L1 can be used as both a tool in mastering new linguistic constructions and
also as a sign in expressing inner intended meaning during communication.
It is logical to suggest that the role of L1 mediation encompasses not only the
language, but also the social environments in which that language has been used. By
thinking of these communicative events as “social schemata”, or frames within which
language has been utilized, it becomes important to consider the social environments in
which the L2 is learned. Adult language learners bring an existing identity, or “social
schemata”, to L2 learning, and thus a gradual emergence of a “L2 social identity” must
be framed within the L1 – both at the language and social levels.
Utilizing the maze task as a motivational and likeable task is a balance between
incorporating the L1 social identity as well as a difficulty level that is sufficient to build
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new neural networks, but not overly frustrating. Gal’perin (1992), a Vygotskysian
scholar, offers such an equilibrium in his spiral, stage by stage, learning model. This
model incorporates moving from the more physical plane to the internal plane whereby
any aspect of L2 learning (such as literacy development) involves moving from
elementary processes to more internalized representations. Another way to view this
model is that it illustrates how any act can move from the very explicit, declarative
domain into the more implicit, procedural sphere.
For this to happen, however, learners must see a clear purpose for learning as
illustrated by Gal’perin (1992). This is established through using the L2 within the
already established L1 social identity. That is, learners must demonstrate personal
investment, which supports appropriate levels of motivation (Norton-Pierce, 1995; Moll
et al., 2005). Using this model as a base, it becomes clear as to why appropriate materials
are so critical for successful L2 learning to take place. Not only must resources be
engaging and level-appropriate, but they must also be regarded as “fun” in the sense that
they activate a known social schema. Thus, in this dissertation, the maze task is
ultimately transformed into the “story maze task” so as to enhance its “socio-schematic”
friendly nature. By adding graphics and a story context to the maze task, L2 learners are
situated into a genuine word game, thereby activating their identities as college aged
students.
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1.5 Research Questions
There are essentially four principal research questions that are investigated in this
dissertation through a series of four experiments. The four research questions are as
follows: 1) Is there a training effect from “L2-specific” maze task training as seen
through a post-training maze session containing both “L1-like” and “L2-specific”
sentences types? 2) Can implicit maze training generalize to performance on a production
task as seen through improvement from pre-test to post-test? 3) Does maze training
generalize to an explicit knowledge measure as seen through error rates on an unspeeded
grammaticality judgment task? Does it generalize to an implicit knowledge test as seen
through reaction times on a same/different task? 4) Does the maze task as a whole pique
student interest, and to what extent? Are there any changes to the training effect when the
maze task contextualizes the training by having sentences related to each other in a storylike manner as well as adding in a graphic?
1.6 Outline of Dissertation
This dissertation is split into three preliminary chapters with three subsequent
articles appended after these chapters. The first three chapters include an introduction, a
summary of methods and findings used for the present study, and a chapter devoted to a
conclusion. After these chapters, the three appended articles include a critical literature
analysis as well as a series of four experiments on the maze task. The four experiments
are divided as follows: Experiments 1-3 in one article and Experiment 4 in the following
article.
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The first appended article is an in-depth literature review of past research on L2
literacy development and specifically the role of the L1. This chapter is entitled, “Sociopsycholinguistic Perspectives on the Role of the ‘L1 Social Schema’ in L2 Literacy
Development”. Sociocultural theory, and in particular the Gal’perin (1969, 1992) spiral
model of education is applied to a discussion of the research presented. Of particular
importance is the role of the L1 on second language reading with respect to not only the
language itself, but also the identity created while speaking in that language. I refer to
this concept as the “L1 identity” and outline the developmental process of an emerging
“L2 identity”. In doing so, a socio-psycholinguistic perspective is taken in analyzing the
relevant past research and current pedagogical practices. Finally, a socio-schematic
approach is suggested, and explained within the construct of the literature discussed.
Within this proposal, the topic of the maze task is raised and proposed as a type of
activity that would fit within this approach.
The second and third appended articles are dedicated to the maze task
experiments. This series of experiments is comprised of four studies. The first three
experiments are discussed in the article entitled, “The Maze Task: Training Methods for
Second Language Learning” while the fourth experiment is presented in the subsequent
article entitled, “Using a Psycholinguistic Task as a Computer Assisted Language
Learning Program: The Story Maze”. The first of these two articles investigates the maze
task from a psycholinguistic perspective and examines its potential as a language training
program by experimentally testing two training types. Generalizing effects to other
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measures of assessment are considered, and results are explained within an implicit and
explicit learning paradigm.
The article entitled, “Using a Psycholinguistic Task as a Computer Assisted
Language Learning Program: The Story Maze” is essentially a replication of this
experiment, but with a more contextualized and viable training program that can be
realized in the communicative foreign language classroom. By presenting sentences in a
story manner with graphics for each sentence (like a comic strip), the same design with
new materials is used in experimentally testing training with this new task called the
“story maze”. Findings of the “story maze” are also examined through the lens of
implicit and explicit learning, but moreover, they are placed within a discussion regarding
motivation and interest levels of learners.
1.7 Relevance to the Field of Second Language Acquisition and Teaching
A potential comprehension based CALL program focusing on literacy
development is explored in this dissertation. This project holds many implications for the
larger area of second language acquisition and teaching for a number of reasons. It serves
to investigate how the field of psycholinguistics, and specifically experimental testing,
can be pertinent to applied linguistics. By considering the impact of the L1, the maze task
project also explores the appropriate difficulty level for optimal learning as well as an
appropriate social context for successful L2 internalization. Moreover, centering on the
implicit and explicit divide allows for an investigation as to how it is possible for
information stored in declarative knowledge to become procedural representations.
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Exploring whether implicit practice through the maze task could generalize to other types
of tasks, both explicit and implicit in nature, becomes an important aspect to consider as
well. Furthermore, the likability of this task in regards to personal investment and identity
activation is investigated.
Such a task possesses relevance for the field of applied linguistics insofar as its
relationship with psycholinguistics. Psycholinguistics has long made use of “on-line”
tasks, which frequently utilize reaction times in order to shed light on the process of
language learning (Felser, 2005; Marinis, 2003). However, applying such an
experimental technique to a potential learning program can function as an innovative way
of training an L2. The task can therefore act as a novel supplemental activity that can be
used in classrooms to build neural networks. Not only is the maze task being used as a
testing ground in this dissertation, but it is also utilized as a training program due to its
videogame-like nature. By measuring millisecond responses, the task asks students to
make decisions as quickly and as accurately as possible, thus activating intuitive, or
implicit information. In turn, the program offers immediate feedback in the precise
location of an error. In this way by its very nature, the activity also serves an important
role of altering processing strategies insofar as L1 preference settings are concerned,
which is an aspect that is not necessarily always present in other CALL programs.
When considering preference settings, the role of the L1 is an important facet of
this investigation as well, and holds significance for the greater field of psycholinguistics
in regards to second language acquisition. Whether or not preferences can be altered
through the maze task is an important query in psycholinguistic research. Conversely,
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how the L1 social identity can be incorporated into a supplemental activity is valuable to
examine for the field of applied linguistics. A task that provides rapid practice, is easy to
administer, and provides a sufficient amount of contextualized practice that speaks to
student interest levels can be extremely helpful when considering the lack of engaging
implicit learning in many curricula.
With regard to the importance of the psycholinguistics and applied linguistics
relationship, this dissertation also bears significance to the implicit and explicit learning
divide. From a psycholinguistic perspective, both learning pathways are distinct and are
responsible for different knowledge bases whereby the interface of the two is still up for
debate. However, drawing upon these sources for information, particularly during L2
communication, is the focal point for applied linguistic investigations. The interrelation
of these two pathways and their consequence on second language learning is of interest
due to the implications this may have on course materials. Specifically, given the time
constraints in classroom teaching, it is important to investigate whether there is a way to
assist declarative knowledge in becoming procedural representations. Furthermore, if this
is possible, the ability to generalize to other implicit and explicit tasks as well as to
comprehension and production activities alike must be assessed. If generalizing effects
are found, this could hold relevance to instruction methodology, and specifically
curriculum development insofar as creating a space for the maze task as a supplemental
training activity.
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Implications of this task also include different ways in which it can achieve
objectives of CALL programs. That is, the role of structural, cognitive, and
sociocognitive frameworks of CALL are encompassed within the maze and story maze
tasks. Structural purposes include drilling and corrective feedback, cognitive aims
encapsulate presenting a sufficient amount of comprehensible input, and sociocognitive
goals incorporate contexts for social interaction and access to discourse (Warschauer &
Kern, 2000). The maze task can satisfy these aspirations of CALL programs insofar as
providing some aspects of each aim. The maze task certainly does offer comprehensible
input and drill-like practice as well as instant feedback, while the story maze provides a
further step and supplies a “real life” social situation framework insofar as
contextualizing sentences. Consequently, when considering these attributes along with
the aforementioned implications for second language acquisition, teaching, and learning,
it seems worthwhile to investigate this technique as a supplemental addition to L2
curricula.
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CHAPTER 2
PRESENT STUDY

2.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the methods and discussion of the results that are
presented in the articles appended to this dissertation. This chapter includes a summary of
the most important findings in this document. In this introduction, an outline of the
chapter is provided.
This chapter is divided into sections that illustrate the overall purpose and design
of the experiment as well as the main results of the study. First, the main research
statement involving the three main areas of interest concerning the maze task is
presented. Next, the design, including the materials and procedure used in the study is
outlined. The major results of each experiment (Experiments 1-4) are discussed in the
subsequent sections. These results summarize both the training effect from the maze task
as well as results from the post-tests and questionnaire. Lastly, the results of the study are
discussed in more detail in the discussion section.
2.2 Research Statement
The principal research questions focus on examining whether the maze task can
be used as a successful training instrument for L2 learning. In investigating this query,
there are four research questions as stated in the first chapter of this dissertation, and
these can be summarized in three parts. First, whether there is a training effect with “L2-
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specific” structures is explored. Secondly, whether there are carry over effects to other
measures of assessment that are both implicit and explicit in nature is examined. These
different measures also include a production activity in order to consider if the
comprehension training with the maze task can assist production skills. Lastly, whether
students are motivated to complete the maze task and if they exhibit a high level of
interest in the activity is investigated through a feedback questionnaire.
Whereas all the tasks used in this study provide quantitative data in the form of
reaction times, error rates, and scores, the feedback questionnaire offers qualitative data
that can assist in determining likeability of the maze task. Thus, by relying on both
quantitative and qualitative measures of data collection, this study presents strong and
reliable information for the maze task. It is from this set of data that conclusions can be
drawn about the maze task, and larger pedagogical implications of such a task can be
discussed further.
2.3 The Method: Overview of Experimental Design
To test the effectiveness of the maze task as a teaching tool, the following series
of four experiments is proposed for this dissertation. In each experiment, two groups of
beginner level Spanish foreign language students (from Spanish 102) are given two
different types of training for three weeks, and then are given a test session containing all
sentence types. One group will receive an “easier” training with syntactically simple
constructions that follow L1 word order and are lexically similar to the L1. This group
was called the “English” training group, and essentially served as the control group
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because there were no novel sentence structures to be learned. In other words, this
training type may assist in building the L2 lexicon, but will not be training new L2
structures. The sentence types that this training group received were called “Englishsimilar”. On the other hand, the second training group, which is the experimental group,
will receive a “harder” training with more complex structures that do not pattern like the
L1. This was called the “Spanish” training group, and their sentences types were called
“Spanish-specific”.
The question of what type of training is best is explored more closely through the
results of the final test session. Moreover, the question of whether or not this implicit
training method can carry over to other types of assessment measures is explored. In all
of the experiments, the results of a paper-and-pencil pre-test/post-test design are
examined, which is of particular interest since this type of task measures more of explicit
knowledge and assesses production rather than comprehension.
Experiments 2 and 3 are essentially replications of Experiment 1, but they offer
the addition of a few different post-test tasks so as to better measure the maze task’s
generalizing effects. An unspeeded (untimed) grammaticality judgment task will act as
the measure of explicit knowledge since error rates (accuracy) will be analyzed rather
than reaction times. Students will be asked to make grammatical judgments on trained
and untrained sentences. Experiment 3 offers the addition of a third post-test, which is a
same/different task. This task will evaluate the implicit knowledge since students will
only have 4.5 seconds to answer whether two sentences on the screen are exactly the
same or are different in any way. It is important to note that these post-tests fall under the
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comprehension domain, like the maze task itself does, which is unlike the paper-andpencil post-test, which falls under the production domain. In addition, Experiment 3
involves added experimental items in the final maze test session in order to further test
that results obtained from Experiments 1 and 2 are reliable.
Experiment 4 elaborates upon the notion that the maze task could be used within a
foreign language curriculum. It investigates how the maze task would fare when subjects
complete groups of sentences that are related to each other rather than completing
sentences that are unrelated to each other. This task is called the “story maze”. In
addition, a graphic for each sentence on the first frame will serve as a priming device to
set up the scene for an added contextualized effect. This will provide for a “comic strip”
effect, which will allow for an investigation of the maze task’s full potential as a
Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) material. Thus, the ultimate objective
through this series of experiments is to integrate findings from a psycholinguistic
standpoint into an eventual pedagogical application.
2.3.1 Participants
In total, there were 112 subjects involved in the present study. The subjects were
all enrolled in Spanish 102 classes at the University of Arizona, which is the second level
of elementary Spanish. Subjects were given course credit for their participation. There
were 44 subjects in Experiment 1, 21 subjects in Experiment 2, 24 subjects in Experiment
3, and 23 subjects in Experiment 4.
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2.3.2 Materials
Training with structures syntactically and semantically like the L1 as opposed to
training with novel L2 constructions is the basis for the material development insofar as
sentence types are concerned. The maze task utilizes three structures with both “L1-like”
and “L2-specific” constructions, whereas the story maze uses four such structures.
Briefly, the first three constructions to be used were object relative clauses, the difference
between ser vs. estar in Spanish (both meaning “to be”), and direct object pronoun
placement. The last construction added in the story maze task was the difference between
the prepositions por vs. para (both meaning “for”).
For the “L1-like” structures, the object relative clauses contained an overt subject
after the relativizer whereas the “L2-specific” structure contained pro-drop situation.
With ser vs. estar, because ser is the first “to be” verb Spanish students learn, and due to
the fact that it is the default “to be” verb, it was considered a “L1-like” form. Estar is
used only for temporary states, and since this form is not found in English, it was
considered a “L2-specific” case. With respect to direct object pronoun placement, the
“L1-like” condition contained post-verbal clitics while the “L2-specific” condition
utilized pre-verbal (raised) clitics. Finally, para was used only as the translation “for”,
whereas por was used as “for”, but also as “through”, “by means of”, “by”, and “during”.
Table 1 shows sample sentences that illustrate the difference in sentence types used for
each training group in Experiments 1-3.
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Table 1. Sentence Types: Experiments 1-3
Sentence Types
Object Relative
Clauses

To Be

Direct Object
Pronouns

English-similar Sentence
Types
El vino tinto que el hombre
pone en la mesa es de alta
calidad.

Spanish-specific Sentence
Types
Los pantalones que Ø tienes
son muy populares pero no son
baratos.

(The red wine that the man
puts on the table is of high
quality.)
Trabajo en una oficina
grande porque soy abogada.

(The pants that you have are
very popular but are not
cheap.)
No quiero salir porque estoy
triste esta noche.

(I work in a big office
because I am a lawyer.)
El libro de misterio es muy
interesante y voy a leerlo
pronto.

(I do not want to go out
because I am sad tonight.)
Escribí las cartas ayer y las
quiero enviar hoy.

(The mystery book is very
interesting and I am going to
read it soon.)

(I wrote the letters yesterday
and I want to send them today.)

For the story maze task, the same sentence types for training groups were used,
with a few additions. As mentioned before, the use of the prepositions por and para were
added as “English-similar” and “Spanish-specific” types. Also as discussed prior, groups
of four sentences comprised a story, and each sentence was accompanied by a graphic at
the beginning of each sentence. This illustration was meant to help the students with the
content of the sentence, as well as provide a “comic-strip” feel to the task. Thus, unlike
the maze task, the story maze task contextualized sentences, by placing sentences into
groups of stories with four graphics per story. In addition, the training sessions for both
groups contained the same illustrations. Therefore, although the structures used were
different, the stories were very similar in nature and conveyed the same basic semantic
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understanding. This caused less discrepancy between training types insofar as content
was concerned, and thus the only difference between training groups was the actual
structures used. Table 2 illustrates the sentences from a sample story used for both
“English” and “Spanish” training groups using “English-similar” and “Spanish-specific”
sentence types, respectively.
Table 2. Sample Training Story Sentences: Story Maze Task
SENTENCE #
AND TYPE
SENTENCE 1:
To Be

SENTENCE 2:
Object Relative
Clause

SENTENCE 3:
Preposition

Spanish-specific Types

English-similar Types

“El gato de la chica está muy
feliz porque siempre come
buena comida.”

“El gato de la chica es muy
simpático porque siempre
come buena comida.”

(The girl’s cat is very happy
because he always eats good
food.)

(The girl’s cat is very nice
because he always eats good
food.)

Focuses on “estar”
“La comida deliciosa
que quiere comer cuesta
mucho dinero.”

Focuses on “ser”
“La comida que el gato quiere
comer es deliciosa pero cuesta
mucho dinero.”

(The delicious food that he
wants to eat costs a lot of
money.)

(The food that the cat wants to
eat is delicious but costs a lot
of money.)

Focuses on object relative
clause containing a pro-drop

Focuses on object relative
clause containing an overt
subject
“El gato sueña con su comida
favorita porque es importante
para él.”

“Por las noches el gato sueña
con su comida favorita.”
(During the nights, the cat
dreams about his favorite
food.)

(The cat dreams about his
favorite food because it is
important for him.)

Focuses on “por” translated
as “during; in”

Focuses on “para” translated
always as “for” in the stories
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SENTENCE 4:
Direct Object
Pronoun

“Cuando el gato recibe la
comida normalmente la
quiere comer y después
dormir al sol.”

“Cuando el gato recibe la
comida normalmente quiere
comerla y después dormir al
sol.”

(When the cat receives the
(When the cat receives the
food he usually wants to eat it food he usually wants to eat it
and then sleep in the sun.)
and then sleep in the sun.)
Focuses on pre-verbal direct
object pronoun

Focuses on post-verbal direct
object pronoun

The paper-and-pencil pre-test/post-test task included two fill-in-the-blank
worksheets of ser vs. estar in which students had to correctly choose the verb that was
appropriate for the sentence. Students would then need to produce the form by correctly
conjugating the verb that they chose and writing it in the blank. For Experiment 1, a
subsection of students’ exam #1 was used as the pre-test, while the post-test contained
very similar sentences. For Experiments 2 and 3, a counterbalanced design was used
insofar as two versions were created in which the only difference was lexical items used,
which were all of appropriate level.
2.3.3 Procedure
To recap, the maze task asks subjects to weave their way through sentences on a
computer by choosing the correct grammatical alternative from two choices (Forster et
al., 2009). The experiment was run using the DMDX package, which was developed at
the University of Arizona by K. I. Forster and J. C. Forster (Forster & Forster, 2003).
Items were presented in black lower case letters on a white background. The two
alternatives appeared side by side on each frame, and participants would indicate their
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choice by pressing one of two response keys. The first frame of each item (or sentence)
was always the first word in the sentence with [x-x-x] beside it. Participants could press
either response key to continue to the next frame. Figure 1 illustrates an example
sentence (in English) consisting of frames with correct and incorrect alternatives.

The

x‐x‐x

an

girl

tables is

pretty. was.

(The girl is pretty.)
Figure 1. Maze Task Sentence by Frames
For the story maze, a colored graphic illustrating the content of the upcoming
sentence would appear in the center of the screen. This was the first frame of each
sentence. When participants were ready to begin the actual sentence, they pressed the
right arrow key to move on to the beginning of that sentence. There were four
illustrations total for each story since there were four sentences for each story.
For both maze and story maze tasks, there were three training sessions for each
training group, and one test session, which contained both “English-similar” and
“Spanish-specific” sentence types. Because training sessions contained the same
sentences and incorrect alternatives for each training group, the incorrect alternatives
appeared on random sides (left or right) from session to session. Thus, students could not
memorize the correct alternative’s position on the screen. Furthermore, the order of
sentences was in a random, scrambled order for each subject during each session. For the
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story maze task, the same was true, except that sentences within stories were not
scrambled, but the order of stories was randomized. Every maze session was sent via
email as a link, and once students clicked on a link, DMDX would automatically install
on their PCs for the duration of the task. Subjects had a full week to complete each
session.
For both the maze task and the story maze task, participants were instructed to
proceed as quickly and as accurately as possible. As subjects weaved their way through
sentences, there were two feedback messages that could appear. If a sentence was
completed correctly, a correct message was displayed in the center of the screen in black,
capital letters (“CORRECT”). The program would then move on to the next sentence. If,
however, an error occurred, the maze task and story maze handled this differently.
The maze task treated errors differently for the training and test sessions. If an
error occurred in a training session, an error message was displayed, and then the choice
was given to either try the sentence again or move on to the next item. Subjects
responded by pressing one of two response keys. In the test session, however, they were
not asked to try the sentence again, and instead, the program would automatically move
on to the next item after the error message was displayed.
In the story maze, participants were given the same two choices during training
sessions. They also automatically moved on to the next sentence when an error occurred
during the test session. However, the difference was that if subjects decided not to try the
sentence again during the training sessions, the entire sentence was then displayed at the
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bottom of the screen in red. Subjects pressed the right arrow key to move on to the next
item when they were ready. If an error occurred in the test session, the program would
automatically move on, but the sentence was displayed at the bottom of the screen in red.
Again, subjects chose when to move on to the next sentence. The reason for displaying
the sentence for participants in the story maze was so that they could complete the next
sentence in the sequence. That is, because the story maze presents sentences in groups of
four as a story, the subject would need to know the sentence on which they made an error
in order to have enough information to complete the subsequent sentence in a sequence.
Computerized post-tests were also run using DMDX. Links were created as well
for this task, and subjects could click on their links, and the task would begin. For the
grammaticality judgment task, each sentence appeared fully in one frame, and students
responded by pressing one of two response keys indicating whether the sentence was
grammatical or not. All sentences were of the same length. If correct, a “CORRECT”
message would again appear on the screen. If the subject made an error, an error message
appeared, and the program moved on to the next item.
With respect to the same/different task, a similar format was used. First a sentence
would appear in the center of the screen. After 2 seconds, another sentence of equal
length appeared below the first, which was either identical to the first or different in some
way (either by one letter or by one word). The subject would have only 4.5 seconds to
respond by pressing one of two response keys. Again, either a correct or error message
would appear once the subject selected their answer.
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The pre-tests and post-tests were administered in class before and after all links
were finished. For all experiments except Experiment 1, while one training group
received version A for their pre-test and version B for their post-test, the other group
received the reverse order. In Experiment 1, a subsection of the students’ exam #1 was
used as the pre-test. The questionnaire was also administered after all computerized
sessions were completed. It contained questions regarding the likeability of the task, and
asked students to rate their experience from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best score possible.
The series of questions involved asking their opinion on how useful, fun, helpful, and
productive the task seemed to them. The questionnaire used for the story maze task also
had a place for written comments.
2.4 Results and Discussion
The main results for Experiments 1-4 of this study are presented in the sections
below. Maze test sessions, computerized post-tests, and paper tests are all discussed. For
the maze test session, reaction times were the dependent variable. For the pre-test/posttest paper test, scores were the dependent variable. Finally, with respect to the
computerized post-tests, error rates on grammatical items were analyzed for the
grammaticality judgment task, whereas for the same/different task, reaction times on
same trials were the dependent variable. All analyses were carried out using linear mixed
effects modeling. In this type of analysis, a process involving fitting linear mixed effects
models (LMERs) to the data is employed. This is done by using the lmer function from
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the lme4 package in R (Baayen, 2008a, 2008b; Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008;
Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; R Development Core Team, 2009).
2.4.1 Experiment 1
The results for Experiment 1 are discussed in this section. The maze test session
as well as paper tests (including the questionnaire) were the focal points of this
experiment. These results are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The maze task test session yielded a significant interaction of training group by
sentence type, (p < .05), which indicated that the group of students trained with more
complex structures (the “Spanish” training group) yielded comparable reaction times on
both “English-similar” and “Spanish-specific” sentence types. This same phenomenon
was not true for the “English” training group. This result suggests that training with more
complex structures will assist students in understanding the distinction between more
complex and easier sentence types, but the same is not true for training with easier
structures. The table below presents the mean reaction times for each training group.
Table 3. Mean Reaction Times (msec.) Experiment 1 Maze Test Session
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
1238

“Spanish-specific”
type
1284

Spanish

1127

1116
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With respect to the paper pre-test and post-test, both training groups together were
compared to Spanish 102 students (41 students total) that had not undergone maze
training. A significant interaction of paper test by class, (t = 2.63, p =.01), illustrated that
students undergoing maze training improved significantly more as compared to the other
students. The table below provides the mean scores (out of 10). This finding is important
when considering how useful maze training can be for the production domain as well as
the explicit knowledge base. This result suggests that maze training can help students on
other types of assessment when the content is similar.
Table 4. Mean Scores (out of 10) for Pre-test and Post-test
Tests
Pre-test

Maze Trained
Subjects
6.8

Not Maze Trained
Subjects
7.4

Post-test

7.5

6.5

In regards to the questionnaire, students liked the maze task experience. Out of a
possible score of 5 (being the best score), the average of all questions was 4.33. This
suggested that the maze task was an interesting and engaging task for students. Learners
also indicated that they thought the maze task could help with their Spanish learning
overall.
2.4.2 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was essentially a replication of the first experiment. The same
procedure and paper tests were used. Also, the grammaticality judgment task was an
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additional post-test that was administered. The results of this experiment support the
findings from Experiment 1.
The results in Experiment 2 provide further indication that the results in
Experiment 1 are consistent. With respect to the critical interaction of training group by
sentence type, this interaction again reached significance (p < .05). This finding supports
the significant interaction from Experiment 1, and serves as strong evidence that the
training effect is reliable. The following table presents the mean RTs for this experiment.
Table 5. Mean Reaction Times (msec.) Experiment 2 Maze Test Session
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
995

“Spanish-specific”
type
1073

Spanish

963

970

The paper fill-in-the-blank tests yielded significant improvement again, (p < .05),
from pre-test to post-test by both training groups combined, which was analyzed by a
related sample one-tailed within-subjects t-test. This result provides further data in
support of carry over effects to other types of tasks used in the foreign language
classroom. The paper questionnaire also yielded a similar result with 4.31 being the
average score out of 5 for all questions.
With respect to the grammaticality judgment task, there was a significant main
effect of training group, (p < .05), which indicated that the “Spanish” training group
performed better overall. However, the locus of the effect signifies that it was only on the
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“English-similar” sentence types that the “Spanish” training group performed better. This
could suggest that the “Spanish” training group possesses the same knowledge as the
“English” training group, but that their performance on these sentence types is
significantly better. This result lends further support for the efficacy of the “Spanish”
training group. The following table presents the mean error rates for this task.
Table 6. Mean Error Rates Experiment 2 Grammaticality Judgment Task
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
0.45

“Spanish-specific”
type
0.39

Spanish

0.20

0.25

2.4.3 Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was another replication of the first two studies, but with a few extra
measures taken. First, more test session items were added so as to test whether the
training effect was simply due to “English-similar” types serving as default sentence
constructions for everyone. Also, the addition of a same/different task for another posttest was administered.
The critical interaction no longer reached significance with more items added.
However, there was a significant main effect of training group found (p < .05), which
signified that the “Spanish” training group had significantly faster reaction times. This
indicated that “English-similar” types could not be simply default sentence types, and
that the training effect of the more complex training type was reliable. Moreover,
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analyzing only the sentences that were shared between Experiments 2 and 3, the critical
interaction of training group by sentence type again reaches significance (p < .05). Taken
together, these findings provide strong evidence that the training effect of the “Spanish”
training group is consistent. The tables below illustrate the mean reaction times for
Experiment 3 and Experiments 2 and 3 combined.
Table 7. Mean Reaction Times (msec.) Experiment 3 Maze Test Session
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
1202

“Spanish-specific”
type
1260

Spanish

1030

1055

Table 8. Mean Reaction Times (msec.) Experiments 2 and 3 Maze Test Session
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
1102

“Spanish-specific”
type
1168

Spanish

1000

1016

With respect to the post-tests, very similar effects were observed in the
grammaticality judgment task. Again, there was a significant main effect of training
group (p < .05), which indicated that the “Spanish” training group performed better
overall. Nevertheless, the significant interaction of training group by sentence type,
(p < .05), signified that for the “Spanish” training group, the difference between
performance on the “English-similar” sentence types versus the “Spanish-specific” types
was significantly greater than the difference for the “English” training group. This result
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suggests that students undergoing more complex training result in less error rates on their
sentence types (“Spanish-specific” types). Taken together with the results from
Experiment 2, the case is made for strong carry over effects to other measures of
assessment when participants receive more complex maze training. The table below
contains the mean error rates for the task.
Table 9. Mean Error Rates Experiment 3 Grammaticality Judgment Task
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
0.56

“Spanish-specific”
type
0.68

Spanish

0.43

0.35

In regards to the paper-and-pencil pre-test/post-test, there was improvement found
again. By a related sample one-tailed within-subjects t-test, a strong trend, (p < .06),
revealed that improvement was exhibited by the “Spanish” training group only. However,
when subjects were pooled together from Experiments 2 and 3, the “Spanish” training
group yielded significant improvement, (p < .05), by a related sample two-tailed withinsubjects t-test. Thus, it was found that only maze training with “Spanish-specific”
sentence types yielded significant improvement on a pre-test to post-test design
measuring production abilities. This result is important since it highlights the training
effect, and carry over effects, of the more complex training. This finding offers additional
evidence in favor of the more complex training type being able to assist in improvement
on production when content is similar.
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The results on the student questionnaire again yielded promising results. The
average of all questions was a 4.30 out of a possible score of 5. Students certainly find
this task to be engaging and helpful for their Spanish learning. Learners reacted well to
this type of activity, and expressed that it may serve as a good addition to a foreign
language curriculum. Moreover, they noted that this type of task could have carry over
benefits to other methods of assessment such as writings and exams.
Lastly, although the results from the same/different task did not yield any
significant results, the trends are worth considering. The “Spanish” training group was
quicker to reply to all sentence types. In addition, although error rates were not the main
consideration in this study, it is important to note that the “Spanish” training group
yielded more errors on ungrammatical sentences as compared to the “English” group.
This may suggest that more complex maze training heightens students’ awareness to
ungrammaticality. The tables below contain the mean reaction times and error rates for
this task.
Table 10. Mean Reaction Times (msec.) Experiment 3 Same/Different Task
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
2369

“Spanish-specific”
type
2454

Spanish

2222

2370
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Table 11. Mean Error Rates Experiment 3 Same/Different Task
Training Groups

Grammatical fillers

English

0.13

Ungrammatical
fillers
0.16

Spanish

0.13

0.19

At this juncture, it is also worthwhile to note that one of the reasons for not
obtaining significant results from this type of task may be due to its strictly assessing the
comprehension domain only. In other words, because the maze task asks students to build
a sentence, there is a level of production (that is, saying the sentence aloud), that would
help learners complete the task. This hypothesis has also been derived from student
comments throughout the project. Thus, a task that would test both comprehension and
production simultaneously may be necessary here.
2.4.4 Experiment 4 (The Story Maze)
Experiment 4, or the story maze task experiment, was a replication of the maze
task experiments, but was framed within a pedagogical use. In other words, the objective
was to investigate whether similar results could be attained when the task was made into
a more feasible, pedagogical tool for L2 training. Aside from the addition of graphics,
story contexts, and an added sentence construction, the design remained the same as well
as all post-tests being identical also.
The critical interaction of training group by sentence type reached significance
again (p < .05). This indicated once more that the more complex training group
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(“Spanish” training group) yielded a significant training effect. This result meant that
both “English-similar” and “Spanish-specific” sentence types were now comparable for
this group. Not only does this finding further suggest that results from Experiment 1-3 are
very reliable, but it also demonstrates that the training effect is still quite strong with an
added sentence construction, the use of stories, and added graphics. This result provides
further support for the ability of the maze to be realized in the foreign language
classroom as a viable activity. The table below contains the mean reaction times for this
experiment.
Table 12. Mean Reaction Times (msec.) Experiment 4 Maze Test Session
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
957

“Spanish-specific”
type
1035

Spanish

973

965

With regard to the grammaticality judgment task, the result was a little different
than in Experiments 1-3. Although there were no significant effects found (p >.05), the
pattern of results is interesting to note. The “Spanish” training group found both
“English-similar” and “Spanish-specific” sentence types just as difficult (they yielded the
same error rates on both of these sentence types). However, the “English” training group
found the “Spanish-specific” sentence types much more difficult than “English-similar”
types. This difference may suggest that the more complex training assists in developing
explicit knowledge of both sentence types, whereas the less complex training does not
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yield carry over effects. Therefore, this pattern of results supports the significant findings
from Experiments 1-3. The table below contains the mean error rates for this task.
Table 13. Mean Error Rates Experiment 4 Grammaticality Judgment Task
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
0.18

“Spanish-specific”
type
0.34

Spanish

0.46

0.46

It may also be the case that the reason why no significant effects were found in
this task was because the use of stories (and graphics) created less of a difficulty
difference in each training group. In other words, perhaps the story maze helped both
training groups more uniformly than the “regular” maze task. This notion holds many
implications for the usage of the story maze task in L2 classrooms.
In regards to the paper pre-test/post-test, the results were similar to those in
Experiments 1-3. After maze training, there was significant improvement by both training
groups combined, (p < .05), from pre-test to post-test by a related sample one-tailed
within-subjects t-test. Because of the steady nature of this effect, it is possible to propose
that when content is similar, production skills can be improved through maze task
(comprehension-based) training. This finding is essential when considering
improvements to foreign language curricula where the focus is heavily placed on
production and comprehension skills alike. Based on comments made by students
throughout the maze task experiments, vocalizing a given sentence aloud aided in its
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completion. Thus, improving production skills via maze task training seems quite
possible.
Finally, with respect to the same/different task, there were no significant results
once again. Nevertheless, the pattern of the “Spanish” training group performing quicker
than the “English” group on all sentence types is still present. This shows consistency
between Experiments 3 and 4, and further provides support for the fact that given a more
comprehension and production type of task, significant results may have surfaced. It
should also be noted that it is possible that the benefit of maze training is task-specific
therefore only yielding a benefit on that activity. In any event, the pattern remains
identical, which lends increasing evidence to the efficacy of the more complex maze
training type. The following table contains the mean reaction times for this task.
Table 14. Mean Reaction Times (msec.) Experiment 4 Same/Different Task
Training Groups
English

“English-similar”
type
2286

“Spanish-specific”
type
2370

Spanish

2259

2315

2.5 General Discussion
This series of experiments has provided support for the hypothesis that the maze
task, an implicit training program, can benefit learners of a foreign language. Moreover,
it is the training with the more difficult constructions that leads to increased performance
on both easier and more difficult sentence types alike. The easier and more difficult
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constructions refer to matched and mismatched sentence structures and lexical items
between the native language and the foreign language. While students receiving
“English” training showed no training effect, the learners in the “Spanish” training group
displayed a training effect on their sentence types (“Spanish-specific”) as well
comparable performance on the easier sentences on which only the “English” group was
trained.
This result further underscores the importance of the benefits of this type of task
since students are able to notice the gap between their native language and foreign
language. In effect, they are able to retrain their thought process, or preference settings, to
allow for an integration of the new grammar and lexical assignments of the L2. This
activity speaks to the teaching method known as processing instruction, developed by
VanPatten (2004) because in effect, the maze task is creating richer intake for students
while they are being exposed to comprehensible input. In other words, the maze task
implicitly strengthens the connections established during classroom explicit instruction.
By incrementally building a sentence, students assign structure and meaning to each
sentence and through training, become faster in their response times, which lends itself to
the construction of the implicit knowledge base.
Not only are there benefits realized in performance times on the maze task itself,
but there are also significant results that provide support for carry over benefits from the
maze task to other methods of assessment. In the comprehension domain, both the
grammaticality judgment tasks and the same/different tasks highlight how the maze task
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can help L2 learning. With respect to the grammaticality judgment task where the explicit
knowledge base was assessed, the students in the “Spanish” training group benefit the
most, showing significant improvement on their sentence types (“Spanish-specific”), as
well as also showing significant comparable performance on the other, easier types of
sentences (“English-similar”) in Experiment 2. However, Experiment 4 showed no
significance, which could actually mean that the story maze provided a “leveling out” of
difficulty between the two types of sentences within each group. In other words, there
was no significant difference between sentence types for either training group, which
could suggest that the story maze was even more efficient as a training program than the
regular maze task.
Insofar as the same/different task is concerned, it is the “Spanish” training group
that once again shows increased benefit with regard to sentence processing (with both the
“English-similar” and “Spanish-specific” sentence types). An hypothesis as to why no
significant results were found with the same/different task was that it may be that the
maze task is not to be considered a strict comprehension-only training program. In other
words, it may be that the task asks students to also rely on production to complete
sentences with most efficacy, and therefore a post-test assessing both production and
comprehension skills may be more appropriate here since we are looking at the implicit
knowledge base in this task (just like in the maze task). Based on student comments
throughout the experiments, as well as the significant results found on a production-based
measure (the pre-test and post-test), it is possible that such a hypothesis is a reality.
Lastly, in comparison to the maze task, the same/different task is thought to measure
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relatively shallow processing, and thus a post-test measuring deeper processing may be
necessary.
In regards to the pre-test/post-test paper tests, after training with the maze task,
there was significant improvement from the pre-test to post-test session. Furthermore,
Experiment 1 provided important data highlighting the fact that this improvement is due
to maze training because students not having undergone maze training did not show this
same significant improvement. When content is similar, the maze task seems to assist in
exercising production skills as well. Given that students are confronted with paper-andpencil based exams countless times in the classroom, this result suggests a promising
reality of seeing a functional place for the task within a foreign language curriculum.
Significant improvement was found with both training groups (“Spanish” and “English”)
and with “Spanish” training alone. This indicates that students may be very accustomed
to this type of assessment and that when given “Spanish” training, it may help students
even more. It can be suggested that in general, training with the maze task has positive
effects on the production domain.
Finally, the questionnaire provides ample qualitative data suggesting that the
maze task as a whole is a fun, helpful, and interesting task. The questionnaire indicated
that the task was able to hold student interest. Learners also found that the maze may help
on other methods of assessment such as papers and exams, and thus they expressed that
they could see the benefits of fitting this task into a foreign language curriculum. It is
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important to note also that reactions to the story maze were higher, and students were
very pleased with the contextualized maze task as a whole.
2.6 Conclusion
It has been shown through these series of experiments that the maze task is
effective as a training program used in L2 instruction. Students are able to strengthen
connections learned from classroom instruction (usually explicit instruction), and can
convert them into procedural representations. Importantly, the maze task trains “L2specific” structures in a way that allows students to notice the gap between their native
language and the foreign language. This finding is of utmost importance since beginning
learners must internalize at a very early stage of learning that there are differences that lie
within the deep structure of sentence structure as well as lexical item assignment. The
generalizing effects found on other types of assessment speak to the maze task’s
effectiveness in building the implicit and explicit knowledge bases, as well the
comprehension and production domain. Students also express a high likeability for the
task, especially for the story maze task, which is a much more contextualized task.
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CHAPTER 3
CONCLUSION

3.1 Summary of the Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore how using the maze task can affect
second language acquisition. Specifically, because the task is designed to measure
reaction times, it was hypothesized that it could also assist students in implicit learning of
sentence structure thereby assisting in literacy development. By incrementally building a
sentence word by word, students are able to assign structure and lexical meaning as they
go and tune their processing systems to this incoming input. Feedback was provided, but
of limited quality. The location of the error was indicated, but not the reason for the error.
In this way, both explicit and implicit instructions were combined so as to build a more
complete and also doable program for beginning language learners. This reasoning
echoes VanPatten (2004) and his processing instruction methodology because
components of both implicit and explicit learning are incorporated so as to create richer
intake for students.
An important quality about the maze and story maze task experiments was that
they were all computerized activities. Thus, they served to frame literacy development in
a videogame-like format. By weaving through sentences as quickly and as accurately as
possible, students could feel accomplished about building sentences, and in the story
maze, about constructing whole stories. Considering the “L1 identity” of learners in
today’s technologically-driven world, this aspect offers students a format that is not only
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familiar to them, but also quite enjoyable. Students become invested in their learning
when they see a purpose for it insofar as their social schema (i.e. the actions they perform
in their daily life) is concerned. This increases motivation for learning the material
because students assess that the purpose is meaningful for them (Moll et al., 2005). Thus,
providing students with activities that are not only familiar but also speak to their
identities as learners in this period of vast technological use will increase motivation.
The communicative foreign language classroom centers on communication as its
primary goal, and therefore makes the use of task-based activities (Richards, 2001;
Skehan, 1996). Computer assisted language learning (CALL) has recently made use of
computer-mediated tasks that focus on communicating through the computer
(Warschauer & Kern, 2000). One of the important aspects to consider when creating
communicative tasks is whether they are appropriate for students’ “zone of proximal
development” (Vygotsky, 1978). This concept is derived from sociocultural theory, and
states that the appropriate difficulty level of tasks must reside in the difference between
what learners can actually do on their own and what they can do with assistance.
It is possible that more advanced CALL programs may not be level-appropriate
for beginning students, and may cause more frustration than benefit. In other words,
learners at a basic level may require more focused, or structured practice, with target
forms (VanPatten, 2004). Nevertheless, CALL programs focus on implicit instruction,
and are an essential component to language learning since they provide this mode of
teaching that is so necessary for ultimate L2 attainment (N. Ellis, 2005). The maze and
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story maze tasks use an implicit training paradigm to convert declarative knowledge
gained in the classroom into procedural representations. Thus, it provides a solid
foundation for developing fluidity in the L2.
By implicitly training students on target forms, the frequency of these forms is
increased, and in this way, acquisition of these structures is facilitated (Gass & Mackey,
2002). This is the foundational base for realizing the story maze as a more complete
CALL program. Not only is implicit learning fostered in this type of activity, but there is
also meaningful learning that is occurring in the story maze due to the communicative
nature of building stories. That is, students learn how to “communicate” in the sense that
they are learning how to build a cohesive story, which then lends itself to communication
itself.
3.2 General Conclusions of the Study
The maze and story maze experiments consisted of the following three major
parts: training session, test session, and post-tests. The analysis carried out concerned the
test session and the post-tests for both maze and story maze experiments. For the maze
task, there were three experiments, and each had improvements in its design from the
previous. The story maze experiment had the same design, and was a replication of the
maze task experiments. The goal was to further examine if the maze task could be
realized as a more complete CALL program that could be used in the communicative
foreign language classroom.
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Two types of maze trainings were compared in this study, and all trainings
involved beginning Spanish learners. The first training (“English” training group)
contained “English-similar” structures, which can be considered as the control group,
while the other training (“Spanish” training group) contained “Spanish-specific”
constructions, which can be thought of as the experimental group. The goal was to
investigate whether there would be a training effect by the more complex training group
(training with “Spanish-specific” constructions).
Event-related potential data has shown that students may be insensitive to
structure that is different between their L1 and L2 (Tokowicz & MacWhinney, 2005).
Thus, it is important to investigate how second language learners can overcome this
issue. Moreover, whether or not there are any benefits on other types of tasks after maze
training is an important consideration when placing the activity more generally within
second language acquisition tasks. If there are benefits on different types of tasks, this
could hold implications for maze training having positive effects on both the implicit and
explicit knowledge domains, as well as on comprehension and production skills alike.
The maze and story maze task experiments as a whole showed that when students
are trained on more complex sentence structures, there will be a training effect for those
students as compared to students that were trained on more simple constructions.
Importantly, it was found that the more complex training assists students in
understanding the distinct usages between “Spanish-specific” and “English-similar”
constructions. This critical finding holds many implications for language learning. When
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students are given more difficult constructions, they are able to notice the gap between
their L1 and L2 insofar as becoming aware of structural and semantic differences. Thus,
students in the more complex training group become aware of this discrepancy, which
supports acquisition insofar as developing L2 fluidity. Moreover, because the maze task
is an implicit training program, it converts this L2 linguistic knowledge into procedural
representations.
In regards to the post-tests, there were significant carry over effects from maze
training. For the comprehension and explicit knowledge domains, a grammaticality
judgment task indicated that the training group trained on more difficult constructions
yielded the most benefit insofar as accuracy rates on both sentence types are concerned.
However, in the story maze task experiment, there were no significant results found for
this task. Although, the pattern of results showed that the more complex training group
(“Spanish” group) found both sentence types (“English-similar” and “Spanish-specific”)
just as difficult, whereas the less complex training group (“English” group) found the
“Spanish-specific” structures much more difficult. For the production and explicit
knowledge domains, a paper-and-pencil fill-in-the-blank task revealed that both training
groups showed significant improvement from pre-test to post-test. In the one case where
this result did not reach significance, the more complex training by itself did yield the
significant effect.
On a same/different task that measures the implicit knowledge and
comprehension domains, there were no significant effects found. However, there was a
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pattern showing that the more complex training yielded faster reaction times on both
“English-similar” and “Spanish-specific” types. The lack of significance in this case may
be due to the fact that the maze task itself is not only training comprehension, but
production as well. In other words, when students are given a task that measures their
reaction times as the maze task did, there should be significant carry over effects.
However, the difference between the maze task and the same/different task is that on the
latter, only the comprehension domain is being measured. Participants are asked to read
and match two sentences together to see if they are identical or if they differ in any way.
Alternatively, on the maze and story maze tasks, students are asked to build sentences
with the former and entire stories with the latter. Thus, this activity may also activate the
production domain since students confirmed that it was easier to read words aloud as they
were building the sentences.
The maze and story maze tasks were very well received by students. On a
questionnaire, students indicated that it would be a good addition to a foreign language
curriculum and that it helped them significantly. They found the task fun and engaging,
and could see how it could help them with other assignments in the class. There was a
consistent high score (4.3 out of a possible 5) on the questionnaire indicating the
likeability of the task. On the story maze task, this score increased to 4.5, thereby
suggesting that the use of the story maze contributes to making the task a successful
CALL program when it comes to second language learning.
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The results of this study display how a psycholinguistic task can be used not only
to collect data about sentence processing, but also as a fun task for learners. The nature of
psycholinguistic testing has to do with collecting reaction times to language stimuli, and
this method of testing can also be seen as an engaging task. Not only is the task
interesting for learners, but it also provides implicit learning that may be difficult to
include during regular classroom instruction. The results have shown that maze training
with “L2-specific” structures assists in acquiring deep knowledge of the differences
between the L1 and L2. Furthermore, there are positive effects on both comprehension
and production and implicit and explicit measures alike. Thus, with the creation of the
story maze task, the activity can now be thought of as a more complete CALL program
that offers beginning language learners the tools to develop L2 fluidity while having fun.
3.3 Limitations of the Study and Further Research
This study has a few limitations and therefore room for potential further research
that must be addressed. First, the study only used beginning learners of Spanish (Spanish
102). It would be important to see if similar results can be achieved when using learners
of a different language. Moreover, this study focused on using the maze task for a
beginning level, and evolving it as a CALL program with the story maze task for a very
basic level of Spanish. Because creating a CALL program that was suitable for beginning
learners was the primary goal of this dissertation, it is logical why a beginning level was
used. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to explore the ways in which the task can be
used with more advanced learners. Would there be similar results for constructions that
intermediate students are learning? Could the task work with very advanced learners with
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constructions that are problematic for them? Although the results in this study suggest
that the task could be useful for all levels provided that material is appropriate, it would
be worthwhile to experimentally test this hypothesis.
The second limitation of this study was that the maze task contained an incorrect
alternative that was obviously incorrect. That is, that choice was another part of speech as
well as semantically impossible. In other words, with more advanced levels, it would be
interesting to see if more subtle grammar topics could be trained. For example, whether
or not the subjunctive or indicative mood should be used in a sentence could be one of
the trained sentence types. In the critical region of the sentence, the correct and incorrect
alternatives could be the same verb, but one could be in the subjunctive mood, while the
other would appear in the indicative. That way, advanced students would be able to train
themselves on these difficult structures, while still being presented with the maze format.
By having this incorrect alternative so closely related to the correct choice, students
would be able to build a neural network for advanced grammar while still being
challenged by such difficult incorrect alternatives. Furthermore, if done with the story
maze task, the graphics could provide a clue as to whether the sentence will need to
include the subjunctive or indicative. In this way, deep processing can occur, and students
will be able to solidify and internalize very difficult constructions.
The third limitation of this study was that training sessions always contained the
same sentences. That is, would the results have been different if there were different
training session sentences? One of the reasons why training session sentences were kept
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the same was to investigate the effect of maze training itself. That is, it was important to
see whether training with the actual maze (when sentences were kept constant) had an
effect on the implicit knowledge system, and on the post-test measures of both implicit
and explicit knowledge and comprehension and production. Now that results have
confirmed that it is the maze task itself that can be used effectively for language training,
it may be a good idea to experimentally test what happens when training sessions contain
different sentences (but of the same type) from session to session. This would create
more variety of input, and perhaps stronger post-test effects.
The fourth limitation of this study was that the maze task was all visual. That is,
no audio was included in the design. Although this is not surprising since the study
focused on developing written sentence comprehension of an L2, it may be worthwhile to
investigate whether audio maze training along with visual can assist in developing
listening skills in the L2. One option is to have the two alternatives available through
audio means (one choice in one ear, and the other choice in the other) through the use of
headphones (or outside speakers on either side). Another alternative is to have the correct
option “played back” to the leaner after the word has been selected. A post-test could
then be developed that measures listening skills after undergoing maze training. For
example, a pre-test/post-test design could be implemented for a listening activity where
students choose answers to questions after hearing a passage read aloud. This is an
important skill to develop since it is one of the four basic abilities on which foreign
language programs focus.
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There are also other ideas for further research that could be possible for the maze
task. One of the ideas would be to have a tally of reaction times for students as they are
moving through the task. This would add to the video-game like quality, and would only
enhance motivation to become faster (and more accurate). Another idea would be to have
a “status of completion” bar at the bottom of the screen for each sentence so as to see
how far one has moved through the sentence. This would give students more of an idea
about the type of sentence they are completing. Furthermore, it could also be possible to
put the words of each sentence that one has already completed at the bottom of the
screen. This would add to the “build a sentence” theme, and may help students internalize
the structure. This idea may help in keeping one’s place in the sentence, but also takes
away from the focus on the one element of the sentence at a time nature of the maze task.
Thus, a “status of completion” bar may be a better alternative.
3.4 Contribution to the Field of Second Language Acquisition and Teaching
This dissertation has illustrated a computerized task, which was created from a
psycholinguistic testing technique that is meaningful for learners. The contribution to the
field of second language acquisition and teaching is therefore one of providing the story
maze task, an implicit training program for language learning, for potential use in a
communicative foreign language curriculum. Moreover, the task provides a supplemental
activity that can be incorporated into a curriculum so as to train students on constructions
that may be difficult for them to grasp due to its discrepancy between L1 structures.
Because the task trains students implicitly on these constructions, it is a method by which
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to also provide implicit instruction, which is critical in establishing L2 fluidity and
fluency.
The task is also very easily manipulated by teachers for their own purposes in the
classroom. DMDX, the program in which the maze and story maze were written, uses a
rich text file, which can be easily filled in with any constructions that a teacher may want
to utilize. The task itself can also be used strictly as a homework assignment or as an
assessment tool. The task can be used remotely, as was done in this study, or it can be
used in class where computers are present (such as in a language lab). Furthermore,
teachers are free to either evaluate reaction times or accuracy rates, or both, depending on
their purposes. It is also an extremely easy activity to grade since reaction times and error
rates for each item of each sentence are provided electronically. If this task would be used
more largely by educators, a template for easy use can be developed. That is, more
professional templates as well as simpler steps for using the program remotely would be
provided. Lastly, professional illustrations could become available so that teachers do not
need to make or find their own graphics. However, that option would also be available if
teachers would like to create their own.
It is the hope that this task can better help serve teachers with their goals of
developing fluency in a second language. Because this task can extend itself to not only
reading, but also production, and perhaps listening skills as well, it can be very useful for
the foreign language education community as a whole. Not only did the task provide rich
data and results in this study, but it was also an appealing and productive activity for
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learners. Thus, the intent of this study was to assist teachers in their objective of making
language learning more accessible and more interesting for learners. It helps teachers to
be more creative in the classroom, and provides an alternative task for students that is
innovative and original. Learning while having fun is always useful, and teachers and
learners both will be able to benefit from such a task.
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APPENDIX A
SOCIO-PSYCHOLINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE ROLE OF THE “L1
SOCIAL SCHEMA” IN L2 LITERACY DEVELOPMENT
This article takes a sociocultural perspective in reviewing the spiral
learning model proposed by Gal’perin (1969, 1992a, 1992b). Specifically, the
role of the L1 in developing adult L2 literacy is discussed with connections being
drawn between empirical data and the Gal’perian model. The pre-established
social world of the L1, with respect to both the language and L1 identity, is
highlighted as a rich source of motivation and investment for L2 literacy
development. Thus, a review of research within the socio-psycholinguistic domain
is presented, and pedagogical implications are proposed.

Introduction
In sociocultural theory, the use of language and the action of thinking is
inherently linked, namely during the cognitive developmental process. Accordingly,
Vygotsky (1978) affirms that mental actions have their source rooted in social
interactions embedded within a given culture. Any action is represented twice for an
individual, once on the interpsychological plane and again on the intrapsychological
plane. One’s native language serves as an instrument of thought. First, language serves an
interpsychological function, and then it is manifested in thought on the intrapsychological
plane (Vygotsky, 1978). In other words, any higher mental function first passes through
an external, social stage before it can become internalized into the cognitive domain. It
logically follows then that learning a second language requires novices to put a new
linguistic frame around past social experiences (Kramsch, 2000). Thus, it is both the
native language and the social identity of learners that are integral facets to consider
when constructing L2 pedagogy.
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Within Vygotsky’s theory of semiotics, the concept of language as both a tool and
a sign becomes an important consideration when discussing learner regulation through
the L2 acquisition process. According to Vygtosky (1978), “It [the tool] is externally
oriented; it must lead to changes in objects… The sign, on the other hand… is a means of
internal activity aimed at mastering oneself; the sign is internally oriented” (p. 55, as
cited in Kramsh, 2000, p. 137). Since adult language learners have utilized their L1
throughout their lives to regulate their own behavior and thinking, it is critical to
understand its implications for L2 learning. In regards to literacy development, the L1
can be used as a tool in mastering newly acquired L2 linguistic structures by way of using
the native language as their platform. Using the L2 as a sign in conveying internal,
intended meaning in communicative contexts is derived from the already established
social identity of the learner, which henceforth will be synonymous with “L1 social
identity”.
In a sense, by providing L2 learners with the appropriate instruments derived
from their native language environment, students will be better equipped for the new task
at hand. The use of L1 words in social contexts has provided an inner coding regarding
how learners internally think about the world around them. In effect, this coding has
formed multiple connections in the mind, and can be outwardly articulated through the
vehicle of the L1. When it comes to acquiring a foreign language, careful measures must
be taken to ensure that instruction draws parallels not only from the native language
itself, but also from the social identity of the learners.
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The development of L2 literacy is a process, which according to Vygtosky (1978),
cannot be separated from the social environment of the learner (Haenen, 2001). Thus, it is
imperative to understand that learners who are attempting to develop a novel action such
as L2 literacy must take into account their well established L1 social identities. In doing
so, framing meaning through the lens of the new L2 code can begin to flourish. The
learning process was elaborated by Vygotsky (1978) insofar as his theory of the zone of
proximal development (ZPD), which is defined as the difference between what it is that
learners can do without help and what they can do with appropriate assistance (Vygotksy,
1978). Albeit the ZPD is a useful point of departure when exploring the process of L2
literacy instruction, it lacks guidelines regarding the precise process of teaching.
Gal’perin’s Spiral Model of Learning
Gal’perin (1992a) extended Vygotsky’s notions of cognitive development by
theorizing that it is through the impact of learning itself that leads to the development of
mental processes (as cited in Arievitch & Haenen, 2005). Accordingly, Gal’perin’s
research focused on analyzing the progression of mental processes as they emerge within
the context of meaningful and goal-oriented activities within the teaching-learning
paradigm. Providing students with an appropriate orientation presents learners with a
conscious direction for their development (Kramsch, 2000). The end product, according
to Gal’perin (1969), was the gradual and eventual internalization of these mental actions
by learners. Mental actions can be defined as those actions taking place on the internal
plane of the mind, or more generally, as “…the ability to act with symbolic substitutes of
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objects without those objects being physically present” (Arievitch & Haenen, 2005, p.
158). In other words, Gal’perin (1992a) outlined the procedure by which learners grasp a
new mental action, and ultimately become self-regulated through that action.
To become self-regulated within a mental action is to internalize that action.
Internalized actions become automatic and readily available for the learner, and are
mediated through the use of inner speech rather than social speech. More generally, the
process of internalization is the progression of representation from social, interpersonal
speech to private, intrapersonal speech, and Gal’perin (1992a) focused his pedagogical
research keeping in mind internalization as the end product. Accordingly, the position of
this article asserts that within the context of L2 literacy instruction, the internalization of
this process is a result of developing a new L2 “frame”, or identity.
Development and learning are intrinsically linked, and ultimate attainment is
unlikely to be reached until the process of L2 identity formation is constructed. Thus, the
purpose of this article is to briefly explain Gal’perin’s approach to instruction, and then to
extract particular aspects of his theory so as to elaborate on how his method can be
applied to the adult L2 classroom. In doing so, the importance of the L1 social
environment, namely the native language as well as one’s social identity, and its impact
on L2 literacy acquisition is highlighted. Finally, the notion of a “social schema” is put
forth, which is derived from the idea that an adult learner must develop a new L2 social
identity. Gal’perin’s idea regarding the linkage of development via learning is therefore
extended to a beneficial framework for pedagogy.
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The entire concept of Gal’perin’s approach hinges on the fact that every mental
action can be completed via appropriate stages on its path towards internalization. In
other words, learning a new mental act requires a plan known as “the orienting basis of
an action” (Gal’perin, 1969, p. 251). Overall, he stressed the relevance of presenting
learners with a larger, top-down perspective, or a “meaningful whole”, at the initial stages
of instruction (Arievitch & Haenen, 2005). In this way, students can frame the to-beacquired action as significant and personalized within their own minds. This process
necessitates not only a course of learning, but also a procedure of development for the
student. That is, the learner must incorporate the new action within their own
development. Through the use of appropriate cognitive tools, learners are guided properly
through this type of instruction (Arievitch & Stetsenko, 2000). For L2 literacy pedagogy,
cognitive tools include aspects of one’s native language as well as an incorporation of
identity created within the native social environment.
To be able to internalize the new action, Gal’perin (1992a) theorized that there
were two parameters by which actions could be classified—the level of abstraction and
the quality of the action (Arievitch & Haenen, 2005). The latter parameter refers to a
process of generalizing, abbreviating, and ultimately mastering the action. This involves
understanding the intended action and being able to extend what is learned to multiple
contexts. Eventually, the action becomes automatic, or mastered, via a shortening, or
abbreviation, of conscious steps. The parameter of quality of action therefore relies on the
first parameter, which describes levels of abstraction by the learner.
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The first parameter outlines the appropriate stages of learning, which leads to
mastery, or internalization, of the action. The levels of abstraction depict the spiral model
of Gal’perin, which he asserted would ensure development via learning. During this
natural course of learning and development through levels of abstraction, gradual
improvements to the quality of the action take place as well. The spiral model involves
five principle levels, which are as follows: 1) orienting the learning task, 2) acting at the
material level, 3) acting at the verbal level, 4) acting at the mental level, and 5) orienting
at a more advanced level. Each level is marked by a type of thinking that is actively
emerging due to the learning process. It is through this spiral model that knowledge
acquirement continues in a circular fashion, and as a result, the learner’s mind is able to
mature in its development.
The first step in the spiral model involves orientating the learning task for the
student at a basic level. The goal of the action is thus explained to the learner, and serves
as an “advance organizer”, which is meant to stimulate motivation from the beginning.
This “organizer” presents the learning contents as a meaningful whole from the start of
the instruction process. Gal’perin (1992a) conceived of an “orientation chart”, which
would introduce learners to their course of action (Arievitch & Haenen, 2005). The next
step involves acting at the material level, which is marked by operative and figurative
thinking. Through hands-on manipulations, the student is able to actively think through
the task at hand, which requires the use of symbolic representations such as appropriate
texts. These two preliminary stages highlight the importance of framing the L1 mind into
an emerging L2 identity.
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The subsequent stage focuses on acting at the verbal level, and further
underscores the significance of the mind as a social entity. This step entails elevating the
action into the mind through a process of verbally explicating the action. Referring back
to Vygotsky’s notion of speaking and thinking being inherently linked, this stage allows
the learner to raise the materialized concept onto a more internalized plane (Vygotsky,
1978). Through thinking aloud and discussing the action, the task is promoted to a level
of overt, or social, speech. In this way, the action is realized through “communicated
thinking” and it is speech that becomes the sole representation of both the actions and its
objects (Haenen, 2001).
The benefits of communicated thinking is enhanced through “dialogical thinking”,
which is the other component of this stage. In dialogical thinking, the learner is
encouraged to speak covertly, or to oneself. Although internal speech expressed through
private speech is not social in nature, the very notion of “speaking” reveals the social
nature of the human mind, and therefore of cognition as well. Reflecting upon what has
been learned through introspection permits the learner to transform social speech into
covert speech (Arievitch & Haenen, 2005). Rich private dialogue to oneself produces a
cascading effect on eventual internalization.
Acting mentally is the final level of Gal’perin’s learning model before the process
initiates once again through another education cycle. At this stage, the action has been
transformed into a mental phenomenon, thereby having created a concrete sequence of
images and concepts in the mind. The action has become an automatic process at this
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juncture, and self-regulation triumphs as the main process by which learners carry out the
task. The quality of the action has become abbreviated and ultimately mastered. By
originally framing the to-be-acquired action as a meaningful and personalized whole,
learners at the mental level have arrived at automating the task due to having assumed
what Gal’perin (1992b) called “smysl”, or “personal sense” (as cited in Haenen, 1996, p.
80). That is, the action now has an orienting function in itself since it has become
internalized, and is available for use in real life situations. Its personal relevance to the
learner is clear, and in a sense, the learner has not only acquired a new concept, but more
importantly, has mentally developed.
I elaborate on “personal sense” in suggesting that for L2 acquisition, the L1 social
world plays a large role in being able to appropriately orient the learner. I propose that
there exists a “social schema” upon which adult learners frame the L2 learning process.
That is, people have an orientation of the world around them that is gained from their
social experiences. Because the established L1 has been used within the social world of
the adult learner, native language and L1 social identity must be taken into consideration
while constructing L2 pedagogy. The emerging L2 identity as I will refer to it is a process
of development through stepwise learning, a concept that Gal’perin (1969) has
emphasized. Thus, by taking into account the social emphasis of the mind in Gal’perin’s
spiral model, this article elaborates upon a social schema, and how it can be used during
the process of L2 literacy development.
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Literature Review
Adopting a sociocultural perspective, Gee (2004) has highlighted the significance
of the “situated sociocultural mind” in regards to the development of literacy. He
expounds upon the fact that concepts associated with words are acquired by way of how
they have been used within the social contexts embedded within a culture. Thinking and
meaning can be thought of as being situated within a context, and these contexts are
situated within one’s cultural environment. A meaning of a word can also change as the
context of the environment changes. That is, a word can carry multiple meanings, which
are respectively and appropriately activated in a social situation. As Gee (2004)
articulates, “…we actively put together the features that will compose a customized
version of the concept to fulfill the thinking and communicating needs we face and the
goals we form” (p. 236). In a sense, drawing upon a specific set of features composed by
the mind for a given word allows a learner to form a general concept, or schema. Through
concrete examples of the word through social interactions, I propose that what is
essentially formed in the mind is a social schema for that lexical item.
To be able to recognize an L2 word is to understand the cultural model
surrounding its meaning (Gee, 2004). Although a concrete word has a basic meaning, the
implications of that meaning vary between cultures. Thus, it logically follows that the
beginning adult L2 learner situates their emerging L2 identity by drawing upon the
established L1 identity. It is through this process that the learner is appropriately oriented
for the action of developing L2 literacy. The premise that the meaning of a word in one
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language will differ from the connotation of the same word in another language is derived
from the notion that language itself affects thinking patterns. This is due to the fact that
human languages are used in social interactions within a multitude of cultures. Thus, the
gradual development of an L2 identity ensures that the learner will become an active
participant within the novice culture.
Conceptual Representations of L2 Words
Pavlenko (2005) has reviewed research in the area of bilingualism and thought,
and has focused on investigating the impact that two languages have on thinking patterns.
In doing so, the author describes the impact of a larger linguistic perspective on frames of
thinking in bilinguals. She outlines how speaking two languages results in thinking
patterns distinct from the monolingual mind. It is important to note that the author
highlights how expanding the mind is a result of a new language experience, and thus
promotes cognitive development. In other words, thinking in more than one language has
the power of transforming or enhancing the speaker’s world view. As Wierzbicka (1985)
states, “… [W]hen one switches from one language to another it is not just the form that
changes but also the content” (p. 187, as cited in Pavlenko, 2005, p.437). Thus, speaking
and reading in another language requires a shift in thinking insofar as one must assume a
different linguistic means of expressing oneself. In effect, how one speaks and which
words are chosen are just some indicators of what changes in one’s mind during
interaction.
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To illustrate this process further, Pavlenko (2005) outlines several relationships
between bilingualism and thought. Specifically, the author underscores the importance of
the L1 for L2 learning. The author begins by speaking about the co-existence of L1 and
L2 conceptual domains. She explains that while speaking, bilinguals draw upon distinct
conceptual representations of words while also noting discursive identities different from
the L1. She then speaks about L1-based conceptual transfer. She expounds that during the
novice stages of L2 learning, the L1 conceptual system is used as an intricate guide for
expressing oneself in the L2.
The author proceeds to explain that the internalization of new concepts entails the
adoption of novel L2 words, and consequently their underlying concepts. This is where
notions specific to the L2 community must be internalized and then integrated into the
monolingual’s mind. For instance, the author uses the example of English and Russian
equivalents of “cups” and “glasses”, which have direct translations. Nevertheless, the
equivalent of “paper cups” in English would be “stakanchiki” in Russian, which
translates to “small glasses”. In other words, Russian is a language where “glassness” is
defined through material (Pavlenko, 2005, p. 440). Consequently, speaking or reading in
another language becomes a task that first and foremost requires reliance on the native
language. Integration of the differences between the languages then follows. In this way,
using the L1 as a foundation becomes an integral facet of L2 learning because it is L1
words acquired within the L1 social world that form conceptual representations in the
mind.
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Pavlenko (2005) also discusses the gradual shift that occurs from the L1 to the L2
conceptual domain. Understanding how words are used in the new language is a skill, and
by using the L1 as the platform from which the L2 is built upon, this shift becomes
easier. Therefore, the convergence of the L1 and L2 conceptual domains entails the
creation of a unitary concept, which is distinct from either L1 or L2. In other words, as
learners come to own the new language, the semantic orientations of concepts become
overlapped between the L1 and L2. As a result, it is clear that the L1 plays an intricate
role in L2 learning insofar as providing a base of linguistic knowledge to which the L2
can be related. Gradually, with the help of the L1, the L2 becomes matriculated into the
mind of the monolingual, and promotes the emergence of an L2 identity.
Jiang (2004) has illustrated Pavlenko’s (2005) point further by specifically
studying the effects of L2 words as they are encountered by adult novice learners.
Moreover, his psycholinguistic research highlights the result that L2 words are indeed
culturally coded in the adult learner, and L2 words are cognitively mapped to their L1
meanings. The central question investigates whether students of a foreign language use
L1 semantic information in order to mediate the conceptual meaning of an L2 lexical
item. The study utilized L1 Chinese/L2 English learners with pairs of “same-translation”
and “different-translation” word pairs.
The author provides the reader with the “semantic transfer hypothesis”, which
makes the assertion that, “[the] semantic content residing in an L2 word is transferred
from the L1, or that the concept onto which an L2 word is mapped is an L1 concept”
(Jiang, 2004, p. 418-419). The aforementioned hypothesis incorporates three distinct
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stages: the word association stage, the L1 lemma mediation stage, and finally the full
integration stage. The study focuses on uncovering when and how an L2 vocabulary item
becomes a complete lexical entry in a student’s mind. Simply stated, it investigates the
point in acquisition at which the third stage of L2 adult vocabulary acquisition is
achieved.
The results of the study demonstrate a “same-translation” effect among the L2
learners (Jiang, 2004). These results argue that a well grounded L1 conceptual and lexical
system is fully established in an adult’s mind. In contrast, L2 vocabulary has little
conceptual and semantic development on its own. As a result, the existing L1 linguistic
and conceptual system must be actively involved in the decoding and semantic
development process of the L2 lexicon. Jiang’s study emphasizes the vital use of the L1
in regards to L2 vocabulary acquisition. The study underscores that by using the L1,
gradually, the L2 can become autonomous from the L1. Despite the fact that conventional
practices in foreign language education instruct educators to communicate mostly, if not
only, in the L2, this study strongly suggests that some reliance on the L1 during
instruction may aid in the eventual construction of the L2 autonomous dictionary.
Because of the solid L1 lexicon established in the adult learner’s mind, it becomes
imperative to use the L1 in some capacity as a basis for orientating students. Due to the
fact that adult L2 learners have always expressed their concepts through the L1 code,
there surfaces a transitional process from using L1 to L2 during interaction.
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Literacy Development in a Second Language
Information concerning the interrelation of the L1 and L2 insofar as their
conceptual representations in the mind can also be extended to the L2 reading processes.
Under the socio-psycholinguistic view of reading, the interrelation between the social
world and psycholinguistic mechanisms is highlighted. The goal of this perspective is for
learners to utilize background knowledge and cues from three linguistic systems, namely
graphophonics, syntax, and semantics, in constructing meaning from a text (Freeman &
Freeman, 2004). Novice L2 readers will consequently rely on the L1 linguistic system as
well as background knowledge from their L1 social world. In other words, by combining
what they know from their L1 social environment, learners are then capable of making
inferences, understanding, and overall creating meaningful wholes from the texts they
read.
When speaking about novice L2 learners, it is difficult to conceive of an L2
classroom where learners do not use their knowledge from the L1 social environment as a
guide through the education process. On the contrary, research concerning the reading
strategies of child bilingual students illustrates the fact that these learners use different
methods during L2 reading as compared to their monolingual counterparts (Jiménez,
García, & Pearson, 1996). It is due to their early experience with two cultures and two
languages that reading strategies employed are distinct from mainstream students. In a
sense, their L1 and L2 identities are jointly used in constructing meaning from texts.
However, when it comes to adult L2 acquisition, only one identity has had sufficient time
to develop. As Vygotksy (1962) contended, learning a foreign language is a “conscious
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and deliberate [process] from the start” (p. 109, as cited in Jiménez, Gracía, & Pearson,
1996, p. 93). Following this line of thinking, acquiring an L2 may work to enhance the
capacity for conscious introspection, thereby bringing about a greater awareness of
cognitive processes. In this way, Gal’perin’s notion of development via learning can be
seen through the lens of L2 literacy acquirement. Actively integrating one language as a
base for another causes a shift in cognitive development itself.
The research of Jiménez, García, and Pearson (1996) exemplifies the
metacognitive knowledge and reading strategies employed by successful and
unsuccessful bilingual Latino/a students. The researchers chose appropriate Spanish and
English texts, and interviewed learners in the form of prompted think alouds. The think
alouds themselves demonstrate Gal’perin’s method in action insofar as being able to act
on the verbal level. Albeit the weaker language imposed slightly less use of advanced
strategies and consisted of somewhat more of an emphasis on tactics such as translation,
the results depict the overall process of reading in two languages. Essentially, the notion
of “thinking” in two languages lends itself to the necessary development of the learner as
a competent user of the new language. It then logically follows that strategies will
develop as the orientation to the language progresses. The use of translation as a primary
source of orientation in the beginning stages of acquisition is not surprising. The fact
remains that reliance on the L1 for conceptual representations of words is a beneficial
stage in initially orienting the action.
The results from the successful readers revealed that learners used a unitary view
of reading insofar as indicating that reading in Spanish and in English was to them the
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same activity. The difference surfaced only in aspects such as new vocabulary and
phonology. However, the contexts of the words and the manner in which reading was
performed was carried out via the L1 route. In other words, the L2 reading process could
be looked at as a product of applying one’s L1 identity as a reader to the new task at
hand. Moreover, direct translation for retrieving concepts as well as being aware of
cognates were strategies utilized by these students as well. Learners therefore orient
themselves to the action of L2 reading by applying knowledge of how they have carried
out a similar action within the L1 social world. As a result, a new L2 identity as a
competent user and reader of that language gradually develops.
Successful biliterates also monitored their comprehension, connected prior
knowledge with texts, and made inferences and drew conclusions (Jiménez, García, &
Pearson, 1996). These observations reflect the fact that to become a successful L2 reader,
a learner must be motivated to not only discern where they are in the process, but must
also extend their L1 identities insofar as content. A drive to monitor, reflect, and a
willingness to rethink assumptions demonstrated how successful readers showed
motivation for monitoring their own comprehension. In doing so, they moved along in
their L2 development via learning. By drawing upon their prior knowledge and applying
that information to texts, learners were able to comprehend the text more efficiently than
their unsuccessful counterparts. Application of prior knowledge is in essence a utilization
of a situated sociocultural meaning. This further develops the learner’s dual identity by
extending a concept from the L1 into the frame of the L2. Making inferences and drawing
conclusions extends the notion of L2 identity development insofar as affirming that
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students were taking control over what they read and how they interpreted it. By
verbalizing their conclusions within a social interaction (interviewer-interviewee) and
then to themselves, learners were in effect attempting to self-regulate by assuming
ownership over their developing biliteracy.
Kucer (1995) has also done extensive work concerning the best methodologies
necessary for guiding bilingual students through the literacy process. Overall, Kucer’s
standpoint resides in orientation strategies that echo Gal’perin’s approach. Within a third
grade bilingual (Spanish-English) classroom, approaches and strategies specifically
tailored to a developing L2 social identity were emphasized. The curriculum included
thematic units so as to form a meaningful, personalized whole from texts, strategy wall
charts used to orient learners, and monitoring comprehension by way of verbalizations.
Furthermore, holding conferences intended to mediate strategy development within a
context where students felt their progress was valued was a tactic that promoted progress
to self-regulation on the mental level.
In developing a literacy curriculum for developing biliterates with L1 Spanish-L2
English, many aspects concerning their distinct cultural background must be considered.
Thematic units were constructed around central topics that were designed to aid students
in developing conceptual representations about the topic. In this way, literacy
development was supported due to appropriate orienting effects. By supplying thematic
activities which were viewed as a cohesive whole and activated prior knowledge,
students were able to take this orientation and build upon it in their course of literacy
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development. Motivation for learning to read in the L2 was fostered within an
environment where their prior knowledge was regarded as significant. Furthermore, many
of the texts used included both Spanish and English. Indeed, this illustrates the impact of
utilizing the L1 itself as an intricate platform within the course of L2 literacy
development.
Material selection and orientation to the texts chosen were imperative tools in
such a curriculum; however, meaning making and instructional support were the other
essential components within the successful curriculum. The teacher modeled
metacognitive strategies by reading aloud to the class and verbalizing her thoughts and
responses to the reading. In doing so, students were encouraged to follow suit, thereby
reflecting what Gal’perin (1992a) would call the verbal level. This form of
communicative thinking prompted the students to form their own meanings with the
words in the text, as well as to monitor their personal comprehension with the content.
Children were encouraged to choose their own readings related to the overall theme, and
then to share their thought process with others. Dialogical thinking was also a facet of
instruction when the students were required to free write on a theme of their choice. That
is, they took the skills acquired during reading and speaking aloud, and produced rough
drafts by mediating themselves through internal speech.
The rough drafts produced by students were revised and instructional support was
provided so that learners would be able to develop their L2 identities as readers and
writers. Patterns of internalization were evident as students ultimately volunteered
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answers, challenged each other’s responses, and engaged in discussions concerning
thematic links among various books. There were two “conferences” where students
edited their essays. The first conference was for discussing ideas, organizing drafts, and
for making suggestions for revisions. The second conference was for revising surfacelevel errors such as punctuation, capitalization, and spelling.
The instructor would guide students during these conferences so as to steer them
through this developmental process. These conferences were used in conjunction with
strategy wall charts, which would be similar to Gal’perin’s notion of orienting charts
(Haenen, 2001). These charts included orienting, guiding questions to be used during
reading, writing, meaning-making, and spelling. In this way, while reading and writing,
students could refer to these charts so as to better familiarize themselves with appropriate
courses of action upon encountering a problem.
Conferences were not only used for the purpose of editing final work, but were
also utilized in mediating strategy development. Learners benefitted greatly from seeing
the strategies highlighted and then demonstrated within meaningful contexts. They also
gained autonomy gradually through having support as they attempted to use the
approaches. In “problem/solution conferences”, students were able to bring what it was
they were reading or writing to the group in order to share a problem they were
experiencing (Kucer, 1995). As each problem was shared, students and the teacher would
“try out” various solutions to the problem, which were taken from the wall charts. In the
“response conferences”, students reacted to pieces of writing utilizing the meaning-
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making strategy wall chart. Students would discuss what they had learned from the text,
connections from other writings, and ways in which the piece could be improved through
revisions.
It is through these conferences that students developed their literate identities by
being properly oriented and then successfully acting at the verbal level. As the year
progressed, the teacher became a less active participant, whereas the students assumed
more responsibility for leading the conferences. Learners also assisted each other in
working through problems and responding to what had been read or written. Thus, the
path to self regulation and therefore internalization could be seen through the type of
pedagogy developed here.
As is evident thus far, an integral facet in a successful L2 pedagogy when it
comes to literacy development is the incorporation of background knowledge. Prior
knowledge can refer to transfer from the L1 because it is the L1 conceptual
representations that are drawn upon during novice stages. It can also apply to the
implementation of acquired reading tactics that have become incorporated into routine
processing strategies from the L1. Lastly, prior knowledge also refers to familiarity with
content in texts that have been encountered in L1 reading.
When exploring the importance of background knowledge, it is imperative to
consider the L1 since it is the language in which L2 learners think. The use of the L1 is
reflected by learners’ social speech and covert speech, or communicated and dialogical
thinking, and is thus an indication of mediation (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). The process by
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which learners mediate themselves through L2 tasks is a direct reflection of a social
identity created in “L1 mode” since their sociocultural world has been framed through the
L1. Essentially, identity and language are intertwined because one’s identity is formed
while using the L1. It is the instrument utilized in thinking and interaction. Experiences
that have been carried out or learned on the social plane serve as a framework within
which L2 learners structure their new identities as emerging bilinguals. Thus, students’
“L1 identity” becomes a critical component in the L2 classroom in regards to the learning
process. Through an interaction of these knowledge sources mediated by the L1, meaning
construction can occur.
As Gal’perin (1992a) asserted, meaningful actions form the foundation of the
learning process (Haenen, 1996). One of the main manners in which L2 learners can view
the action of reading as meaningful is by applying their own social identities to the
context (Smagorinsky, 2001). In other words, the basis for the semiotic activity of
interpretation resides in the associations that learners establish with a text. To put it in a
Vygtoskian framework, by orienting learning through mediation with appropriate texts,
learners first develop a “smysl” (sense) of the words in the readings and then a
“znachenie” (meaning) of the texts (Smagorinsky, 2001). For an L2 learner, applying
their sociocultural identity to L2 texts assists in meaning construction and forms an
overall purpose for literacy development. Gradually, the L1 social identity supports the
emerging L2 identity insofar as developing senses and meanings of L2 words within L2
contexts.
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Schema theory in second language reading builds upon the notion of applying
one’s background knowledge to meaning construction (Carrell, 1984). The theory affirms
that “… [a] text… does not carry meaning by itself; rather, a text only provides directions
for … readers as to how they should retrieve or construct meaning from their own,
previously acquired knowledge” (Carrell, 1983, p. 332). Thus, L2 literacy instruction
entails appropriate material selection insofar as text selection. L2 readers frame linguistic
input within the construct of the L1 and the identity centered on the L1 social
environment. More importantly, adult learners form their meaning constructions around
the social identity which they have created while being active participants in the L1 social
world. As Carrell (1984) asserts,
…according to schema theory, readers activate an appropriate
schema against which they try to give a text a consistent
interpretation… . What is understood from a text is a function of
the particular schema that is activated at the time of processing, i.e.
reading, the text (p. 333).
As is evident, L2 literacy instruction rests heavily on the appropriate orientation to a
schema, which is accessed during the reading process.
Insofar as literacy instruction is concerned, some implications for heightening
background knowledge entail the following: 1) pre-reading activities, 2) vocabulary
instruction, 3) comprehension instruction, 4) material selection that activates prior
knowledge, and 5) understanding miscomprehension. At a glance, these top-down
processing suggestions illustrate the necessity of proper orientation through the literacy
process. Furthermore, the proposed activities depict a process based on the notion that
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students must be guided through literacy development. Echoing Gal’perin’s outline of
instruction, an action begins as a conceptual and meaningful whole and then progresses
through a scaffolded path until internalization has been accomplished (Arievitch &
Haenen, 2005). That is, through pre-reading activities, vocabulary lessons, and
comprehension instruction, students can begin acting on the material level. Converging
into the verbal level can begin with the integration of prior knowledge through
appropriate texts. Lastly, acting at the verbal level can be seen through understanding
miscomprehension and drawing conclusions. Upon assuming a developmental place
where students feel that their interpretations of the L2 are valued, the transcendence into
internalization can be achieved.
Jiménez (2000) carried out a study in which ESL students of Hispanic origin were
investigated insofar as examining how their identity and L2 literacy development
interacted. Participants were low-intermediate learners of the L2. Interviews with the
students involved general questions about L2 learning. In addition, think alouds of L2
texts chosen for the class were a component of the interviews. Student interviews
highlighted the fact that their identity was interrelated with how they interpreted and
constructed representations of L2 texts.
The responses of students during the interview process demonstrated that the
interpretations of the L2 texts were derived from their L1 identities. That is, much of the
manner in which the students viewed their L2 experience was through the lens of their
existing identities. For instance, one student spoke about interpretations he had made in
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regards to the main character in one of the texts. It is important to note that the text itself
involved aspects from the Hispanic culture. Accordingly, the student brought his life
experiences to an analysis of the main character. As a result, L2 texts were seen to
function best when they activated knowledge derived from L1 identity. In other words,
students in this study exemplified a close link between English learning and their already
established social identities. Students were able to bring their life experiences to the L2
texts, and thus their social L1 identities were involved in the learning process.
Consequently, this study suggests that appropriate L2 texts should activate a portion of
students’ social identities so that motivation for language learning continues.
In the aforementioned study, the native language of Spanish played a chief role in
manners of expression as well. For instance, during the interviews, many of the subjects
chose to converse in Spanish while speaking about the English texts. Due to their
connection with their native language, these participants exemplified a need to internalize
representations of L2 texts by using the tool of the L1. In a sense, it was easier for the
students to express themselves and their thoughts using the L1 for their metalanguage.
Another example of the effect of language on identity surfaces when students analyzed
texts in depth. In short, one of the students described an aspect of a text, and repeated his
best insights in both languages. Therefore, it is certain that while students analyzed L2
texts, they used the L1 to orient their responses.
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“L1 Identity” and the Emerging “L2 Identity”
In regards to the issue of identity’s role in L2 learning, Moll et al. (2005) have
suggested a “Funds of Knowledge” approach for L2 instruction. This approach can be
used in supporting the notion that inclusion of processing strategies with native language
support and social identity are essential components for successful L2 teaching. Simply
stated, the researchers assert that they view households in which students were raised as
containing ample cultural and cognitive resources for classroom instruction. The article
focuses on depicting a research project in which teachers and researchers collaborated to
provide richer pedagogical applications of funds of knowledge.
Funds of knowledge are derived from the social worlds of L2 students (Moll et.
al., 2005). For example, in one of the interviews, Cathy Amanti, who was one of the
teacher-researchers on the project, gathered important information from a student’s
mother regarding religious devotion. This information could then be applicable to a
“funds of knowledge” approach because the particular student in question incorporated
religion into his perception of himself. That is, by understanding the unique and various
funds of knowledge brought to the L2 classroom by students, a deeper consideration
surfaces concerning how these students view the world around them. Regarding the value
of the data collected during interviews, the authors affirm, “… [it] provided them with a
more sophisticated understanding of the student, his family, and their social world. This
more elaborate understanding helped the teacher transform this information into a useful
instructional activity” (Moll et. al, 2005, p. 137).
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Through the work of the aforementioned researchers, it is strongly suggested that
students bring their social identities to the forefront when involved in second language
reading. Consequently, foreign language teachers must work to incorporate both the
native language and social identity of students in their instruction. In other words,
students have interpreted the world around them and formed their identity by using the
vehicle of their L1. As a result, it becomes apparent that native language and social
identity are both significant elements for successful foreign language reading.
Valdés (2001) completed a qualitative study focusing on four focal ESL students
in a first year L2 classroom. Their experiences speak volumes regarding the interaction
between their school experiences and tasks in the classroom and their home life and
social identities. That is, motivation for activities in class largely depended on to what
extent student social identities were involved. For instance, one of the focal students in
the study named “Bernardo” exhibited signs of detachment, disinterest, and dejection.
Bernardo valued attributes that were instilled in him from his social world at home.
Therefore, he self-identified as being a protector of his family, and learned responsibility
from this role. In school, however, the worksheets and curriculum did not activate any
facet of his social identity. The result was that Bernardo lost his enthusiasm to learn
English.
Nevertheless, in the aforementioned study, there was one example where
Bernardo displayed interest in school life. In a computer class, Bernardo’s early passion
for learning English resurfaced because he was allowed to incorporate his social identity
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within the task at hand. The students in the class used the program Timeline to make a
diagram of their lives. They were permitted to write first in Spanish, and then to translate
the script into English before typing the final version. Bernardo’s teacher confirmed that
teaching this particular class, “… was important because it offered the ESL students an
opportunity to do something that was highly valued in the world around them” (Valdés,
2001, p. 134). In other words, the task that needed to be completed for this class was an
excellent example of the ability to inspire interest in language learning and literacy.
Simply stated, when students were permitted to involve features of their social identities,
whether it was the Spanish language itself or aspects of their own social lives, interest for
language learning re-emerged.
Norton-Pierce (1995) also brings the issue of a learner’s identity to the question of
motivation for foreign language students. By identifying common trends and beliefs in
regards to SLA theory and practice, the author suggests that rather than focusing on the
question of motivation, educators should be examining learners’ “investment” in their L2
learning endeavor. The term “investment” supports the idea of having directionality, or a
“tsel” (goal) in Vygotskian terminology (Kramsh, 2000, p. 136). That is, learners actively
attempt to attain a goal that they are conscious of, but that necessitates time to develop.
Consciousness of the developmental process is reorganized and re-defined during the
course of “reaching” for the goal (Gal’perin, 1969, as cited in Kramsch, 2000, p. 137). In
other words, becoming literate in an L2 is a goal that incorporates one’s social identity
and reality. The implications from the study suggest new methods of instruction, which
keep the notion of identity in the forefront.
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The aforementioned article features five adult immigrant women in a longitudinal
study over a 12 month period. They had come to Canada for different reasons, and at the
time were enrolled in a 6 month ESL course. The research questions investigated
opportunities available for these women to practice their English outside the classroom.
The study focuses on how their English (L2) use was socially structured. In particular, the
study examines how the women incorporated their social identities from their L1 social
world. Subsequent connections were made concerning the women’s investment in the
English language. Their investment was explained in terms of their evolving L2 social
identities, which originated from their L1 social world and language.
The disconnect between the individual and the social world is precisely why the
author suggests the term “investment” in L2 learning, rather than “motivation”. This
comprehensive theory of social identity integrates the language learner with the language
learning context. In doing so, it draws upon social identity, interaction, and social
structures that are derived from the L1 social world. In other words, the language learners
and their success with the L2 must be redefined to include the social identity which they
create for themselves. This creation of identity, nevertheless, must take into account the
identity established prior to the L2 learning experience. Simply stated, a learner creates a
sense of self and belonging by means of the social world of the target language, rather
than solely based on individual factors. Nevertheless, in order to be able to create an L2
identity in the new L2 social world, utilizing the identity created by means of the L1
becomes a necessary point of departure. Drawing upon past social experiences in the L1
social world is a crucial step to consider when restructuring foreign language pedagogy.
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Many times the question of intrinsic motivation does not correlate with a desire to
learn the L2 if the investment in the L2 does not include aspects of the L1 social identity
(Norton-Pierce, 1995). This investment is strongly linked to the continuous process of
forming a language learner’s social identity in the new context. In other words, even a
“motivated” individual may not see their “social place” in the new context. Thus, learners
may be reluctant to speak and participate in the L2 community of the classroom. It is
precisely for this reason that in the L2 classroom setting, the concept of L1 social identity
is so closely linked to L2 use. L1 language and social identity work jointly to form an
appropriate learning community for the L2. Thus, in order to orient oneself during
literacy activities, it is suggestible that the L1 language and social world hold a strong
place in the classroom.
Kramsch (2000) explains that according to Vygotsky (1978), social interactions
that individuals experience on the social plane reconstruct a learner’s mind. Engaging in
socially meaningful interactions and activities is the process by which a language learner
acquires a second language. Moreover, the linguistic sign itself is put together with other
signs on the social plane in order to construct meaning; alone, a word is simply a label
with a relatively fixed referent. Thus, it is a lexical item put together with social contexts
that constructs meaning for the word. Because meaning is derived from social contexts, it
is also the social identity of the learner which frames the orientation of a word. The
learner’s identity within the world around them lends itself to the types of semantic
orientations associated with a given word. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that
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a language learner will draw upon their established L1 identity as a basis for meaning
acquisition. As Kramsch (2000) illustrates,
One could say that L2 learners, through the use of a foreign semiotic
system, have the possibility of putting a new context or semiotic frame
around past events, and thus of preparing a new frame within which to
interpret future events (p. 138).
Creating a new linguistic frame around past events, or “past” identity within the L1
world, fosters the developmental process of language learning.
Kramsch (2000) focused her study on intermediate ESL students and investigated
their summaries of a text read in class. The text was directly related to the student
because it described an immigrant family and the relationship between the foreign born
father and his American born son. In trying to build a closer bond with his son, the short
story depicts the fragile interaction between them. The text was therefore meant to elicit
motivation, or investment, for these students by appealing to their prior experience and
knowledge.
The written summaries constructed by students serve as windows into their
semiotic choices as they built meaning from the text. Making learners aware of their own
choices as well as highlighting the individual differences between each of their meaning
constructions was the focus of the study. The overall purpose was to make learners aware
of their motivated semiotic choices so as to lead them to higher forms of mental
development. In other words, the process of making associations with the texts reveals
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learner identities, and thus promotes meaning making in the second language. In this
way, L1 identity assists in the development of an emerging L2 identity.
Students revised their summaries first on paper, and then on the chalkboard. Each
time, more revisions revealed the intended message of the student being framed in a
different, more precise manner. That is, the semiotic framing of the summaries were
constantly evolving as the students became more aware of their non-arbitrary semiotic
decisions. The written summaries were used to further probe learners in providing
additional meaning for what they had written. In their oral discourse concerning
inferences made from the texts, students formed further connections from their own prior
knowledge of their L1 social world. As Kramsch (2000) describes,
…learners are eminently able to construct a semiotic universe that links
linguistic signs not only to their dictionary referents, but also to these
learners’ knowledge of the world, and to other linguistic signs as well (p.
149).
Students acquired another semiotic system with which to reframe their literacy
comprehension. In this way, they were able to develop an L2 literate identity by applying
their life experiences derived from their L1 world.
Students were pleased when they were explaining the semiotic choices they had
made as narrators, and were proud of their work. They discovered the semiotic potential
of their interpretation of the text as well as the power of their own discursive roles as
narrators. By assuming this investment into the foreign language, learners were able to
share a part of themselves within the L2 frame. Students were able to make dual
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meanings out of the text they read—private and public. They were public in the sense that
learners were able to choose combinations of L2 words that illustrated their
interpretation. However, they reflected private meanings as well in the sense that students
could recast their own experiences that only non-native immigrants have gone through.
As Kramsch (2000) asserts, “Second language acquisition is precisely [the] process by
which learners acquire even greater conscious control of the semiotic choices offered by
the foreign language” (p. 151).
Vygotsky’s (1989) notion of ‘role’ can be used to extend the notion of identity
(Kramsch, 2000). “Role” can be described as a social performance-related concept that
illustrates a notion of “…self in other and other in self, creating themselves and others
through signs” (Kramsch, 2000, p. 151). In other words, by extending the idea of identity
to role, students can reframe their lived experiences and make meaningful associations
with texts. Learners “play the role” in the L2 while depending on their L1 prior
knowledge. The process of developing oneself inside of a novel semiotic system is a
progression of one’s development. Simply stated, the abilities to interpret L2 texts,
provide meaning, and establish conscious control over the semiotic system all lead to
even greater cognitive development. It is this course of development that Gal’perin
(1992a) emphasizes, which works jointly for successful learning (Arievitch & Haenen,
2005). This developmental process leads to a reframing of social identity within the L2
code. Thus, students become active participants in the L2 by assuming a new role based
off their L1 social worlds.
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In assuming a new role within an already established L1 social context, one of the
principal steps for learners to take is to become invested in their L2 acquisition process.
Referring back to Gal’perin’s model, it is evident that framing the to-be-acquired action
as meaningful is essential to the developmental process of learning (Arievitch & Haenen,
2005). Within the constructs of the adult foreign language classroom, this may prove to
be a complicated feat since, unlike with ESL students, immersion within the L2 culture is
not possible.
Pedagogical Developments
To address the issue of constructing appropriate pedagogical practices for literacy
development in which foreign language learners view the L2 as a meaningful action,
proper investment must be fostered. To this point, Thorne and Reinhardt (2008) have
proposed a pedagogical framework named “bridging activities”, which speaks to the
importance of orienting L2 students by way of internet materials. As the authors assert,
“For teens and university age students, emerging literacies associated with digital media
are highly relevant to their current and future lives as language users” (Thorne &
Reinhardt, 2008, p. 560). In other words, conversing in the L2 in the form of digital
communication may prove to resonate more with L2 adult learners due to the practical
application of the action.
The “bridging activities” pedagogical model focuses on innovation within
computer-mediated configurations (Thorne & Reinhardt, 2008). One of the major areas
that the model attends to is creating interaction in ongoing internet-mediated
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environments. These include constructs such as websites, wikis, blogging, and online
virtual environments. In this manner, learners are able to gain the benefits of a combined
curriculum comprised of traditional schooling as well as more modern techniques.
Students can thrive from the benefits of a pedagogy that highlights their social world as
well as their future needs in society. Within this pedagogy, which is proposed for more
advanced learners, teachers mediate language awareness while students are encouraged to
self select texts that are relevant to their immediate or projected future communicative
interests. Furthermore, this pedagogical framework emphasizes individual goal-oriented
education, and thus supports data-driven learning, or implicit learning.
Implicit learning is contended to be the best methodology for L2 instruction
because it is the primary mode by which the implicit linguistic system is created. It is
suggested that it is from this knowledge base that learners draw their abilities and
eventual fluency in the second language (N. Ellis, 1994; VanPatten, 2004). An implicit
learning paradigm functions by way of heightened awareness during L2 activities. An
appropriate level of investment can engage students sufficiently enough so that
metalinguistic awareness is raised, and the efficacy of implicit instruction can be
observed. Having students interact with relevant literary media emphasizes a meaningful
goal, and therefore this type of pedagogy is appropriately oriented to learners’ needs.
“Bridging activities” corresponds to pedagogy in which the social identities of
students are valued, but also where the actual language of communication is highly
regarded (Thorne & Reinhardt, 2008). That is, the emerging L2 literacy is fostered
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through supporting metalinguistic awareness derived from comparisons made to the L1.
Not only is L1 social identity included within the curriculum, but also associations via the
native language are utilized. Through this type of scaffolding, learners are able to develop
their identities as active participants in the L2. Consequently, they are highly motivated
to develop L2 literacy because they are able to envision a “space” for themselves within
the new linguistic framework.
Another new trend in foreign language learning is the use of social networking
sites because of their ability to develop learners’ L2 identities. In other words, students
are able to envision a “social space” for themselves within the context of L2 use. Social
networking sites (SNSs) provide students with an opportunity of incorporating and
recreating their own social identity within the constructs of using the L2 (Harrison &
Thomas, 2009). Successful SNSs involve making individual profiles, establishing new
relationships through self-created identities, and incrementally developing a new L2
identity within one’s preexisting one. In this way, the environments of SNSs are
conducive to literacy development and language learning as a whole.
In a sense, SNSs can be thought of as online communities where learners develop
interpersonally by creating a “social space” for themselves by making impressions,
generating online personalities, and managing new and old friendships. Importantly
however, learners develop intrapersonally as well by playing their created role within
such a network. Put more generally, some may choose to be passive, displaying a more
low-key identity. Others will be active by posting often among friends. Others still will
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choose to be very active and attempt to reach the public as a whole through their
interactions. These constructed identities do cross over into real life personalities, and this
is an example of how L2 identities develop and are created using an already established
one.
To this end, the role of the social world of learners comes into the limelight when
speaking about L2 literacy development. It is the duality of learning a new linguistic code
within the framework of developing a new social identity that is of primary focus in early
stages of L2 literacy acquisition. Novice adult students are learning how to frame L1
words into the new L2 semiotic system while they are also developing their identity as an
L2 user. Thus, conceptual representations of L1 words must be re-encapsulated within the
developing L2 semiotic system. Moreover, these new words must build form-meaning
connections within the sociocultural mind of the individual. Referring back to Gee
(2004), since the mind is situated socioculturally, the meanings of words are developed
through the social environment in which they were used. Applying the L1 social identity
coupled with the meanings of those L1 words in the social contexts within which they
were used could be an advantageous angle for pedagogy. In other words, native language
use corresponds to what I refer to as a “social schema” due to the importance of social
contexts for language.
The “Socio-schematic Approach”
Put more generally, a “social schema” refers to the mapping of the social world an
individual holds in their minds. Thus, a new approach entitled the “socio-schematic
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approach” to L2 literacy instruction attempts to incorporate aspects of identity and native
language into pedagogy. The new approach frames language learning within the L1
social world. It incorporates L1 language and identity in an attempt to develop the L2
novice user. I am suggesting that the L1 is welcomed insofar as drawing parallels from it
to the second language. In addition, materials used in the classroom should be framed
keeping the L1 social world in mind.
This new approach is inspired in hope that teachers can aid in accommodating
students’ investment in learning the foreign language (Norton-Pierce, 1995).
Furthermore, the “socio-schematic approach” would aim to maintain an environment in
which students are interested, and yet simultaneously challenged. Thus, by creating this
type of environment, it is the hope that a zone of proximal development can be created.
That is, a ZPD can potentially be constructed if a curriculum exists where students are
motivated by the material. Students can consistently strive to use the foreign language in
aspects of their life that they deem relevant, and therefore, be motivated to learn more of
the language. In other words, the goal of pedagogy can be achieved by ensuring that
instruction leads to potential development.
There are several suggestions that could be proposed for the “socio-schematic
approach”. With respect to materials development, I propose that in addition to reading a
large majority of texts regarding history, it may be a good idea to incorporate more
socially tailored texts, such as a text messaging dialogue, or the script of a Facebook
page. In this way, students will be able to bring their knowledge from their L1 social
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world to the task of decoding lexical items, and eventual comprehension. The classroom
discourse should allow for native language comparisons as well as incorporation of
individual identities, namely in this case as university age students.
Another suggestion would be to use word puzzles that mimic games for
homework assignments as a supplement to traditional online workbooks. These could be
derived from computerized psycholinguistic testing techniques that ask for quick and
accurate answers (Forster et al., 2009). That is, because aspects of students’ social worlds
revolve around fast-paced computer games, this would be a component that could reach
students’ funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 2005). Furthermore, both the L1 and L2 could
be incorporated in this type of activity insofar as creating lessons and games that involve
learning with both languages.
For example, a sentence in Spanish (the L2) could closely mimic the syntactic
structure of a sentence in English (the L1), or it could not. Both constructions could be
used jointly in class to encourage learners to consider similarities and differences
between the languages. The former, more complex structures for L2 learners (those that
resemble “L2-specific” structures) could then be utilized in an engaging and innovative
computerized training program directed at internalizing both types of sentences. It is the
hope that metalinguistic awareness would be raised through such a task that speaks to L1
identity, and thus would aid in L2 sentence comprehension.
Lastly, the use of dialogue journals as mediators of L2 learning could be seen as
instrumental in the classroom. These journals can be brought into the current climate of
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L2 learning via a web-based form of blogging. In other words, students can keep online
journals rather than utilizing paper-and-pencil versions. Within the dialogue journals,
students would be able to reflect upon their own language learning and identify with their
learning experience. This also alludes to Gal’perin’s notion of dialogic communication
and the process of internalization (Haenen, 2001). In effect, students would have the
opportunity to mediate their thoughts regarding class content, language learning, and
personal experience with the class and materials used (Darhower, 2004).
Dialogue journals are an excellent vehicle by which to incorporate social identity
in classroom activities. That is, these journals would allow learners to describe in detail
their expectations of the class, their private thoughts, and their intended goals in the
language classroom. In this way, Gal’perin’s notion of necessitating a clear and
meaningful purpose for learning would be able to surface in the mind of the learner.
Furthermore, these journals could serve as a mediator between the L1 and L2 insofar as
allowing for metalinguistic reflections. Consequently, both native language and social
identity could be included in the orientation process of L2 literacy acquisition.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this article has outlined and applied Gal’perin’s approach to L2
literacy instruction. In doing so, the process of internalization is highlighted insofar as
learning and development are intrinsically linked. By orienting students properly through
the literacy learning process, individuals will be able to develop their place within the
social world of the L2. In this way, there is an emergence of the L2 identity, which
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evolves gradually from the native language and the social world within which the native
language is used. To this end, L1 social identity becomes a crucial aspect in the learning
process when considering investment level of learners.
Cultivating motivation within a pedagogy that offers limited immersion exposure
is a tricky endeavor. Thus, a curriculum must not only focus on orienting learners
utilizing prior knowledge from their L1, but must also emphasize the relevance for L2
literacy in learners’ lives. This article has illustrated improvements to L2 literacy
pedagogy taking into account the aforementioned elements, as well as proposing a new
term entitled a “social schema”. I suggest that it is from the “social schema” that students
derive their prior knowledge as well as their motivation. From this term, I also put forth
the notion of a “socio-schematic approach” for an L2 literacy curriculum. This new
approach highlights the necessity of utilizing the L1 social world. Native language and
identity can be utilized by learners during the developmental process of L2 literacy
acquisition. In this way, a social reality of being an L2 user can begin emerging, and
echoes Gal’perin’s idea of learning through development.
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APPENDIX B
THE MAZE TASK: TRAINING METHODS FOR SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING
Journal Information: A working version of this article appears in the Arizona Working
Papers (2012) volume 19.
The maze task was created for psycholinguistic experimental testing (Forster et
al., 2009). However, this article explores the merits of this task as a language
training program for beginning Spanish learners. The attributes of providing
ample comprehensible input and immediate corrective feedback allow the maze
task to be considered as a potential supplemental pedagogical tool. Moreover,
transfer effects to implicit and explicit measures as well as students’ perception of
such a task are examined.

Introduction
The maze task is a psycholinguistic technique used in experimental testing that
records reaction times as subjects read (and comprehend) sentences. The task asks
subjects to “weave” their way through a sentence word by word by choosing the correct
grammatical alternative from two choices (Forster, Guerrera, & Elliot, 2009). The current
study’s main question asks if the maze task can be applied to a teaching program. In other
words, could training on particular sentence types using the maze task help late L2
learners to better their foreign language performance? If the maze task does in fact yield
training effects and learning benefits, is it a task that is enjoyable for students, and why?
Thus, it is the intention of this article to provide a psycholinguistic framework from
which to draw pedagogical implications.
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The foundation for this article rests on the implicit and explicit learning
dichotomy and explores the merits of integrating both types of instruction within a late
L2 learning curriculum. Explicit learning is associated with selectivity, which
presupposes a deductive, concept-driven mode of learning; on the other hand, implicit
learning is associated with unselectivity and assumes an inductive, data-driven mode of
learning (Gasparini, 2004; N. Ellis, 1994). One of the main questions in second language
learning is what type of instruction is best for L2 acquisition. Implicit learning is the
retrieval and use of memories that have been formed without conscious awareness,
whereas grammar rules and guided instruction are illustrative of explicit learning.
Similarly, implicit knowledge is the intuitive understanding of the manner in
which a language works; whereas explicit knowledge is conscious awareness of the
grammatical rules of a language (R. Ellis, 2009a). Within the constructs of both
connectionist and generative accounts of linguistic competence, there is general
agreement that linguistic knowledge is primarily comprised of intuitive and tacit
knowledge (N. Ellis, 2005; R. Ellis, 1993). It may be the case, however, that adult L2
learners necessitate explicit knowledge due to the role of the L1 and its transfer effects
(DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005; R. Ellis, 1993). The question then becomes what is the best
mixture of implicit and explicit learning for late learners in order to build the implicit
knowledge base.
Implicit and Explicit Learning and Form-Focused Instruction
The interface between implicit learning yielding explicit knowledge and explicit
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learning yielding implicit knowledge is not certain, and is therefore difficult to assert
which learning mode would best lead to an implicit knowledge base (N. Ellis, 2005;
Hulstijn & DeGraaf, 1994). Although implicit knowledge may be necessary for eventual
success in L2 learning, at least some form of explicit instruction may be necessary with
late learners in order to facilitate acquisition. Explicit instruction, also known as formfocused instruction (FFI), may actively aid in drawing metalinguistic attention to an L2
structure, which is more helpful than having students merely notice a form (R. Ellis,
2002). Moreover, due to classroom environment constraints such as time and limited
language input and use, a curriculum should include both explicit and implicit instruction,
especially if ultimate success could depend on the implicit knowledge base.
One type of methodology that is based around both explicit and implicit
instruction is derived from Input Processing (IP), which is a comprehension-based theory
developed by VanPatten (2004). This theory provides the rationale that a grammatical
form’s first hurdle to surpass on its way to acquisition is through comprehension. From
IP theory, VanPatten (2004) has illustrated a type of instruction, namely processing
instruction (PI), which is a type of form-focused instruction (FFI). PI attempts to aid
learners in developing richer intake from input by way of having learners engage in
structured input activities that aim to push learners into the correct strategies of
processing for meaning (Wong, 2004). Structured input caters to implicit learning insofar
as requiring students to arrive at their own restructuring processes while processing the
given input for meaning (R. Ellis, 2009a). Once linguistic competence is acquired
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through this method, the same knowledge base is drawn upon during comprehension and
production. The model of PI is found in the figure below.

Figure 1. Processing Instruction in Foreign Language Teaching (VanPatten & Cadierno,
1993:46)
VanPatten (2004) suggests that linguistic competence in an L2 is acquired
primarily through implicit learning although some explicit instruction is necessary. To
this end, PI merges implicit and explicit instruction by first raising metalinguistic
awareness through two stages of processing – explicit explanations followed by implicit
instruction through practice with structured activities (VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993). PI
supports the role of formal instruction in creating representations in explicit (declarative)
memory. However, it also emphasizes the significance of practice and its role in
converting what was learned into implicit (procedural) representations. Thus, PI has the
potential of incorporating the best of both worlds – it assumes that both implicit and
explicit instruction have a place in the L2 classroom.
The maze task is also based around comprehensible input, and when used as a
training instrument, aims to assist in altering processing strategies when needed. By using
the maze task as an implicit type of instruction, it can be seen as a complement to more
formal, explicit teaching, which occurs within the classroom construct. In other words,
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the maze task borrows from PI in the sense that it is meant to be used in conjunction with
explicit instruction so as to better assist in ultimate L2 attainment. It is through the
process of selecting the correct completion to a sentence, word by word, where any
strategy that is incorrect, can be altered. It is also important to note that although the task
is mainly implicit in nature, it does contain a minimally invasive element of explicit
instruction. It provides immediate feedback in the precise location where an error occurs,
which aids in strengthening the new neural networks made during class instruction. In
this way, formal instruction is reinforced by way of implicit practice. This then leads to
converting explicit knowledge into implicit representations, which is necessary for
eventual fluency.
To test whether the maze task can aid L2 learning more generally, post tests were
used for this series of experiments in order to investigate generalizing effects for
language learning as a whole. A factor to consider when dealing with any computer
assisted language learning program is that within the constructs of a classroom, explicit
learning has been shown to result in better acquisition, albeit the researchers themselves
note that explicit instruction produces considerably superior effects on measures that are
themselves more explicit (Norris & Ortega, 2000). Thus, it is important to develop posttests that examine whether the benefits from completing the computerized maze task can
generalize to different types of tasks, which test both implicit and explicit knowledge of
the foreign language.
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One type of computerized post-test that measures explicit knowledge is an
unspeeded (or untimed) grammaticality judgment task where error rates (accuracy) are
analyzed rather than reaction times (R. Ellis, 2009b; Loewen, 2009). This post-test is an
integral component of the project since it assists in exploring whether implicit learning
through the maze is effective in building the explicit linguistic knowledge base as well. In
addition, besides the maze task itself, implicit knowledge can be measured by a
same/different task. In this activity, subjects view one sentence in Spanish, and then
another sentence that is either exactly the same or almost the same appears below the
first. Subjects then have about 4 seconds to reply whether they were the same or
different. Because it takes longer to process ungrammatical sentences, this fact indicates
that one will use structure when analyzing sentences in such a task (Fischler & Bloom,
1980; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; Stanovich & West, 1983; Wright & Garrett, 1984).
Although theoretically one could match each word to each word, it is more efficient to
process each sentence as a whole, thereby taking into consideration the structure of the
sentence. Thus, because of the time constraints, this task would be considered a measure
of implicit knowledge since it evaluates the intuitions (and thus rapid processing) that
subjects possess about the language. The results from these tasks can create a clearer
picture of how the maze task is affecting the two linguistic knowledge bases.
The aforementioned tasks examine the amount of implicit and explicit knowledge
students have; however, only the comprehension domain is investigated. Therefore it was
necessary to develop a pre-test/post-test design in which production was measured. This
would allow for an evaluation as to whether benefits from the maze task, a
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comprehension based task, can generalize to a production based activity. The premise for
the maze task is similar to VanPatten’s (2004) viewpoint on comprehensible input being
the building blocks of the knowledge base from which comprehension and production is
drawn upon. However, the literature is mixed regarding whether comprehension training
can generalize to production (VanPatten, 2004; Morgan-Short & Bowden, 2006). Thus,
by using a pre-test/post-test design where improvement is monitored on a target structure
(from the maze task), generalizing effects, and thus learning from maze task training can
be determined.
The Influence of the L1: “Hard” and “Easy” Sentence Types
To test the effectiveness of maze task training, it is necessary to assess how more
complex (harder) syntactic constructions are learned versus how more simple (easier)
structures are handled since learning an L2 involves both types of sentences. Thompson,
Shapiro, and Sobecks (2003) investigated whether or not training of syntactically
complex filler-gap sentences could generalize to performance on syntactically less
complex filler-gap sentences. Their results indicated that robust generalization effects to
less complex sentences surfaced for individuals who were trained on the more complex
structures. These results also illustrate the generalizing effects of implicit training since
subjects carried over their skills from a comprehension task to a production test, which is
something the maze task aspires to do as well. Moreover, this study reveals an important
facet of implicit learning—in the face of the complex rules that students must learn when
acquiring an L2, it may be better for them to use an implicit mode of learning. Succinctly
stated, rule learning may work better for simple constructions, whereas more complex L2
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constructions may necessitate additional implicit instruction such as training via the maze
task.
When thinking about more complex (harder) constructions as compared to simple
(easier) constructions, the issue regarding the impact of the L1 comes to the surface.
Structures with the same word order between the L1 and the L2 generally pose less of a
problem during L2 acquisition. Thus, they are referred to as easier, more simple
constructions (or matched structures) since they would not include a shift of parameter
values from the L1 (Dekeyser & Juffs, 2005). To illustrate the matter further, in an
experiment by Tokowicz and MacWhinney (2005), event-related potentials (ERPs) were
used to investigate whether or not L2 learners were sensitive to matched and mismatched
structures between the L1 and L2. The results indicated that learners displayed a P600
effect (indicating awareness of grammatical violations) with structures unique to the L2
as well as those structures that were similar in both languages. Nevertheless, learners
were not sensitive to constructions that differed in the L1 and L2. These results
emphasize that in order for an implicit knowledge base to be formed, a learning tool must
be able to change the processing strategies of harder, more complex constructions, or
those that show a mismatch between the L1 and L2.
It does seem possible, however, to overcome L1 parameter settings as seen
through training. Nitschke, Kidd, and Serratrice (2009) examined L1 transfer effects on
L2 sentence comprehension by manipulating preference of subject and object relative
clauses. By having a prime—target—post-test design, the results of their study indicated
that training a mismatched condition through a prime-target construct yielded long term
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structural priming on a post-test. That is, after the prime-target phase, L2 learners were
more likely to indicate in the post-test that the sentence was an object relative clause
interpretation even when the word order was a mismatch from their L1. Thus, these
results act as reinforcement for the idea that maze task training can yield a successful
long-term parameter shift for harder, more complex constructions.
Sociocultural Theory and the Maze Task
Another aspect of the maze task revolves around its fit into sociocultural theory
(SCT) insofar as a pedagogical instrument. In regards to education within sociocultural
theory, Vygotksy (1978) outlined the significance of the zone of proximal development
(ZPD). The ZPD can be defined as the difference between what students can do with the
help of an expert (the teacher) and what they can do on their own without help
(Vygotsky, 1978). Although the maze task does not involve group learning, it is related to
SCT in other ways. That is, the task strives to keep students in the ZPD by providing
immediate “expert” feedback so as to help mediate their thinking process. With respect to
VanPatten (2004) and PI, this feature assists in making the input more “structured” as
well.
By providing comprehensible input of varying difficulty level (hard and easy), the
maze task also aims to situate students within a learning environment that is levelappropriate, yet still challenging. This type of design keeps students interested and
motivated on the task at hand while keeping anxiety low, which is important for language
learning to take place (Krashen, 1994). In this way, maze task training can be seen as a
useful supplementary homework activity for L2 learning. Furthermore, experimentally
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testing these two different sentence types will assist in determining the most optimal
training method. It is therefore the purpose of this article to combine psycholinguistic
research with pedagogical theories so as to bridge the gap between these two areas in the
field of second language acquisition.

EXPERIMENT 1
Research Questions
1) Does training aid in more automatic completion of new sentences, and if yes,
which type (training with simple or more complex sentences)?
2) Is the maze task a good teaching tool insofar as a learning/training instrument,
and if yes, which type of training is best?
3) Does implicit training in comprehension (by way of the maze) generalize to a
production task measuring more of explicit knowledge, such as a paper-andpencil worksheet?
4) What are students’ general opinions of such a task as revealed through a
questionnaire?
Method
Participants
Forty-four (44) subjects enrolled in Spanish 102 participated for course credit. For
the paper post-test, an additional forty-one (41) subjects also enrolled in Spanish 102
participated for course credit. In this and all subsequent experiments, participants were
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native speakers of English. The subjects were randomly assigned into one of two training
groups, which were either “English” or “Spanish” groups. These groups referred to the
type of sentences students received during training sessions.
Materials and Design
There were two different types of sessions that were involved – training sessions
and a test session. Three training sessions were completed over a three week period with
a frequency of one per week. Twenty (20) sentences total composed each training
session. Fifteen (15) of these sentences focused on target structures for that training group
while 5 were grammatical fillers that were the same for both groups. The sentences for
each group were the same from session to session, but the location of words was
randomized so that memory of correct word location would not be a confounding
variable. During the training sessions, subjects were asked to try the sentence again if
they made a mistake. The location of the mistake in the sentence was pointed out
immediately so that students could see where they had made an error.
A final test session was administered on the fourth week, which contained all new
sentences, but of both English-similar and Spanish-specific types. There were a total of
thirty-two (32) sentences, twenty-eight (28) experimental sentences, and subjects were
not able to try the sentence again if they made a mistake. The feature of immediate
feedback was still present.
There were four sentence types used in this experiment. They are as follows:
subject relative clauses, object relative clauses, direct object pronouns, and the verbs “to
be”. Subject relative clauses were added to create more variety within the sentences, and
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the same sentences were used in both training groups. On the other hand, object relative
clauses, direct object pronouns, and the “to be” constructions all had an “easier” version
and a “harder” version. The harder, more complex versions were called “Spanishspecific” types because they contained “Spanish-specific” sentence structure with respect
to syntactic and semantic aspects. In other words, these sentences contained “L2specific” constructions. On the contrary, the easier, more simple sentences were called
“English-similar” types since the critical structures contained sentences that were similar
to L1 constructions.
With the object relative clauses, the easier constructions contained an overt
subject after the relativizer whereas the harder sentences contained a pro-drop
construction. In the direct object pronoun condition, the clitic appeared in the same
location as it would in an English sentence (post-verbal), or it was raised (unlike in
English) in the harder constructions. Finally, the easier constructions contained the
primary “to be” verb, ser, which expresses permanency. This structure is more readily
assimilated into its English translation (VanPatten, 1987). Constructions focused on
specific uses of the verb, such as describing professions and expressing time. The harder
constructions contained its counterpart, estar, which expresses temporary states, and does
not exist in English. These sentences focused on uses such as describing emotion and
location. The following table illustrates sample sentence types.
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Table 1. Sentence Types
Sentence Types

English-similar Sentences

Spanish-specific Sentences

Object Relative
Clauses

El vino tinto que el hombre
pone en la mesa es de alta
calidad.

Los pantalones que Ø tienes
son muy populares pero no son
baratos.

(The red wine that the man
puts on the table is of high
quality.)
Trabajo en una oficina
grande porque soy abogada.

(The pants that you have are
very popular but are not
cheap.)
No quiero salir porque estoy
triste esta noche.

(I work in a big office
because I am a lawyer.)
El libro de misterio es muy
interesante y voy a leerlo
pronto.

(I do not want to go out
because I am sad tonight.)
Escribí las cartas ayer y las
quiero enviar hoy.

To Be

Direct Object
Pronouns

(The mystery book is very
interesting and I am going to
read it soon.)

(I wrote the letters yesterday
and I want to send them today.)

A paper-and-pencil pre-test and post-test was administered to students who had
gone through the maze task series and also to two other Spanish 102 classes that did not
have maze training. This was done so that the benefits of the maze task could be
established more clearly. The pre-test values were derived from scores on a subsection of
the students’ exam #1 (taken before maze training), which tested their ability to
distinguish between ser and estar in a fill-in-the-blank format. This covered the “to be”
constructions from the maze. The post-test was also a fill-in-the-blank worksheet on ser
vs. estar where students had to choose and correctly conjugate the verb. This was
essentially the same task as the section from exam #1 with the exception being that these
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were different sentences. The post-test ser vs. estar worksheet contained a total of 10
sentences, which included 5 of each sentence type.
Lastly, participants were asked to fill out a survey about the maze task. In general,
questions asked for feedback on the likeability and usefulness of the task. Subjects were
asked to rate each question on a scale from 5 to 1, with 5 being “strongly agree” while 1
was “strongly disagree”.
Procedure
The experiment was run using DMDX software, which was developed by J. C.
Forster and K. I. Forster at the University of Arizona (Forster & Forster, 2003). The
items were presented in black letters on a white background. Every item, each making up
a sentence, consisted of a series of frames. For example, the first frame of each set of
items making up a sentence would look like the following: [La x-x-x]. Each subsequent
frame contained two words side by side, where one was the correct next word in the
sentence, while the other was grammatically and semantically incorrect. Incorrect
alternatives were not the same part of speech as the correct choice, which eliminated that
factor as a potential confound.
Because training sessions contained the same sentences and incorrect alternatives
for each training group, the incorrect alternatives appeared on random sides (left or right)
from session to session. This was done so that students could not memorize the correct
alternative’s position on the screen. Sentences were presented in a randomized order for
each subject for each session. Every maze session was sent via email as a link, and once
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students clicked on a link, DMDX would automatically install on their PC for the
duration of the task. Subjects had a full week to complete each session. The table below
illustrates an example of how a sentence would appear, dissected into frames, with
correct and incorrect alternatives.

La

x‐x‐x

unos chica

mesas es

bonita. fui.

(The girl is pretty.)
Figure 2. Sentence by Frames
Participants were instructed to choose the correct word in each frame as quickly
and as accurately as possible by pushing the corresponding left or right button. If the
word was correctly selected, the next frame was displayed immediately. If the incorrect
alternative was selected, an error message was displayed. If an error occurred in the
training sessions, subjects were given the choice to try the sentence again by pushing the
corresponding key. In the test session, however, they were not given this choice, and
when an error occurred, the program moved onto the next item (the start of a new
sentence). If the participant made the correct choice throughout the frames for an item,
the final frame was followed by a “CORRECT” message. Subsequently, the beginning of
the next item would appear. Thus, in table 1 above, each word of each sentence
represents its own item (and frame) with a corresponding incorrect alternative next to it.
Paper tests were given to students upon the completion of all maze tasks. The
paper-and-pencil pre-test and post-test was administered a week prior and a week after all
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maze sessions were completed, respectively. Two other Spanish 102 classes not having
taken the maze task training series also participated in these paper-and-pencil tasks, and
they took the tests at the same time in the semester as subjects undergoing maze training.
These tests were administered during class time as in-class work. Lastly, an eleven (11)
question questionnaire asking students to rate their experience with the maze task was
also administered in class on the same day as the post-test.
Results and Discussion
Training Graphs
Training graphs illustrating mean reaction times as well as error rates for Experiment 1
are presented below. These figures show that both reaction times and error rates decrease
gradually with every training session for each training group.
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Analysis
All analyses were carried out using linear mixed effects modeling. Thus, the
analyses involved fitting linear mixed effects models (LMERs) to the data, which was
done using the lmer function from the lme4 package in R (Baayen, 2008a, 2008b;
Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; R Development Core Team,
2009). Unlike traditional analyses carried out through ANOVAs, the method using
LMERs allows for two crossed random effects (subjects and items). The software will
analyze the data for each individual trial, without needing to aggregate over items or
subjects, and will then arrive at the best fitting linear model with subject and items as
random effects. The p-values for the effects were generated by Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulation, which uses 10,000 iterations (Baayen et al., 2008).
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Prior to all analyses, the raw reaction times (RTs) as well as error rates, which
were the dependent variables, were log converted in order for the data to reflect more of a
normal distribution. All trials where an error occurred were discarded. In addition, trials
that were never seen due to an error were all discarded. This occurred if the subject
would error out of a sentence thereby not ever seeing the rest of the sentence. Subject
relative clause sentences were also removed from the analysis since they acted as fillers
only. Lastly, RTs were trimmed so that those under 300 and over 5000 were not included
in the analysis.
All items were considered holistically, and therefore no particular region was
specified for analysis. This was done because the central question being investigated was
whether or not the maze task could be used as a training program (meaning, the entire
sentence). It was predicted that training with more difficult constructions would yield
greater benefits as seen on the test session containing both sentence types. This would
complement the results from aphasia research demonstrating that training in the harder to
easier direction yields stronger gains (Thompson, Shapiro, & Sobecks, 2003). Thus, it
was hypothesized that more difficult training would show learning outcomes insofar as
sentence completion RTs for both types of sentences.
For Experiments 1-3, there were two factors that were considered in the analysis.
The first was the effect of training group, with the levels “English” (for the training group
receiving “L1-like” sentences) and “Spanish” (for the training group receiving harder,
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“L2-specific” type sentences). The second factor was sentence type, with the levels
“English-similar” types and “Spanish-specific” types.
Using reaction times as the dependent variable, the first result of note showed that
although there was no main effect of sentence type (t = 0.56, p >.05) nor of training
group (t = 1.58, p >.05), the critical interaction of training group by sentence type was
significant (t = 2.61, p =.01). This demonstrates that students trained on harder
constructions (those subjects in the “Spanish” training group) yielded comparable, and
faster, reaction times on both hard and easy constructions (“English-similar” and
“Spanish-specific”) as compared to the easier training group (“English”). This suggests
that the more complex training assisted students in understanding the distinction between
the two sentence types. The mean reaction times can be found in the figure below.
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This result indicated that the “Spanish” training group completed “Spanishspecific” sentence types faster than “English-similar” sentence types, and moreover, their
reaction times on both types of sentences were comparable. With respect to Vygotsky
(1978) and his theory of the ZPD, it could be that harder sentences assist in keeping
students in the “zone” more so than easier constructions. Moreover, this effect echoes
past findings with aphasia research demonstrating that harder constructions will
generalize to performance on easier sentences, but not the reverse (Thompson, Shapiro,
& Sobecks, 2003). Although the result in this experiment deals with sentence types
unlike constructions from the aphasia research, it stands to reason that a similar
mechanism may be at play, and is therefore worth noting. That is, when participants are
trained on more difficult constructions, it is then easier for them to understand the
different usages between complex and simpler sentences.
Next an analysis was carried out to examine the maze task’s effectiveness with
regard to its generalizing potential to a paper-and-pencil production pre-test/post-test.
Two main factors were considered. The first factor was paper test with levels pre-test and
post-test. The second factor was class with the levels maze training classes (those classes
undergoing maze training) and no maze training (classes that had no maze training). By
comparing two other Spanish 102 classes that did not go through maze training with the
two classes that did, the effect of paper tests and class was analyzed. There was a
significant interaction of paper test by class, (t = 2.63, p =.01), which revealed that as
compared to the control classes, students that completed the series of maze tasks showed
significant improvement on their post-test as compared to their pre-test scores. The figure
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below shows the means for pre-test and post-test for all classes. This result suggests that
by undergoing maze training, students show a benefit on a production measure.
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Lastly, the questionnaire revealed an average score of 4.33/5 on all questions. Top
scoring questions revealed that the maze task is a great supplement to online workbooks/
more enjoyable (perhaps due to its interactive nature), that it would be a good addition to
the Spanish curriculum, that it could help with other languages, that it was overall
extremely helpful, that it helped students learn Spanish and they think it could help
others, and lastly that students wanted to try sentences again if they made an error.
Students also thought that maze task training could benefit other modalities of assessment
(such as papers and tests).
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EXPERIMENT 2
Research Questions
The same research questions as Experiment 1 were investigated, and thus
Experiment 2 served as a replication. In addition, a further computerized post-test was
included so as to further test the generalizing effects of the maze task. This task was an
unspeeded (untimed) grammaticality judgment task, which is a task that falls in the
comprehension domain, and measures explicit knowledge (R. Ellis, 2009b; Loewen,
2009). The error rates were analyzed.
Method
Participants
Twenty-one (21) subjects enrolled in Spanish 102 participated for course credit. Training
groups were the same as in Experiment 1.
Materials and Design
The materials and design were identical to Experiment 1, except with some
differences in the pre-test/post-test design. Rather than using a sub section of an exam as
a pre-test, two versions of a ser vs. estar fill-in-the-blank worksheet were created. A
counterbalanced design was implemented in that half of the subjects received version A
as their pre-test whereas the other half received version B as their pre-test. For the posttest, subjects received the version they had not completed yet. The two versions were of
the same exact skill level (suitable for Spanish 102), with each one containing 5
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“English-similar” types and 5 “Spanish-specific” types. The only difference between
versions was lexical items used, which were all of appropriate level. However, only the
class undertaking the maze task series completed this pre-test and post-test due to lack of
availability of another class.
In addition, an unspeeded grammaticality judgment task was used as another posttest measure evaluating explicit knowledge. Both types of sentences (“English-similar”
and “Spanish-specific”) were included so as to observe generalizing effects of the maze
task. There were a total of 24 items, 4 grammatical “English-similar” types, 4
ungrammatical “English-similar” types, 4 grammatical “Spanish-specific” types, 4
ungrammatical “Spanish-specific” types, and 8 fillers (4 grammatical and 4
ungrammatical). Each sentence had ten words each. Again, only the class going through
the maze task series took this post-test.
Procedure
The same procedure was used as in Experiment 1. The grammaticality judgment
task was also created using DMDX, and therefore the same method of presentation was
followed with the only difference being that each frame displayed a full sentence.
Participants only had one chance with each sentence. The link for this task was also sent
through email, and once clicked, the program and task installed on the subjects’ PCs.
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Results and Discussion
Training Graphs
Training graphs illustrating mean reaction times as well as error rates for Experiment 2
are presented below. These figures show that both reaction times and error rates decrease
gradually with every training session for each training group.
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Analysis
The same statistical analysis software (R) was used for data analysis, and the
same factors were considered. Using RTs as the dependent variable, it was predicted that
Experiment 1’s finding would be replicated. Indeed, the critical interaction was
significant, thus displaying that the interaction of training group by sentence type
(t = 2.33, p =.02) was significant once again. This indicated that reaction times on the test
session were replicated so that subjects receiving training with harder constructions
(“Spanish” training group) completed both sentence types (“English-similar” and
“Spanish-specific”) just as quickly. The mean reaction times can be found in the figure
below.
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In regards to the unspeeded grammaticality judgment task, all incorrect trials were
discarded. Using error rates on the grammatical items as the dependent variable, there
was a significant main effect of training group, (t = 2.10, p < .05), indicating that the
“Spanish” training group that was trained with the harder constructions (“Spanishspecific” types) made significantly fewer errors overall, but the significance rested on
only easier constructions (“English-similar”). This could mean that though the “Spanish”
training group possesses the same knowledge as the “English” training group, their
performance becomes better on the “English-similar” sentences. This could infer that
training on harder constructions in the maze task actually helps with performance on
easier constructions (but not on the harder ones with which they were trained). The
following figure shows the mean error rates for this task.
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Figure 10. Experiment 2 Grammaticality Judgment Task Error Rates
When the production paper-and-pencil task was analyzed, the training groups
combined showed a significant improvement from the pre-test to post-test by a related
sample one-tailed within-subjects t-test, (t [20] = 1.95, p =.03). This indicates that after
undergoing maze training, subjects significantly improved on a measure of production
where a structure from the maze was tested. Thus, completing maze task training itself
can have significant benefits on production skills and the explicit knowledge domain
when content is similar.
Lastly, the results of the questionnaire were replicated with an average of 4.31/5.
The top scoring questions revealed that it was a fun and helpful task, that it was an
enjoyable supplement to online workbooks, that students wanted to try the sentence again
when an error occurred, that it could be helpful for other languages, and that it would be a
good addition to a foreign language curriculum.
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EXPERIMENT 3
Research Questions
The same research questions from Experiments 1 and 2 applied here, but with
three additional measures taken. First, in the maze test session, more experimental items
were added in order to further examine if the training effect was genuine. In other words,
it could be the case that the more complex training group does not assist learners in
understanding the distinct usages between “Spanish-specific” and “English-similar”
constructions since students may just have “English-similar” type constructions set as
their default. Thus, increasing the amount of experimental items would provide additional
insight into the maze task effectiveness, specifically with respect to the more difficult
training type.
The second change was the addition of the same/different task as another post-test
measure looking at the implicit knowledge base. This task included sentences of both
types, but also included grammatical and ungrammatical sentences to see if the maze task
had trained students enough to show significant implicit sensitivity to grammaticality.
The idea of using a same/different task comes from past research, which has shown that
adult learners are not implicitly sensitive to all types of grammatical violations in the L2
(Jiang, 2007). Thus, the speeded same/different task can be used effectively in assessing
whether or not the maze task has aided in the acquirement of implicit, or integrated,
knowledge. Moreover, by comparing grammatical pairs to ungrammatical pairs under
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speeded (timed) conditions (that is, analyzing reaction times), the effect of the maze task
on constructing integrated knowledge and assisting with automaticity could be evaluated.
The third change was that there were additional sentences added to the pretest/post-test paper test. This was done so as to leave more room for potential
improvement between pre-test and post-test. In this way, the impact of maze training on
the production domain could be assessed to a further extent.
Method
Participants
There were twenty-four (24) subjects enrolled in Spanish 102 that participated for course
credit. Training groups were identical to those from Experiments 1 and 2.
Materials and Design
The materials were identical to those of Experiment 1 and 2, but the final maze
test session now contained thirty-two (32) experimental sentences rather than twentyeight (28). Secondly, there were 10 more sentences (5 of each type) added to the paper
pre-test/post-test for a total of 20 sentences. Also, the same/different task was used as an
additional post-test, and this task contained 40 items (5 “English-similar” same pairs, 5
“English-similar” different pairs, 5 “Spanish-specific” same pairs, 5 “Spanish-specific”
different pairs, 10 grammatical filler pairs – 5 same and 5 different, and 10
ungrammatical filler pairs – 5 same and 5 different). The different sentence pairs
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contained dissimilar words of equal length.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 2. In regards to the same/different
task, this activity was also created using DMDX, and worked the same as the maze task
and grammaticality judgment task. Each sentence was presented in one frame, and after a
few seconds, another sentence would appear directly below the first. Subjects pressed one
of two response keys to indicate if the two sentences were identical, or if they were
different in any way. The link for this task was sent through email, and once subjects
clicked on the link, the program installed on their PCs.
Results and Discussion
Training Graphs
Training graphs illustrating mean reaction times as well as error rates for Experiment 3
are presented below. These figures show that both reaction times and error rates decrease
gradually with every training session for each training group.
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Analysis
Once again, the data was analyzed using LMERs in the R statistical analysis
software, and all factors remained the same. All low and high cutoffs remained the same
as in Experiments 1 and 2. Furthermore, incorrect trials were discarded once again when
considering RTs as the dependent variable. When looking only at Experiment 3, now
with additional items as compared to the previous two experiments, the training effect as
revealed on the final test session showed a significant main effect of training group
(t = 1.92 , p < .05). This indicated that the “Spanish” training group yielded significantly
faster reaction times on both types of sentences. Furthermore, as an extra measure, taking
error rate as the dependent variable yielded a significant main effect of training group,
(t = 2.0, p =.046), which indicated that there was a training effect for the “Spanish”
training group in regards to error rate as well. The mean reaction times and error rates can
be found in the figures below. Together, these results suggest that there is a genuine
training effect occurring for the group receiving training with more complex
constructions. That is, due to the significant main effects, it cannot be the case that the
“English-similar” sentence types are simply easier (or default types) for all students.
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In Experiment 3, the critical interaction of training group by sentence type did not
reach significance (p >.05). However, in order to heighten the power of the experiment
due to the low number of subjects, participants from Experiments 2 and 3 were combined
for a total of 45 subjects. Using RTs as the dependent variable, the interaction of training
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group by sentence type reached significance again, (t = 2.53, p =.01). This finding
replicated the result that training with “Spanish-specific” sentence types aids students in
understanding the distinct usages between more complex and easier sentences. The mean
reaction times combining Experiments 2 & 3 can be found in the figure below.
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Figure 15. Experiments 2 & 3 Mean Reaction Times for Test Session
When it comes to the unspeeded grammaticality judgment task, all incorrect trials
were discarded again. Taking error rates as the dependent variable for all grammatical
items, there was a significant main effect of training group (t = 2.03, p <.05) signifying
that the “Spanish” training group made significantly fewer errors overall. There was also
a significant interaction of training group by sentence type, (t = 2.11, p =.03). This
signified that for the “Spanish” training group, the difference between performance on
the “English-similar” types versus the “Spanish-specific” types was significantly greater
than the difference for the “English” training group.
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To make certain that this result illustrated a true effect from maze training, it was
necessary to see if the interaction would reach significance using grammatical fillers
(neither “English-similar” nor “Spanish-specific” types) as the baseline. This would
illustrate that not only is performance on “Spanish-specific” sentence types as compared
to “English-similar” sentence types significant, but also that the training group receiving
more complex structures did better on “Spanish-specific” sentence types as compared to
grammatical fillers as well. Importantly, this displays the genuine carryover effect from
maze training that is occurring. Under these conditions, the same interaction of training
group by sentence type did reach significance (t = 2.58, p =.01). The following figure
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Figure 16. Experiment 3 Grammaticality Judgment Task Error Rates
With respect to the same/different task, only same trials were considered since the
location of the difference in the different trials were not controlled for. Incorrect trials
were discarded. Taking RTs as the dependent variable, there were no significant effects
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found in this task (all p >.05); however, the mean reaction times are patterning in the
expected manner. The training group trained on more complex structures show faster RTs
for each sentence type as compared to the other training group trained on more simple
constructions. Furthermore, when the mean error rates are considered, the “Spanish”
training group yielded more errors on ungrammatical sentences than the “English”
training group. This suggests that training with more complex structures could help
learners be more sensitive to grammaticality. The following figures of the task illustrate
mean reaction times and error rates for ungrammatical items vs. grammatical items.
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In regards to the paper-and-pencil task, taking Experiment 3 only, a related
sample one-tailed within-subjects t-test revealed a strong trend of improvement from pretest to post-test, (t [11] = 1.69, p =.06). However, this improvement was found only for
the “Spanish” (more complex) training group. When combining the subjects from
Experiments 2 and 3 for a total of 45 participants, a related sample two-tailed withinsubjects T-test revealed significant improvement, (t [21] = 2.13, p =.04), which illustrated
that again only the “Spanish” training group showed the significant improvement. Thus,
this analysis indicated that the “Spanish” training group (training with harder structures)
yields significant improvement on a measure of explicit knowledge as well as a test of
production. This suggests that the effect of more complex training through the maze task
can generalize to other tasks. Moreover, completing this type of maze task training can
have a positive effect on the explicit knowledge base as well as on production skills.
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Lastly, the results from the questionnaire were replicated once again in regards to
opinions on such a task. The average of 11 questions was 4.3. Top scoring questions
revealed that the maze task was a fun and helpful activity that was more engaging than
traditional online workbook activities. Once again, students expressed that the maze task
would be a good addition to a basic foreign language program. They also wanted to try
the sentence again if they made an error. Overall, students communicated that the maze
task was a helpful activity, and could be helpful for learning other languages other than
Spanish.
General Discussion
The maze task has exemplified a type of training program that could have
potential gains when it comes to computer assisted language learning, specifically for
beginning learners. The task was extremely well received by the students involved in the
study (as seen through the questionnaire results), which suggests heightened interest in
incorporating such an activity into a foreign language curriculum. Supporting past
research, it was found overall that more complex training (“Spanish” training group)
yielded higher gains as compared to less complex training (“English” training group).
Moreover, results from Experiment 3 alone suggested that because the “Spanish” training
group performed better overall, it could not be the case that the “English-similar”
sentences were just the “default” types. In this way, we can be sure that the results are
dependable and that maze training effects are reliable.
The maze task assists students with more automatic responses to sentence
comprehension when the input contains challenging sentence constructions. The question
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of automaticity being developed through implicit training programs is one that has been
written about extensively (Dekeyser, 1997; N. Ellis, 2005; Robinson, 1997). Through the
experiments in the present article, it has been shown that implicit training with more
complex sentences aids in more automatic completion of L2 sentences of all different
types. Thus, the implicit knowledge base, the foundational element in developing L2
fluidity, is being constructed through such a method. Connections made during class
instruction are strengthened through this type of implicit training. It is through the
incremental processing of each word in each sentence where students can build these
connections more extensively.
Both training groups combined also showed benefits from the maze as
demonstrated through a pre-test and post-test design. In Experiment 1, students receiving
maze training showed significant improvement from pre-test to post-test as compared to
other classes not undergoing maze training. This demonstrated that the maze task’s
training within the comprehension domain has the capacity to generalize to the
production domain when content is similar. Moreover, training with the maze generalizes
to an explicit type of task. Experiment 2 showed an improvement from pre-test to posttest when both training groups were analyzed together again. Experiment 3, however,
only yielded improvement for the “Spanish” training group. When combined with
subjects from Experiment 2, this improvement was significant. Thus, on the whole,
implicit maze training within the comprehension domain can generalize to other types of
tasks when the content is similar. These results also suggest that more complex maze
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training cannot only build the explicit knowledge base, but also aids in developing
production skills.
In regards to the grammaticality judgment task post-test, Experiment 2 and 3
demonstrated that it was the “Spanish” training group that showed significantly greater
gains. Experiment 2 showed better performance on only “English-similar” sentence
types, which suggested that the “Spanish” training group may have acquired the same
knowledge as the “English” training group, but the difference is that they also displayed
better performance. This could infer that training with more complex sentences can
actually help with performance on easier constructions when the testing measure is
explicit. This notion holds many implications for educational programs that focus on
developing the four basic skills in the foreign language (listening, speaking, reading, and
writing). Experiment 3 showed that the “Spanish” training group yielded fewer errors on
their sentence types (“Spanish-specific”) as compared to “English” training, which
highlights the benefit of the more complex training. Having results that illustrate how the
maze task can generalize to another activity that is not implicit itself lends support for its
potential as a pedagogical instrument.
Lastly, with respect to the same/different task in Experiment 3, although this task
did not yield statistically significant results, it is worth mentioning the pattern of the data.
The “Spanish” training group displayed faster reaction times for all sentence types as
well as more errors for ungrammatical items (thereby showing heightened sensitivity to
ungrammaticality). Taken together, these observations may suggest some effect of
“Spanish” maze training even if there were no significant effects. It could be the case that
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the same/different task contained so much variability that it was difficult to derive
significant results (since two sentences at one given moment were being processed).
The above results, however, could also signify something very important about
the nature of the maze task. The maze task may not strictly serve as comprehension-only
training program. Since it asks learners to build a sentence, there may be a level of
production skills (either silently or aloud) that are deployed in order to construct a
sentence more efficiently with respect to response (performance) times. Based on
comments from students throughout this project, this hypothesis can very well be a
reality. In addition, there was a consistent significant effect from the paper pre-test and
post-test, which evaluated production skills. This finding would strongly suggest again
that the maze task is exercising production skills to some extent as well. Thus, it could be
the case that an implicit measure of both comprehension and production may be a better
fit for a post-test. In other words, the implicit knowledge post-test is designed to measure
the same dependent variable as in the maze task, that of reaction times. Thus, it may need
to be that the task chosen must measure both comprehension and production because the
maze task may train both domains.
Overall, the results of this study indicate that the “Spanish” training yielded a
significant training effect on the final maze session, which highlights the construction of
the implicit knowledge base. Furthermore, generalizing effects to implicit and explicit
comprehension-based measures as well as a production measure (paper pre-test/post-test)
suggest that the maze task can be used as a successful training program in the L2
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classroom. Reactions to such a task on the questionnaire reveal the high likeability of this
type of activity. Students seem motivated and interested to pursue this training program.
Conclusion
The maze task has the potential of fitting into a pedagogical framework because it
yields benefits for implicit and explicit knowledge bases alike, which are both
instrumental for L2 acquisition to take place. Referring back to VanPatten (2004) and his
work with input processing, the maze task can act as implicit practice that is used in
conjunction with classroom instruction. The input from the maze can act as a method to
draw attention to grammar and lexical meaning assignment, word by word, and in this
way could help change L1 preferences if needed. Moreover, the type of training utilized
(“Spanish” or “English”) is important with respect to constructing a more solid training
paradigm.
This article has provided further support for the fact that not only can implicit
training generalize to explicit measures, but also that training in the comprehension
domain can generalize to production tasks. This finding is of utmost importance when
constructing pedagogy that focuses on communication as the primary goal of instruction.
Further research with regard to developing the maze task into a larger pedagogical
framework is necessary, which will be the concentration of future maze projects. It is the
hope that the maze task will lend itself to a more in depth pedagogical tool that can be
used to assist successful foreign language learning.
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Appendix A
Sample Maze Test Session Sentences with Incorrect Alternatives Items
“English-similar” object relative clause
Los
gatos
que
muchas
brujas
tienen
son
gatos
negros.

Incorrect Alternative
x-x-x
una
examen
porque
tomando
carpeta
carta
caminamos
llevaba.

The cats that many witches have are black cats.
“Spanish-specific” the verb “to be”
La
biblioteca
está
al
lado
de
la
cafetería.

Incorrect Alternative
x-x-x
unos
zapatería
besos
ven
casa
encima
los.

The library is next to the cafeteria.
“English-similar” direct object pronoun
Las
papas
fritas
son
deliciosas
y
quiero
comerlas
ahora.

Incorrect Alternative
x-x-x
un
toallero
dicho
vayamos
brillante
carpetas
pon
abierto.

The French fries are delicious and I want to eat them now.
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Appendix B
Sample Computerized Post-test Items
Grammaticality Judgment Task
a) Grammatical
(Direct object pronoun)
“English-similar”: El pollo es excelente en este restaurante, y quiero comerlo.
The chicken is excellent in this restaurant, and I want to eat it.
“Spanish-specific”: Usualmente, no como el jamón, pero hoy lo quiero comer.
Usually, I do not eat ham, but today I want to eat it.
b) Ungrammatical
(Direct object pronoun)
“English-similar”: *Para cena la, pan el como pero quiero ahora comerlo.
“Spanish-specific”: *Como no normalmente carne la, quiero la pero ahora comer.
Same/Different Task
a) Same
(The verb “to be”)
“English-similar”: Son las diez de la mañana y tengo que irme.
Son las diez de la mañana y tengo que irme.
It is 10 o’clock in the morning and I have to leave.
b) Different
(The verb “to be”)
“Spanish-specific”: La biblioteca está muy lejos de mi dormitorio.
La biblioteca está muy cerca de mi dormitorio.
The library is very far from/close to my dormitory.
c) Ungrammatical
(Same): *Mis amigos y yo fuiste a la biblioteca.
*Mis amigos y yo fuiste a la biblioteca.
(Different): *El perro de mi abuelo tengo ojos grandes.
*El perro de tu abuelo tengo ojos grandes.
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Appendix C
Sample Pre-test/Post-test Paper Test Items
Experiment 1: Pre-test
Fill-in the blank with the correctly conjugated form of ser or estar:
Mi amor, como hoy (1. ______ ) sábado, yo (2. ______ ) pensando ir a cenar al nuevo
restaurante chileno que abrieron en Tucson. El restaurante (3. ______ ) en la calle
Speedway. Los dueños (4. ______ ) de Santiago de Chile, yo los conozco. Mi hermana y
yo (5. ______ ) muy emocionadas con la idea de comer bife a lo pobre. …

My love, as today is Saturday, I am thinking about going to eat dinner at the new Chilean
restaurant that they opened in Tucson. The restaurant is on Speedway. The owners are
from Santiago in Chile, I know them. My sister and I are very excited with the idea of
eating “bife a la pobre” (steak dish). …

Experiment 2 and Experiment 3: Pre-test/Post-test Versions A & B
Fill-in the blank with the correctly conjugated form of ser or estar:
VERSION A
Mi amiga, hoy ( ______ ) domingo.
My friend, today is Sunday.

VERSION B
Mi hija, hoy ( ______ ) lunes. ¡Vamos a la
playa!
My girl, today is Monday. Let’s go to the
beach!
Yo ( ______ ) tomando el agua.
Yo ( ______ ) bebiendo la cerveza.
I am drinking the water.
I am drinking the beer.
El restaurante ( ______ ) en la calle
La papelería ( ______ ) en la calle
Broadway.
Speedway.
The restaurant is on Broadway Blvd.
The stationary store is on Speedway Blvd.
¡Mi novio y yo ( ______ ) muy
¡Mi amigo y yo ( ______ ) muy tristes con
contentos con la idea de comer helado!
la idea de ir a la clase!
My boyfriend and I are very happy with My friend and I are very sad with the idea
the idea of eating ice cream!
of going to class.
( ______ ) las diez de la tarde, y vamos a ( ______ ) las ocho de la mañana - ¡vamos
dormir.
a comer el desayuno!
It is 10pm, and we are going to sleep.
It is 8am – let’s go eat breakfast!
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Appendix D
Maze Task Questionnaire
Below is a questionnaire in which you can give me your opinion on the maze task!
Please rate your experience from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best rating, and 1 being the
worst rating.
5= strongly agree, 4=agree, 3=neutral, 2=disagree, 1=strongly disagree
1) Did you find this task to be fun?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

2) Did you find this task to be helpful?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

3) Do you find this task more enjoyable than online workbook assignments?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

4) Did you find this task helpful for your Spanish learning?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

5) Did you find yourself wanting to try the sentence again if you got it wrong rather
than just passing through it?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

6) Do you think that this task can help others learn Spanish?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1
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7) Do you think that this task could be helpful for other languages?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

8) Do you think this type of practice carries over to doing better on exams/papers,
etc.?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

9) Did you think that the first session was just as fun as the fourth? (In other words,
did it get old fast or do you think you could really get into it for a whole
semester?)
YES, I can get into it
5
4

3

NO, it got boring
2
1

10) Do you think that if there was a tally of reaction times (that is, how fast you are
going), would this increase the fun factor of getting the answer correct?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

11) Do you think that this would be a good addition to the Spanish curriculum?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1
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APPENDIX C
USING A COMPUTERIZED PSYCHOLINGUISTIC TASK AS A COMPUTER
ASSISTED LANGUAGE LEARNING PROGRAM: THE STORY MAZE

The maze task, a psycholinguistic experimental technique, has been shown to
effectively and implicitly train L2 structures (Enkin, 2012). In the present work,
the maze task is transformed into the story maze, which is a contextualized maze
task putting a story context and graphics to sentences. In this way, whether or not
the story maze can yield similar results as the maze task can be determined. If it
can, then the story maze task can be realized as a potential pedagogical tool,
which is more communicative in nature.

Introduction
A series of experiments examining how a psycholinguistic testing technique can
be used in investigating sentence processing time has shown that the maze task can in
fact be used to effectively train L2 structures (Enkin, 2012). In this type of task, students
choose the correct next word in a sentence and each word is presented on the screen one
at a time with an incorrect alternative beside it (Forster et al., 2009). Minimal feedback is
provided – either a “correct” message, or an “error” message indicated the precise
location of the error. Because this type of program only provides students with enough
information to complete sentences until they are correct, it is implicit in nature since
students must deduce themselves why a sentence is correct or incorrect (Gasparini, 2004).
Through this implicit type of training, students are able to tune their processing systems
in order to strengthen the connections of new neural networks established during explicit
classroom instruction.
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The results indicated that not only was this method of implicit training successful
with L2 grammar and lexical items that are not present in the L1, but it also had an
impact on the explicit knowledge domain. Moreover, benefits were seen on production
skills even though the maze task itself is based around comprehensible input, much like
processing instruction methodology (VanPatten, 2004). It is hypothesized that because
production skills are being affected, the maze task may be responsible for building the
implicit knowledge domain, but with comprehension and production activities only.
Because explicit measures allow students to think about their answer, this may explain
why benefits are seen on both comprehension and production tasks in the explicit
knowledge domain. Lastly, the task was very well accepted by students and their
motivation and interest levels for completing the training program is encouraging.
The purpose of the current article is to extend the same design and procedure in
an experiment that utilizes the maze task again. However, rather than using disjointed
sentences, the maze task is transformed into the story maze, which is a more
contextualized type of activity. In this way, if similar results are found, this task can be
realized as a potential tool in the communicative foreign language classroom. Through
the use of graphics and story contexts, the sentences therefore comprise stories, and
students will complete a similar training paradigm. The use of immediate feedback about
the precise location of an error (without any further explanation) will still be used since it
is an important feature of incorporating just enough explicit type of feedback. The present
study is important because it extends the concept of maze training to an actual, and
feasible, computer assisted language learning program.
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The Communicative Approach and Computer Assisted Language Learning
The story maze task has its place within the communicative approach to foreign
language learning. In this type of pedagogy, attention is focused on a particular target
structure so as to allow for attentional resources to be allocated to communicative goals
(Skehan, 1996). The task based syllabus is one that follows the communicative approach
as well and incorporates comprehension and production activities that elicit a target L2
structure in its end product (Richards, 2001). Within the communicative approach,
providing some explicit grammar instruction along with activities that cater to implicit
learning strategies is emphasized.
The story maze task has the ability of acting well as a communicative activity.
Learners complete sentences that are part of a story as quickly and as accurately as they
can. They also receive immediate feedback, which only shows the exact location of errors
without further explanation. In this way, the program incorporates explicit feedback, but
implicit processing too. These elements are characteristic of a successful computer
assisted language learning program because they promote self-discovery and self-paced
learning (Fotos & Browne, 2004). Thus, this learner-centered maze task has the potential
of being developed into a computer assisted language learning (CALL) material for late
L2 learning in the form of a “story maze”.
Learning with the use of computers for the purpose of developing communication,
which is the purpose of the communicative approach, has been the focal point of
computer assisted language learning programs. That is, there has been a socio-cognitive
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shift to working with computers to using computers for communicating with others
(Thorne & Payne, 2005; Warschauer & Kern, 2000). Due to recent advancements in
technology and social networking, computer programs have become a rich platform from
which to draw upon with respect to communicating in the L2. In other words, being able
to communicate with other people through the help of computers has opened the door to
deeper contextualization of L2 learning.
Literacies, or digital literacies, are ways in which learners can develop their
communication through the use of computer capabilities. That is, there is knowledge, a
certain skill set, and framing associated with developing literacies in situated, or
contextualized, settings (Gee, 2004). Being engaged in these situated environments is
where meaning comes from, and is also where communication in a second language
becomes a reality. There are many digital literacies that have become available for the
second language learner, which include wikis, blogging, and social networking sites
(Abraham & Williams, 2009). These emphasize the importance of communication to the
learner, and highlight the importance of one’s own identity during these communicative
settings.
By partaking in such contextualized settings, learners integrate their own
identities within a new language. In doing so, learner autonomy is supported through
CALL activities because they encourage discovery through one’s own efforts (Healy,
1999). These activities directly assist in the construction of agency, where students feel
powerful in witnessing their own results of their decisions (Warschauer, 2004). Thus,
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CALL programs foster the learner-centered environment that the communicative
approach to language learning cultivates.
Digital Literacies and Learner Identity
One of the main reasons for developing digital literacies is that it does speak to
students’ identities as language users of today’s technological age (Thorne & Reinhardt,
2008; Warschauer, 2004). This encapsulating of identity within digital literacies speaks to
students’ social identities of themselves as users of media. In other words, when it comes
to late language learners, these students have already established themselves as social
beings within one culture, and they bring this understanding of themselves to learning
(Moll et al., 2005). In this way, each unique personality can thrive within digital media
settings.
In a model called “bridging activities”, Thorne and Reinhardt (2008) illustrate the
fact that learners thrive from the benefits of a curriculum that brings their social world to
the surface. Moreover, a literacy development program that is successful fosters learners’
eventual goals in society, which is why digitally mediated literacy development is so
important for current learners. In “bridging activities”, which are proposed for more
advanced learners, students are free to choose their own texts. Learners are also involved
in on-going interactions in an internet-based program. Thus, learners are free to engage in
literacies of their choosing, and develop in a natural way rather than solely in the
structured classroom environment.
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This model is just one of many programs that are currently in practice, which is
part of a larger trend in CALL called social networking sites (SNSs) (Harrison &
Thomas, 2009). These sites are programs that are precisely designed to take into account
learners’ identities. Learners can choose their roles, passive or more forward, in their
interactions on these sites. That is, by integrating how learners naturally function in
communicative settings, digital literacies of this type work with learners insofar as
allowing students to find their own goals within the new language. The programs scaffold
a learner’s preexisting identity into a new L2 identity. In a sense, it is essential for
learners to find their own “place” within the new language. If students are not personally
invested in using the language for a purpose that is valued to them, their motivation levels
will not foster an optimum level for successful learning (Norton-Pierce, 1995). Therefore,
it is imperative to allow learners the freedom of choosing their type of interaction.
One aspect that is not addressed in current CALL systems is how to scaffold
beginning learners from more advanced programs to less complex materials. That is,
although placing communication as the ultimate goal of foreign language learning is of
utmost importance, it is difficult to integrate beginning levels into this paradigm.
Referring to Vygotsky (1978) and his zone of proximal development (ZPD), it is clear
that students must be motivated and challenged enough so as to stay “in the zone”, but
not so overwhelmed that they become frustrated.
The zone of proximal development addresses how students should be in a place
between their actual abilities and what they can do with someone more advanced than
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they are. However, expecting all beginners to functionally work in advanced CALL
programs may not be a reasonable expectation since implicit learning in that manner may
prove to be an overload on the cognitive system (Rosa & O’Neill, 1999). Therefore a
program that combines structured practice with target constructions and computer
assisted learning may prove to be a novel addition to CALL programs. Thus, the story
maze can help to bridge the gap between highlighting the importance of computerized
communicative tasks and the appropriate “zone” for beginning learners.
CALL Programs and Implicit Learning
The similarity between programs like “bridging activities” and the story maze
task is that they both support a type of implicit learning mode, which leads to the
construction of the implicit knowledge base necessary for ultimate L2 attainment (N.
Ellis, 2005). Implicit instruction requires large amounts of comprehensible input so that
learners can strengthen their neural network connections with respect to L2 structures.
Once a form is presented during explicit, formal instruction, it will become more
available, or more “noticed”, in subsequent input (Fotos, 2001). Thus, it is the task of the
story maze to assist in the acquisition of target structures, and therefore in the
restructuring of the implicit system responsible for linguistic knowledge. This goal
realizes the story maze task as a potential implicit CALL program.
Implicit learning requires a vast array of input as well as time, which is why
training paradigms are so successful in implicit instruction (Nitschke et al., 2009).
Training programs are specifically important because they raise L2 students’ awareness
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of previously learned items during formal instruction. Through repeated exposure and
some explicit feedback, the story maze is successful in raising awareness of target forms.
In other words, increasing the frequency of target structures, such as in a training
program, can facilitate acquisition since this strengthens form-function relationships
(Ellis, 2002; Gass & Mackey, 2002). This is the objective of CALL programs, and is
therefore how they support acquisition of material (Fotos & Iwabuchi, 2004). In order for
an implicit learning paradigm to function correctly however, an appropriate level of
motivation, or personal investment, must be present.
It is clear that the story maze task and a program like “bridging activities” or
social networking sites use the same method, but just for different levels. Whereas the
more advanced digital communication programs are suggested for intermediate to more
advanced learners, the story maze task is a training program that is appropriate for
beginners. That is, for more advanced learners, needing to communicate in real time
allows learners to rapidly make and strengthen neural network connections, which
involves being aware of L2 structures. On the other hand, the story maze task also asks
students to “communicate” by rapidly and accurately building stories, which also
involves having heightened awareness for constructions.
All digital media programs emphasize the importance of learning for a
meaningful goal. Similarly, the story maze task underscores a significant goal for
students because it frames the task as a videogame/computerized word game, where the
end result is to complete (and build) sentences of stories. Thus, not only is this type of
framework activating students’ identities as university-aged learners, but it also places
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communication as the eventual outcome. In other words, a “computer game schema” is
being activated, but moreover, students must look at graphics and then complete stories
correctly and quickly. In this way, both personal investment as well as communicative
learning is being addressed in an implicit type of training program. Students are free to
bring their schema, which was developed in their pre-existing social worlds with
computerized videogames, to the new task at hand. Furthermore, they are using these past
experiences to communicate through the computer at a level that is appropriate for them.
Sociocultural Theory, Implicit Knowledge, and Internalization: The Story Maze
When it comes to considering the importance of the social world on learning,
sociocultural theory becomes an important point of departure. In fact, many CALL
programs are rooted in Vygotskian sociocultural theory, which highlights interaction and
the social world as integral components of meaning making and ultimately L2 acquisition
(Fotos & Browne, 2004; Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1985). Gal’perin (1992) extended
sociocultural theory to a learning model known as the spiral model, where internalization
as the end product is emphasized. It is important to underscore that internalization is
synonymous with having implicit knowledge of the concept. In other words, in order to
achieve internalization, there must be a strong implicit knowledge base of the material
that is being learned.
Gal’perin (1992) outlined five levels of abstraction, which comprise his spiral
model of not only the education process, but of cognitive development itself. In regards
to L2 learning, cognitively developing refers to being able to “think” in the L2. This
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notion echoes Vygotsy’s theory that thinking and speaking are intimately linked. There
are five principle levels of the spiral model, which are each categorized by a level of
thinking that actively emerges at every phase.
Levels of thinking are categorized as either being interpersonal or intrapersonal in
nature, and illustrate the learning process. The five levels are as follows: 1) orienting the
learning task, 2) acting at the material level, 3) acting at the verbal level, 4) acting at the
mental level, and 5) orienting at a more advanced level (and continuing the cycle of
learning). The spiral model illustrates the learning process through cognitive
development. Importantly, it serves to illustrate how the L2 learning process travels
though cognitive stages on its path to internalization.
Of primary focus here are steps one, two, and four due to their relevance to the
story maze task. The first step in the spiral model outlines that the task must be oriented
at a beginner level for the students. The goal of the action (in this case the action of
learning the L2 through various activities in the classroom and as homework) is
explained to the learner, and acts as an “advance organizer” (Gal’perin, 1992). This
organizer has the purpose of stimulating motivation and piquing interest from the
beginning. In this way, stage one presents the learning contents as a meaningful whole
from the start of the instruction process, and outlines a course of action for learners
(Arievitch & Haenen, 2005). Students then can see what must be completed, and also will
strategize in order to most efficiently complete the task.
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The next step requires learners to act at the material level, which involves
operative and figurative thinking. Through hands-on manipulations, students are able to
actively think through the task at hand. This stage thus requires the use of symbolic
representations, which usually implies that appropriate texts and engaging activities be
utilized. Thus, the story maze task could be used during the first stage of Gal’perin’s
model as it is an activity that could be considered appealing to students. These two
stages highlight the significance of framing the L1 mind into an emerging L2 identity
marked by “thinking” in the L2.
Acting mentally is the final phase of Gal’perin’s learning model before the
process initiates once again through another learning cycle. At this juncture, the action
has been transformed into a mental phenomenon and is represented on the intramental
plane. A concrete sequence of concepts has been constructed in the mind so as to
represent the action. The action, therefore, can be executed automatically, and is said to
be self-regulated since automaticity of the action has become available to the learner.
Achieving automaticity is only possible by understanding personal “smysl”
(“sense”) (Haenen, 1996, p. 80). In other words, only by seeing a sense of overall purpose
for learning the material will the learner be able to create procedural representations for
the information acquired. When information becomes procedural representations in the
mind, the concepts are known as internalized, and ready for automatic use. Thus, the
learner has mentally, or cognitively, developed insofar as acquiring implicit
understanding of newly acquired concepts. Another way to look at this final stage in the
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cycle is one that integrates procedural knowledge into one’s identity. That is, when it
comes to L2 learning and specifically literacy development, one must begin “thinking” in
the new language. This requires not only strengthening neural networks about the way the
new language works, but also seeing a purpose for learning the material.
The story maze task can assist in making L2 literacy an internalized process. In
Gal’perin’s terminology, the story maze provides a platform for converting declarative
knowledge into procedural representations. However, because it contextualizes sentences
and provides graphics, students are given a purpose for developing literacy (and
secondarily production as well). Students are given a purpose when they are exposed to a
videogame-like program where they must use newly acquired information from class in
order to rapidly build sentences. Moreover, they must use context clues in visuals and the
sentences themselves in order to help them complete the stories successfully.
These purposes support learners’ motivation in practicing L2 structures. To
students, the story maze offers a reason for implicitly training themselves in order to
develop their literacy skills. Thus, this article further bridges the gap in the literature
between older methods of practice and new technologies available through CALL. It
does, however, cater to beginning level students in the sense that it provides a levelappropriate platform, which allows this level of learners to work with the computer in
aiding their language abilities.
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The Maze Task Experiments (Enkin, 2012)
The purpose of the current study is to examine whether the maze task results from
Enkin (2012) can be replicated using the story maze task. There were three experiments
in the series and the efficacy of training with less complex and more complex L2
structures were compared so as to investigate whether the maze task itself was effective
in training structures that were not found in the L1 (English in this case). The reasoning
behind this design was that learners may be insensitive to structures that are mismatched
from their L1 (Tokowitz & MacWhinney, 2005). However, training programs have
shown that L1 preferences can be altered so that learners show inclination to “L2specific” structures (Nitschke et al., 2009). Thus, by creating “Spanish” and “English”
training groups, the former trained students on “L2-specific” structures while the latter
trained students on structures shared between the L1 and L2. It is important to note that
each structure used was counterbalanced. In other words, each construction had an
English-similar and Spanish-specific version so that the same structure was used, and
thus only the type was different.
The “Spanish” group was considered the experimental group while the “English”
group served as the control. By having these two groups, it was possible to see how each
training type affected the two different sentence types with which the groups were
trained. That is, during training sessions, the “English” group received “English-similar”
structures, while the “Spanish” group received “Spanish-specific” constructions. A test
session was created that contained both sentence types. In this way, whether there was a
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training effect of the “Spanish” group was investigated. Moreover, whether there would
be comparable performance on more complex and less complex structures was also
examined for those participants receiving “Spanish” training. Aphasia research has
shown that through training, generalizing in the direction of more complex to less
complex is possible, but that this is not found in the reverse direction (Thompson et al.,
2003). Thus, although this was a different type of experiment, it is interesting to draw
parallels from one line of research to another.
Lastly, the maze task experiments utilized a few different post-tests that included
both sentences types so as to test the effect of implicit maze training on the explicit and
implicit knowledge bases, as well as on comprehension and production skills. To test the
implicit knowledge base, there was a final maze task session as well as a same/different
task where students had 4.5 seconds to decide if two sentences were identical or not. The
purpose of the same/different task was to measure how quickly students can process
structure after undergoing one of the two trainings. To test explicit knowledge, there was
an unspeeded (untimed) grammaticality judgment task used where students made
judgments on the grammaticality of sentences. They had an unlimited amount of time to
do this, and thus it was a test of explicit understanding. Finally, another test of explicit
knowledge, but one that tested production skills as well was a pre-test/post-test
worksheet. The worksheet focused on one of the types of structures used in the maze
task, and contained a fill-in-the-blank format, which was untimed.
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Students also provided qualitative data in the form of answering a questionnaire.
The questionnaire asked learners their opinions on the maze task. It asked them to rate
their experiences from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best score. The questions focused on how
invested they were in the task, and how helpful the activity was. It also asked them their
thoughts on the usefulness of this task to L2 curricula as a whole.
The Maze Task Experiments: Results
The results of the three experiments showed that there was a significant training
effect, but only with the “Spanish” training group. Moreover, on the test session, students
trained on more difficult structures (unlike L1) yielded performance times on both
sentence types that were comparable. The same was not true for the control group
(“English” training group). This suggested that when trained on difficult constructions, it
becomes easier to understand the distinction between more complex and simpler
sentences. Furthermore, it was the “Spanish” training group that yielded significant
benefits on the grammaticality judgment task, displaying significantly better performance
on harder constructions and also on easier structures (Experiments 3 and 2, respectively).
It is important to note that the test session in Experiment 3 by itself yielded significantly
better performance on both sentence types, which underscores the fact that it is the
“Spanish” training type that is responsible for the effect. In other words, the easier
sentences are not simply the default types for all students. It is due to the more difficult
training that learners can better understand the difference between the two sentence types.
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With respect to the same/different task, which was a task that measured implicit
knowledge (the same knowledge base that the maze task was testing), there were no
significant effects in any experiment. This result is quite interesting from the perspective
of comprehension and production. The same/different task differs from the maze task in
that it only measures comprehension. Albeit the maze task is a comprehension-based
program, its very nature of story-building can lend itself to production as well.
Anecdotally, students have expressed that in order to complete sentences most efficiently,
it helps to say the sentence aloud as one “weaves” through it. The fact that there were no
significant effects in the same/different task offers supportive data for this claim.
Nevertheless, even though there were no significant effects, the “Spanish” training group
did in fact yield faster reaction times overall on both sentence types, which shows that
their processing speeds have increased more than those in the “English” training group.
With respect to the paper-and-pencil pre-test and post-test measuring explicit
knowledge, Experiment 2 showed that when training groups were combined together,
there was significant improvement from pre-test to post-test after maze training. This
result displays the effect on production skills. That is, when production skills are
measured, maze training yielded significant improvement, which lends more reliability to
the hypothesis that the maze task assists significantly with production as well.
Experiment 3 yielded improvement as well, but only for the “Spanish” training group,
which highlights the effect of the more complex training. Furthermore, Experiment 1
contrasted the pre-test and post-test scores with those of another class not undergoing
maze training. The result was that the improvement from pre-test to post-test was only
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significant with students undergoing maze training. This result suggests that it is the maze
task that is yielding genuine learning outcomes.
The qualitative data derived from the questionnaire presented a hopeful outlook
for the maze task. In all experiments, the average of 11 questions was 4.3 (out of a
possible score of 5). Students expressed that the task was helpful, fun, and held their
interest. They were also emphatic about its potential as an addition to a foreign language
curriculum, and thought it could work for other languages as well. In general, students
were very open and receptive to this task, and thought it was very engaging. This data
provided a catalyst for the present study insofar as framing the maze task in a more
communicative and contextualized manner. The story maze task can be seen as a CALL
program for beginners and for advanced learners as well if the materials are appropriate.
However, especially for beginners, the story maze has the potential of yielding strong
learning outcomes.
The Present Study: The Story Maze Task
Research Questions
Since the story maze is basically a replication of the maze task experiments, the same
research questions were addressed. They are as follows:
1) Is there a training effect for “L2-specific” structures as seen through implicit story
maze training?
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2) Are there carryover effects from story maze training to comprehension-based
tasks that measure the implicit and explicit knowledge bases (same/different task
and grammaticality judgment task, respectively)?
3) Are there carryover effects from story maze training to a production-based paperand-pencil task measuring explicit knowledge?
4) What are students’ general opinions to the story maze task based on a
questionnaire?
Method
Participants
Twenty-three (23) students enrolled in Spanish 102 participated for course credit.
Students were randomly assigned to one of two training groups. The training groups were
called “English” training group and “Spanish” training group. The “English” group
received sentences that were similar to structures found in students’ L1 whereas the
“Spanish” group received sentences that were specific to the L2.
Materials and Design
Like in the maze task experiments, the present study contained both training
sessions and a test session. There were three training sessions (one per week) and one test
session (on the fourth week). In the training sessions, there were six stories used, each
comprised of four sentences each. Each sentence of each story contained a graphic before
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the start of the sentence. This picture served as a type of prime for the sentence and also
encouraged deeper processing of the subsequent sentence.
Each training group received twenty-four (24) sentences total during the training
sessions. Training sessions contained the same stories from week to week, however, the
placement of the word alternatives on the screen was randomized so that participants
could not simply memorize the location of the correct option. If an error occurred, the
location of the error was identified, and participants had the option (and were
encouraged) to try the sentence again. Should a participant decide not to try the sentence
again, rather than returning the subject to the beginning graphic of that sentence, the
entire sentence would appear in red on the screen. This was different from the original
maze task experiments and was important here since the sentences followed a
chronological story line. Thus, in order for learners to have a fair chance at each new
sentence, they needed to have all the necessary information from past sentences in that
story. As in the maze experiments, the story maze task links were sent via email, and
students had all week to complete a session.
The test session was the same for both groups and contained thirty-two (32)
sentences total. This session included eight new stories, but of both types – four of
“English-similar” and four of “Spanish-specific”. These eight stories were also comprised
of four sentences each with a graphic appearing at the beginning of each sentence. Every
way in which target structures were used during training sessions was included in the test
session, and there was an equal amount of both “English-similar” and “Spanish-specific”
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constructions. Immediate feedback was provided as in the training sessions and the link
for the test session was again sent via email. The difference in the test session was that
students could not try the sentence again if they made a mistake, and therefore when a
mistake did occur, they were able to view the entire sentence and then move on.
There were four types of sentences used in this experiment. The same sentence
types were used in this experiment as in the maze task experiments. However, rather than
using subject relative clauses for added variety, an added experimental sentence type was
used along with the other types. Thus, object relative clauses, the verbs “to be”, and
direct object pronoun placement were all used. The added construction was a preposition
condition. As with the maze task experiments, each structure had an “English-similar”
type and a “Spanish-specific type”. The “English-similar” types were given to the
“English” training group whereas the “Spanish-specific” types were given to the
“Spanish” training group. The difference in object relative clauses, the verbs “to be”, and
direct object pronouns was the same as in the maze experiments.
The object relative clauses differed in having a pro-drop situation versus an overt
subject (“Spanish-specific” vs. “English-similar” respectively). The “English-similar” “to
be” structure focused on the permanent “to be” (ser), which is the structure that students
assign to the English verb “to be”. The “Spanish-specific” version was estar (the
temporary version of “to be”, which is not found in English). While the ser sentences
focused on permanency (i.e. describing origin, professions, and expressing time), the
estar sentences highlighted temporary states (i.e. describing location, emotions, and
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temporary states of being). For the direct object pronoun condition, the clitic pronoun
was either raised (“Spanish-specific” version) or post-verbal as in English (“Englishsimilar” version). Finally, the added preposition condition incorporated the prepositions
por (“Spanish-specific” version) vs. para (“English-similar” version). In Spanish, both of
these prepositions are translated as “for”. However, beginning level students learn that
por can also be translated as “through”, “by means of”, “by”, and “during”. Thus, por
was translated as “for”, but also as “through”, “by means of”, etc. On the other hand,
para was only translated as “for”.
Each story contained these four sentence types. In the training session, each story
contained similar content between “Spanish-specific” and “English-similar” versions.
Also, the graphics that were used for each sentence of each story in the training sessions
were the same. These measures were taken in order to control for the effect of story
context as a potential confound. It is also important to highlight the fact that of the four
constructions used, two were lexical differences (“to be” and prepositions) and the other
two were grammatical (object relative clauses and direct object pronoun placement).
Thus, there was a balance of these two aspects, which is essential when considering this
type of program for a potential CALL material. Table 1 illustrates the sentences from a
sample training session story and displays the difference between “English-similar” and
“Spanish-specific” versions.
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Table 1. Sample Training Story Sentences
SENTENCE #
AND TYPE
SENTENCE 1:
To Be

SENTENCE 2:
Object Relative
Clause

SENTENCE 3:
Preposition

Spanish-specific Types

English-similar Types

“El gato de la chica está muy
feliz porque siempre come
buena comida.”

“El gato de la chica es muy
simpático porque siempre come
buena comida.”

(The girl’s cat is very happy
because he always eats good
food.)

(The girl’s cat is very nice
because he always eats good
food.)

Focuses on “estar”
“La comida deliciosa que
quiere comer cuesta mucho
dinero.”

Focuses on “ser”
“La comida que el gato quiere
comer es deliciosa pero cuesta
mucho dinero.”

(The delicious food that he
wants to eat costs a lot of
money.)

(The food that the cat wants to
eat is delicious but costs a lot of
money.)

Focuses on object relative
clause containing a pro-drop

Focuses on object relative
clause containing an overt
subject
“El gato sueña con su comida
favorita porque es importante
para él.”

“Por las noches el gato sueña
con su comida favorita.”
(During the nights, the cat
dreams about his favorite
food.)

SENTENCE 4:
Direct Object
Pronoun

(The cat dreams about his
favorite food because it is
important for him.)

Focuses on “por” translated
as “during; in”
“Cuando el gato recibe la
comida normalmente la
quiere comer y después
dormir al sol.”

Focuses on “para” translated
always as “for” in the stories
“Cuando el gato recibe la
comida normalmente quiere
comerla y después dormir al
sol.”

(When the cat receives the
food he usually wants to eat it
and then sleep in the sun.)

(When the cat receives the food
he usually wants to eat it and
then sleep in the sun.)

Focuses on pre-verbal direct
object pronoun

Focuses on post-verbal direct
object pronoun
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The post-tests used in this experiment were the same as in the maze task
experiments. A grammaticality judgment task, same/different task, and counterbalanced
pre-test and post-test (focusing on the “to be” structure) were administered after the
completion of all maze tasks. The grammaticality judgment task included both sentence
types and there were 40 items total (8 grammatical “English-similar” types, 8
ungrammatical “English-similar” types, 8 grammatical “Spanish-specific” types, 8
ungrammatical “Spanish-specific” types, and 8 fillers – 4 grammatical and 4
ungrammatical). The same/different task also contained 40 items total including both
sentence types (5 “English-similar” same pairs, 5 “English-similar” different pairs, 5
“Spanish-specific” same pairs, 5 “Spanish-specific” different pairs, 10 grammatical filler
pairs – 5 same and 5 different, and 10 ungrammatical filler pairs – 5 same and 5
different).
The other post-tests were paper tests. The paper pre-test and post-test production
task was a fill-in-the-blank task and had a total of 20 sentences (10 of each type). Lastly,
there was a questionnaire used to collect qualitative data, and there were a total of 15
questions (instead of 11 as in the maze task experiments) with the last question being an
open-response where students could write their comments, thoughts, and suggestions.
This was not included in the original maze task questionnaire.
Procedure
The experiment was run using DMDX software, which was created at the
University of Arizona by Kenneth and Jonathon Forster (2003). All computerized tasks
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(maze, grammaticality judgment, and same/different) were administered using this
software. All experimental items were presented on a white background with black
lettering. Order of all items was randomized. Instantaneous feedback was given in each
task, either the message “CORRECT” appeared, or “<< error >>”. All tasks were sent as
links weekly via email and students were free to complete the task anytime that week.
There were two response key options given to students for each task, which is how
students indicated their answers. Paper tasks including both the pre-test and post-test
production activity as well as the questionnaire were administered in class after the
completion of all maze tasks.
For the story maze task, the correct and incorrect alternatives were presented
simultaneously on the screen. The opening frame was a colored graphic depicting the
sentence’s content, and after viewing it, students began building the sentence. Thus, in
Table 1 above, each word in each sentence appeared separately on the screen with an
incorrect alternative beside it (either on the left or right side). An example story including
incorrect alternatives as well as graphics appears in Appendix A. For the training
sessions, the positioning of correct and incorrect alternatives was randomized from
session to session. Once participants were ready to move on from the graphic to start the
story, they would press the right arrow key. Their time would start then and they were
instructed to complete each sentence as quickly and as accurately as possible.
The first frame of each sentence after the graphic displayed the first word of the
sentence as in the following: [La x-x-x]. This first word was given to the students, and
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subsequently, two words appeared side by side, and subjects chose the correct next word
in the sentence. Incorrect alternatives were not the same part of speech. Each story
presented their four sentences in chronological order, but the order of stories themselves
was randomized from session to session.
If a sentence was completed correctly, the message, “CORRECT” appeared in the
center of the screen, and participants would be automatically directed to the next sentence
(or story). If subjects made a mistake, the message “<< error >>” would appear in the
center of the screen in the exact moment (and thus location in the sentence) of the error.
In the training sessions, participants would press one of two response keys indicating
whether they wanted to try the sentence again or if they wished to move on. If subjects
decided to try the sentence again, they were re-directed to the beginning graphic of that
sentence. If they had decided not to try the sentence again, a message such as the
following was displayed with the entire sentence in red: [The sentence was: This was the
sentence.] When they were ready, students would press the right arrow key to move on to
the next sentence. The option for trying a sentence again was not available in the test
session and participants were automatically shown the entire sentence when an error
occurred. They would press the right arrow key when ready to continue with the task.
Results and Discussion
Training Graphs
Training graphs illustrating mean reaction times as well as error rates for this experiment
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are presented in the following figures. Both reaction times and error rates decrease

Mean RTs (msec)

gradually with every training session for each training group.
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Analysis
As in the maze task experiments, all analyses were carried out using linear mixed
effects modeling. In this type of analysis, a process involving fitting linear mixed effects
models (LMERs) to the data is employed. This is done by using the lmer function from
the lme4 package in R (Baayen, 2008a, 2008b; Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008;
Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; R Development Core Team, 2009). Unlike customary analyses
carried out through ANOVAs, the method using LMERs allows for two crossed random
effects, which are those of subjects and items. During the analysis process, the software
will analyze the data for each individual trial, and will not need to aggregate over items
or subjects. The program then provides the best fitting linear model with subject and
items as random effects. The p-values for the effects were generated by Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation, which uses 10,000 iterations (Baayen et al., 2008).
Prior to all analyses, the raw reaction times (RTs) as well as error rates, which
were the dependent variables involved throughout the tasks used, were log converted in
order for the data to reflect more of a normal distribution. All trials where an error
occurred were discarded. Furthermore, when it comes to the story maze task, trials that
were never seen due to an error were all discarded. This occurred if the subject would
make an error, and would leave the sentence thereby not ever seeing the rest of the
sentence. When analyzing RTs, the data was trimmed so that those under 300 and over
5000 were not included in the analysis. As in the maze task experiments, all items were
considered holistically (meaning the whole sentence, every sentence). However, neither
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reaction times to graphics nor deciding when to move on to the next sentence (if the
entire sentence was shown after an error occurred) were included.
For this experiment, there were two main factors that were considered in the
analysis, which were identical to the maze task experiments. The first was the effect of
training group, with the levels “English” training group (for easier, “L1-like” sentences)
and “Spanish” training group (for more complex “L2-specific” sentences). The second
factor was sentence type, with the levels “English-similar” sentence types and “Spanishspecific” sentence types.
The first result of importance concerned the actual maze task test session. Using
reaction times as the dependent variable, the results showed that there was a main effect
of sentence type (t = 2.92, p =.0001) for the “Spanish-specific” types, but no main effect
of training group (t = 0.17, p >.05). More importantly however, the critical interaction of
training group by sentence type was once again significant (t = 6.12, p=.000). This was
the same significant interaction that occurred in the maze task experiments. The
interaction here, however, was stronger than any of the significant interactions in the
maze experiments. These results demonstrate that there was a significant training effect
of the “Spanish” training group, and that more complex training assists these participants
in understanding the distinct usages between “Spanish-specific” and “English-similar”
constructions. In other words, students trained on harder constructions yielded a training
effect on their sentence types, as well as performed comparably on both hard and easy
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constructions as compared to the “English” training group. The mean reaction times can
be found in the figure below.
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Figure 3. Mean Reaction Times for Test Session
The next result of interest concerns the post-test unspeeded grammaticality
judgment task. All incorrect trials were discarded, and the dependent variable being
investigated was error rates on the grammatical items. Unlike the maze task experiments,
in the present study, there was no significant main effect of training group (p >.05) nor
was there a significant interaction of training group by sentence type (p >.05). This result
was surprising since in the maze task experiments, the aforementioned main effect and
interaction both reached significance.
In those experiments, those results indicated that the “Spanish” training group was
benefitting the most from their type of training insofar as seeing benefits on accuracy
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rates on an explicit knowledge measure. That is, the “Spanish” training group did
significantly better on their sentence types, as well as showed comparable performance
on the easier sentences. However, the null effect in this experiment suggests that the story
contexts (and graphics) may be affecting both training groups evenly. In other words, the
null effect could be due to the fact that the story is creating less of a difference in
performance on both hard and easy (“Spanish-specific” and “English-similar”) sentence
types for each training group (“Spanish” and “English”). Thus, the fact that there is a
“significant” null effect here with the story maze is in itself a significant effect.
When looking at the following figure illustrating the mean error rates for both
sentence types by each training group, there is an interesting trend. From these averages,
it is evident that the “Spanish” training group shows that their performance was exactly
the same for both sentence types. However, the “English” training group found “Spanishspecific” types (the harder sentences) more difficult. Although this effect was not
significant, it is worth noting.

Error Probability
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Figure 4. Grammaticality Judgment Task Mean Error Rates
The same/different task was the next post-test. Only same trials were considered
because the location of the difference in the different trials was not controlled. Incorrect
trials were all discarded, and reaction times were now the dependent variable since this
was a measure of implicit knowledge. The same result was found in this experiment as in
the maze task experiments. No significant effects were found (all p >.05). These results
could have been due to the fact that, by nature, the task contains much variability.
One of the other explanations for this task, however, is that this task only tests the
comprehension domain. On the other hand, the story maze task could be training both the
comprehension and production domain, and therefore there may not have been significant
results in another implicit test that measured only the comprehension base. Regardless,
the results are patterning in the same manner as they did in the maze task experiments.
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The “Spanish” training group is performing better (faster) on both sentence types as
compared to the “English” training group. The following figure depicts these results.
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Figure 5. Same/Different Task Mean Reaction Times
The last post-test was the paper test that had a pre-test and post-test component.
A related sample one-tailed within-subjects t-test revealed a significant effect of maze
training insofar as yielding significant improvement from pre-test to post-test by both
training groups combined, (t [22] = 1.95, p =.03). There was also a strong trend of this
effect by a related sample two-tailed within-subjects t-test (p =.06). As an additional
measure, when each training group was analyzed separately, neither group showed
significant improvement (all p >.05). These results illustrate that when taken together,
both training groups showed significant improvement from pre-test to post-test. These
effects are very similar to the effects in the maze task experiments, and thus build a
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strong case for the possibility that the maze and story maze task can train production
skills as well.
The questionnaire was the last piece of data collected for this experiment. Out of a
possible score of 5, the average of 14 questions was 4.55. As compared to the maze task
experiments, this mean score was slightly higher. This may be due to the story effect
itself since it is very possible that stories and graphics heightened the task’s likeability
factor. Unlike the maze task experiments, there was a final, open-ended question that was
added to the questionnaire. It asked students to provide further comments or suggestions
about the task. The following table displays some of the comments received.
Table 2. Sample Student Comments on Questionnaire
“It was engaging and made me focus.”
“It was fun!”
“Helpful program!”
“It is more interesting as you go through sessions.”
“I love this so much more than online workbook.”
“The graphics helped me understand the stories.”
“Helps to read sentences aloud so that you hear them and that makes you go faster.”
“Cool if definitions would be presented too.”
“I couldn’t get enough of it!”
“It was AWESOME!”
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The student comments display the students’ enthusiasm to the story maze task.
The highest ratings came from questions that asked whether the task was more enjoyable
than online workbook activities, whether students liked the pictures, whether students
liked the story-like manner of the task and if this held their interest, and finally whether
or not the task could be helpful for learning other languages. One of the interesting points
to consider is that two of the four top scoring questions concerned the difference between
the original maze task and the story maze. It is likely, then, that the increase in the
average score on the questionnaire is due to the addition of the story context of sentences
and the graphics. On the whole, learners responded well to this task, and seemed to be
very open about it being part of a foreign language curriculum in some capacity.
General Discussion
The present study has shown that results from the story maze task are similar to
those from the maze task experiments. Moreover, students are more receptive to the story
maze task as a whole as compared to the original maze task. With respect to the training
types, the more complex training group (“Spanish”) is yielding the most benefit, which
supports the previous results from the maze task experiments. Learners in the “Spanish”
training group are significantly faster to complete their sentence types (“Spanishspecific”) as well as show comparable performance times on easier constructions
(“English-similar”). This does not happen for the students that were trained on easier
structures (the “English” training group). This result indicates that more complex training
not only strengthens the connections made in class, but it also helps students “notice the
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gap” between their L1 and L2 (Schmidt, 1994). In other words, the students in this
training group are more metalinguistically aware of the differences between L1 and L2
structures. Consequently, the story maze task is effective in building the implicit
knowledge base. More importantly, by providing the appropriate training type, students
are able to make associations between the foreign language and their native language.
With respect to the post-tests, these are important in indicating how much
carryover this task provides for other measures. Many of the post-test results patterned
similarly to the original maze task, except for the grammaticality judgment task. In the
present study, this task yielded no significant results. However, the maze task
experiments indicated that the “Spanish” training group showed better performance on
the harder sentence types with which they were trained as well as comparable
performance on easier sentences. Although there were no significant effects in this case,
the averages showed that whereas the “English” training group found the harder
sentences more difficult than the easier ones, the “Spanish” training group performed
exactly equally on both types. This suggests that there may be an advantage for the more
complex training group.
One of the explanations for this null effect could be that the stories themselves are
creating less of a difficulty difference between sentence types for each training group. In
other words, both training types are helping learners more equally, and thus there are no
significant effects. Rather, the null effect may be a significant result in itself because it
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illustrates the fact that no matter the training type, the explicit knowledge base is
benefitting.
The same/different task showed the same pattern of results as did the maze task
experiments. There were no significant effects, but the “Spanish” training group showed
faster reaction times overall. Having a null effect again in this task may suggest that the
maze task is actually training comprehension and production skills as well. That is, given
that the same dependent variable is being measured, that of reaction times, it is surprising
that there are no effects once again. One of the big differences between this task and the
maze and story maze tasks is that it is possible that by requiring students to incrementally
“build” a sentence, production is also being trained. Thus, it would be advisable to
choose a post-test task that requires both production and comprehension. In this case, not
having a significant result may build a stronger case for the maze and story maze
affecting the production domain of language learning.
The final post-test was the paper-and-pencil pre-test and post-test worksheet. In
this post-test, there was significant improvement from pre-test to post-test when the two
training groups were combined. As an additional measure, when each training group was
analyzed separately, no significant improvement was found (all p >.05). In the maze task
experiments, the results were mixed insofar as either both groups when considered
together yielding significant improvement, or only the “Spanish” training group showing
this effect. The result in the present study may indicate that when presented with a
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contextualized story maze task, production benefits are more uniform among the two
training groups.
This above result may also suggest that the hypothesis for the results of the
grammaticality judgment task is correct insofar as both training types yielding benefits
from the story maze. In other words, neither training group in the grammaticality
judgment task showed a significant performance difference between sentence types. This
may therefore also explain why there was significant improvement for both groups
combined in the paper pre-test and post-test. Because training itself helped students
significantly improve on that task, this result supports the possibility that the story maze
itself is able to assist with building the explicit knowledge base. Moreover, the task may
be beneficial for improving production skills.
The questionnaire was the qualitative piece of data collected in the present study.
Similar to the results in the maze task experiments, the questionnaire yielded an average
score of 4.55 out of 5. This score was slightly higher than the original maze task
experiments, and reflects that the story maze was even better accepted by students.
Importantly, the open-ended question that was added to the questionnaire revealed
essential information. Students not only expressed their genuine enthusiasm and openness
to completing the task, but the hypothesis that the maze assists with developing
production skills was confirmed. In general, learners responded well to the task, and their
responses articulated that the story maze could be a good addition to a foreign language
curriculum.
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Conclusion
This experiment has built a strong case for the story maze task as a potential
CALL program that could be used in basic foreign language classes. By drawing
comparisons from the original maze task experiments, this experiment has bridged the
gap between a psycholinguistic task and realizing that task as a more complete
pedagogical instrument. It has shown that the story maze as a whole can be used in the
foreign language classroom for strengthening connections of explicitly taught
information as well as converting declarative knowledge into procedural representations.
Moreover, the story maze is helpful for both the comprehension and production domain.
With appropriate sentence types, a contextualized version of the original maze task has
been shown to help students be more metalinguistically aware of associations between
the L1 and L2. By providing students with implicit and contextualized practice in one
task, the story maze reflects an excellent bridge between more communicative CALL
programs and more traditional activities.
The story maze, which is originally derived from the psycholinguistic maze task
used in experimental testing, can assist learners in attaining L2 knowledge. One of the
next steps that must be taken with respect to further research is to examine how effective
this program is with higher levels of L2 learning. Other than this critical question, another
possibility is to investigate ways in which the task could be more useful to learners.
Reaction time feedback, displaying sentence progress at the bottom of the screen in real
time (that is, showing the words in the sentence that students have completed thus far),
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using different sentence types, and using audio so that learners can either hear options
rather than just visually seeing them or so that they can hear the correct option “played
back” to them when it is chosen are all possible additions to consider.
How this task would function within a curriculum is an inquiry that still must be
addressed. Teachers are welcome to use this program as homework assignments and/or
an assessment tool. Thus, although there is much work to be done regarding realizing the
program in curricula, this article has shown that the foundation is solid. Students enjoy
this task and it provides them with a different style of learning as well as a break from
routine assignments. For certain, the story maze is a novel approach to incorporating
implicit learning in the L2 classroom.
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Appendix A
Sample Test Session Story Maze with Incorrect Alternatives and Graphics
“English-similar” story:
SENTENCE 1

The Verb “To Be”
Hoy
es
miércoles
y
es
un
día
especial
porque
es
el
aniversario
de
los
abuelos.

Incorrect Alternative
x-x-x
composición
toman
problemas
pero
conversamos
escribo
poemas
inteligentes
o
duermo
buscaron
clases
porque
por.

Today is Wednesday and it is a special day because it is the grandparents’ anniversary.
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SENTENCE 2

Preposition
Para
su
celebración
los
abuelos
tienen
una
fiesta
con
la
familia
y
los
amigos
en
un
restaurante.

Incorrect Alternative
x-x-x
y
con
cultura
mi
película
vivimos
unas
cine
sin
tu
literatura
pero
el
dinero
porque
al.

For their celebration the grandparents have a party with family and friends at a
restaurant.
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SENTENCE 3

Object Relative Clause
El
restaurante
que
los
abuelos
escogieron
es
perfecto
porque
tiene
postres
increíbles.

Incorrect Alternative
x-x-x
para
distracción
y
un
flores
gimnasio
prefieres
bonitas
pero
hago
grupos.

The restaurant that the grandparents chose is perfect because it has incredible desserts.
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SENTENCE 4

Direct Object Pronoun
Los
abuelos
escogen
el
pastel
de
chocolate
y
van
a
comerlo
juntos.

Incorrect Alternative
x-x-x
las
medicina
esperamos
sin
amiga
al
palabra
o
estuvimos
sí
toma.

The grandparents choose the chocolate cake and are going to eat it together.
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Appendix B
Additional Sample Sentences of Stories
Training Session
“English-similar” story:
Pedro estudia en su cuarto porque un examen importante que él va a tomar es
mañana.
Pedro studies in his room because an important exam that he is going to take is
tomorrow.
(object relative clause)
Pedro estudia toda la noche para el examen porque quiere sacar una buena nota.
Pedro studies all night for the exam because he wants to get a good grade.
(preposition)
Pedro tiene miedo porque son las ocho de la mañana y el examen es muy pronto.
Pedro is scared because it is 8 o’clock in the morning and the exam is very soon.
(the verb “to be”)
El examen es difícil pero él puede hacerlo muy rápidamente porque estudió
mucho.
The exam is difficult but he can do it very quickly because he studied a lot.
(direct object pronoun)
“Spanish-specific” story:
Por los veranos Gloria tiene un trabajo como moza en un restaurante.
During the summers Gloria has a jab as a waitress at a restaurant.
(preposition)
A Gloria le gusta su trabajo porque está hablando con muchas personas
diferentes cada día.
Gloria likes her job because she is speaking with many different people every
day.
(the verb “to be”)
En otoño empiezan las clases de comunicaciones que (Ø) toma en la
universidad.
In fall the communications classes that she takes begin at the university.
(object relative clause)
La experiencia de Gloria la va a ayudar en su carrera.
Gloria’s experience is going to help her in her career.
(direct object pronoun)
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Test Session
“English-similar” story:
Durante la clase el profesor habla sobre el libro difícil que los estudiantes
necesitan leer.
During class the professor talks about the difficult book that the students need to
read.
(object relative clause)
El libro es difícil pero es muy importante porque es parte del examen final.
The book is difficult but is very important because it is part of the final exam.
(the verb “to be”)
Muchas de las personas en la clase son buenos estudiantes y estudian juntos para
el examen.
Many of the people in class are good students and study together for the exam.
(preposition)
También leen otros libros sobre el mismo tema porque pueden usarlos cuando
estudian.
They also read other books on the same topic because they can use them when
they study.
(direct object pronoun)
“Spanish-specific” story:
Ana está visitando California porque quiere unas vacaciones relajantes y su
hermana vive allí.
Ana is visiting California because she wants a relaxing vacation and her sister
lives there.
(the verb “to be”)
Antes del viaje ellas hablaron por teléfono por muchas horas sobre las
vacaciones.
Before the trip they spoke on the phone for many hours about the vacation.
(preposition)
Las vacaciones que (Ø) va a tomar son perfectas porque su hermana tiene una
casa bonita en la playa.
The vacation that she is going to take is perfect because her sister has a house
on the beach.
(object relative clause)
El sol brilla en la playa y Ana lo va a tomar todos los días.
The sun shines on the beach and Ana is going to bask in it every day.
(direct object pronoun)
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Appendix C
Sample Computerized Post-test Items
Grammaticality Judgment Task
a) Grammatical
(Direct Object)
“English-similar”: La chica quiere el vestido y ella va a comprarlo.
The girl wants the dress and she is going to buy it.
“Spanish-specific”: Normalmente no como la carne pero la quiero comer hoy.
Usually I do not eat meat but I want to eat it today.
(Preposition)
“English-similar”: Mi familia y yo compramos un regalo para mi abuelo.
My family and I bought a gift for my grandfather.
“Spanish-specific”: Por los veranos, tengo un buen trabajo en un restaurante.
During the summers, I have a good job at a restaurant.
b) Ungrammatical
(Direct Object)
“English-similar”: *El coche es un regalo perfecto y comprarlo a voy.
“Spanish-specific”: *El tiene platos restaurante pollo de quiero y los comer.
(Preposition)
“English-similar”: *Necesita Anita composición escribir una para clase la
filosofía de.
“Spanish-specific: *Los otoños por el menú fantástico tiene muchas opciones
diferentes.
Same/Different Task
a) Same
(The verb “to be”)
“Spanish-specific”: Mis mejores amigas están muy contentas hoy.
Mis mejores amigas están muy contentas hoy.
My best friends are very happy today.
b) Different
(The verb “to be”)
“English-similar”: Mi padre es abogado y trabaja en este edificio.
Mi amigo es abogado y trabaja en este edificio.
My dad/friend is a lawyer and works in this building.
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Appendix D
Sample Paper Pre-test/Post-test Items
Pre-test/Post-test Versions A & B
Fill-in the blank with the correctly conjugated form of ser or estar:
VERSION A
Mi amiga, hoy ( ______ ) domingo.
My friend, today is Sunday.

Yo ( ______ ) tomando el agua.
I am drinking the water.
El restaurante ( ______ ) en la calle
Broadway.
The restaurant is on Broadway Blvd.
¡Mi novio y yo ( ______ ) muy
contentos con la idea de comer helado!
My boyfriend and I are very happy with
the idea of eating ice cream!
( ______ ) las diez de la tarde, y vamos
a dormir.
It is 10pm, and we are going to sleep.
Juan ( ______ ) emocionado porque va
a ir a la fiesta.
Juan is excited because he is going to
go to the party.
( ______ ) imposible que vayas a la
biblioteca después de clase.
It is impossible that you go to the
library after class.
¡Por fin, mis pisos ( ______ ) limpios!
Finally, my floors are clean!
Noe y yo ( ______ ) mejores amigos
porque pasamos el tiempo juntos.
Noe and I are best friends because we
spend time together.
La tienda ( _______ ) lejos del mueso.
The store is far from the museum.

VERSION B
Mi hija, hoy ( ______ ) lunes. ¡Vamos a la
playa!
My girl, today is Monday. Let’s go to the
beach!
Yo ( ______ ) bebiendo la cerveza.
I am drinking the beer.
La papelería ( ______ ) en la calle
Speedway.
The stationary stone is on Speedway Blvd.
¡Mi amigo y yo ( ______ ) muy tristes con
la idea de ir a la clase!
My friend and I are very sad with the idea
of going to class.
( ______ ) las ocho de la mañana - ¡vamos
a comer el desayuno!
It is 8am – let’s go eat breakfast!
Los chicos ( ______ ) emocionados
porque van a ir al cine.
The boys are excited because they are
going to go the movies.
( ______ ) necesario que hagas tu tarea
después de clase.
It is necessary that you do your homework
after class.
¡Por fin, los carros en el garaje ( ______ )
limpios!
Finally, the cars in the garage are clean!
Gonzalo y yo ( ______ ) novios y vamos a
tener nuestra boda muy pronto.
Gonzalo and I are sweethearts and we are
going to have our wedding very soon.
La biblioteca ( _______ ) cerca del banco.
The library is close to the bank.
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Appendix E
Story Maze Task Questionnaire
Below is a questionnaire in which you can give me your opinion on the maze task!
Please rate your experience from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best rating, and 1 being the
worst rating. 5= strongly agree, 4=agree, 3=neutral, 2=disagree, 1=strongly disagree
1) Did you find this task to be fun?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

2) Did you find this task to be helpful?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

3) Do you find this task more enjoyable than online workbook assignments? In other
words, would the maze task be a good supplemental activity to those
assignments?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

4) Did you find this task helpful for your Spanish learning?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

5) Did you like the pictures presented with the sentences?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

6) Did the pictures help you complete the sentences?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1
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7) Did you like how the sentences were related to each other in a story-like manner?
Did you think this helped keep your interest?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

8) Did you find yourself wanting to try the sentence again if you got it wrong rather
than just passing through it?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

9) Do you think that this task can help others learn Spanish?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

10) Do you think that this task could be helpful for other languages?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

11) Do you think this type of practice carries over to doing better on exams/papers,
etc.?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

12) Did you think that the first session was just as fun as the fourth? (In other words,
did it get old fast or do you think you could really get into it for a whole
semester?)
YES, I can get into it
5
4

3

NO, it got boring
2
1

13) Do you think that if there was a tally of reaction times (that is, how fast you are
going), would this increase the fun factor of getting the answer correct?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1
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14) Do you think that this would be a good addition to the Spanish curriculum?
YES
5

NO
4

3

2

1

15) Please write down any other comments/suggestions/thoughts for improvements?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Thank you!

